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 A FORWARD
These four storeys are written in a no-nonsense style, which is easy for young people to 
understand.  The multitude of beautiful photographs bring the subject material vividly to 
life.

This is the first book on Coyotes that is told from the animal's perspective.  Everyone  
who reads this book will come away with a greater knowledge and appreciation of these 
remarkable animals.

Every Canadian school should have a copy of this book in their library, to ensure that our 
young people have a realistic understanding of these amazing predators.  This is the new 
reference book for Coyotes.

I recommend every Canadian parent use this book to bring an awareness and a factual 
understanding of these creatures to their children.

Kalin Keller  RN.

Coldstream, British Columbia.



The Anatomy of a Coyote Attack

Western Coyotes have hybridized with Northern Red Wolves to produce Brush Wolves

A Story of Struggle & Survival

In Canada’s Eastern Provinces

A Nova Scotia Brush Wolf
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The Anatomy of a Coyote Attack
This is not a condemnation of the Coyote; it is in praise of it

Western Coyotes hybridized with Northern Red Wolves to produce “Brush Wolves.   These 
events take place in Montague Township, Lanark County, in Eastern Ontario.   Some scenes 
may be disturbing.                                                                            

Author’s introduction: This story was used by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources in a 
court case; where I was the successful defendant.   The main issue was ownership of an animal 
but  another  concept  introduced  by  the MNR,  was the  veracity  as to  the role  of  Rambut’s 
perceived ownership of the herd.  I have attempted to relate this story from the perspectives of 
the animals involved, human considerations are purely secondary.   If just one person begins to 
appreciate wolves, writing this book was worthwhile.

This is the story of one pack of Brush Wolves in South Montague, of their preparation and 
attack on a small farm; encapsulated within the greater context of the remarkable expansion 
and  colonization  of  all  of  Eastern  Canada  by  the  Western  Coyote,  (Canis  latrans).   The 
companion volume, “The History and Evolution of Wolves” relates how ancestors of wolves 
developed 40 million years ago on the plains of North America, migrated across the temporary 
land bridge of Berengia, and scattered across Asia and Europe.  There, they specialized, and 
colonized four continents becoming the most successful animal on the planet except mankind.

Three  hundred  thousand  years  ago,  they  began  returning  to  the  Americas,  bigger  and 
stronger than when they left. This book was written in appreciation of the animal; which was 
mankind’s most feared predator, and has become his greatest friend. 
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 Ownership

Rambut in his prime

If people could converse with Rambut, I am certain he would have emphatically insisted all 
the sheep and goats were his.  He watched over them to ensure no females in season would go 
unsatisfied.  He also kept the younger males in line to ensure only his genes would prevail.   
Rambut watched over his herd to maintain his position of dominance, and when predators 
attacked, he was the first to flee.  My daughter, Tanya and her husband, Chris, owned him. 

However, the human decides what animal is kept for breeding, what animal is sent to market 
and  what  animal  is  put  down.  Regarding  the  issue  of  veracity,  as  far  as  Rambut  was 
concerned, it was his herd.  It was the donkey's job to defend against predators, not Rambut's.  
From the donkey's perspective, it was his herd.  From the human owner's standpoint, it was his 
herd.  A truism is interpreted from the perspective of the sender. 

According to the MNR, there is no Coyote or Wolf problem in Ontario, although the Ontario 
government  annually  hands  out  untold  hundreds  of  thousands  of  dollars  to  farmers  in 
compensation for "wolf" kills.

The Brush Wolves of Eastern Canada are simply trying to survive.  This story is primarily 
about their struggle for survival from their perspectives.  Any reference to their feelings and to 
their intentions or of the intentions of other animals is pure conjecture on my part. 
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 The South Montague Pack

The winter of 2006 had been a good one for the White-Tailed deer of Eastern Ontario but a 
severe one for the Brush Wolves. The lack of 
snow  had  been  a  boon,  which  enabled  the 
deer to travel with ease. The sheep had been 
brought  into  the  security  of  locked  barns 
beyond  their  reach.   Although  the  Brush 
Wolves dared not enter the barns, loose local 
dogs  had  no  hesitation  in  slaughtering  the 
sheep in their  barns.  The wolves were often 
blamed  and  the  wolf-kill  compensation  was 
readily paid.

Frequent freezing rain had resulted in an icy 
ground  cover  that  protected  voles  from  an 
easy capture. Coupled with a low point in the 
Varying  Hare  cycle,  the  pack  was  hard 
pressed to survive. 

An unseasonably warm Spring provided an 
impetus to returning flocks of birds, both large and small. The Coyotes bred as they always do 
in this part of the continent, during the last two weeks of February. If the new brood survives 
until autumn, the alpha female will not breed again this year.

Lean and hungry, the south Montague pack was particularly anxious this Spring to ensure the 
survival of their family. The alpha male was a large black Grey wolf weighing well over 100 lbs.

A number  of  Grey  Wolves  were  dropped  off  in  the  vicinity  by  the  MNR  to  thin  out  the 
overabundant deer, which served to introduce their genes into the local Brush Wolf population.  
The Alpha female was the progeny of a female Coyote and a male Red Wolf, weighing in at  
about 65 lbs.  Four of the 2005 litter were still with their parents. They were grey, tinged with the 
red of their Red Wolf bloodline. Two of their siblings were shot during one of this pack's raids 
on a sheep farm in late 2005. There were reports of sightings of others, such as a Tan coloured one, but  
it was a loner. 

There were also reports of a large lone Grey Wolf that was never seen with any others.  He was 
probably a younger male transient from a pack; who was chased away when he came of 
breeding age.  These six Grey/Red Wolf/Coyote hybrids were the undisputed masters of their 
domain as long as they stayed together.  United, they could drive away others of their kind, and 
even the odd Black bear that rambled into their territory.  They knew their territory so well they 
could travel the length and breadth of it in complete darkness. They knew where the deer herds 
travelled. They knew where the Snowshoe Hares and the Cottontail Rabbits hid. They could 
subsist on Voles and Rabbits in Summer but in Winter, they needed larger prey.
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They also watched the local domesticated farm animals as they bleated and beget their new 
ones. They had no fear of the local dogs. It was common for hounds to chase a Brush Wolf 
pack for over 20 miles, far from the safety of their human handlers. Dogs sent on their trail 
often did not return. Where pure Western Coyotes would supplicate to a large dog, these ones 
would not hesitate to kill it. To them, it merely represented food.  Any of them were large and 
capable enough to grab a medium size dog by the back of the neck and shake it until its neck 
broke.

On particularly  dark  nights,  they would  often  approach  a  farm,  and from the  cover  of 
darkness, would howl their challenge. Then, they would sit back and enjoy the howling and 
barking of the local caged or tethered dogs. Any dog that was foolish enough to venture into 
their space was killed. Local dogs were afraid to venture into the woods when the pack was in 
their vicinity. Occasionally, a wandering dog would spot the pack and would run for home. 
Usually,  the  pack  was  successful  in  surrounding  an  unsuspecting  dog.  In  that  case,  it 
"disappeared",  and was eaten by the pack.  Sometimes the ambush was carefully planned. 
Instances of disappearing farm dogs had become common in this area.

These "Brush" Wolves were old hands at attacking sheep, and even cattle to get at their 
young.  The  alpha  male  had  emasculated  a  full  grown  German  Shepherd  during  the  last 
breeding season, for no other reason than to ensure it could not sire in his domain. No free-
roaming male dog would be tolerated on his watch. The pack had also surrounded and killed 
the Australian Shepherd guard dog of a nearby sheep farmer. They had fought a White-Tailed 
buck, in the prime of its life, for hours until, finally victorious, they gorged on its flesh.

This pack was comprised of seasoned killers, and they were intent on starting off the killing 
season in earnest. Any of them could hear a twig snap from a half kilometre away, their sense 
of  smell  was far  better  than any dog, so no animal  (or  man) could approach without  their 
knowledge.
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The Donkey

This was the one that drew their attention the most. He was a medium sized animal but he 
had his quirks. He would not tolerate interference in his feeding space from the heifer although 
she was at least twice as large as him. When she got on his nerves, he would turn and threaten 
to kick her whereby she would immediately back off. Whenever a sudden downpour arrived, 
the herd would bolt for the outbuilding, and the donkey would stand in the doorway and not let 
the last few stragglers inside. This could work in their favour.

There had been a larger donkey here before, and the pack watched fascinated, as he would 
occasionally run down a newborn lamb, grab it and toss it in the air usually killing it. He had 
disappeared the previous Spring, just about the time this newer one arrived. The resident Red 
Fox got most of those lamb carcasses, as only she could easily go inside the electric fence and 
gather them up. Whenever she was foolish enough to carry a carcass into the woods, they 
would go after her, and she would invariably drop the load and run for safety.

This donkey had his quirks also. He had his favourite goats and those he disliked. At times, 
if he was in a bad mood, he would bite a goat on its back and hold on as the goat screamed in 
pain and fright, only letting go when he got bored. Those he picked on tended to be injured and 
developed a limp or stayed behind the others. This could be in their favour also.  The pack 
knew from experience that the donkey could be expected to be a serious combatant if they 
attacked inside the fence.  Even when one would venture inside the fence to try to grab a 
carcass, the Donkey would cut them off and fearlessly face off with them. The donkey would be 
a problem inside the fence but he never attempted to go outside it. Some goats regularly went 
a short distance outside the electric fence to get at the taller grass, but they were cautious, and 
were always on the watch. If only they could catch some of the goats a distance away from the 
fenced field.                                                                                                                                                  
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The Heifer and the Red Fox

She was a hornless three-year-old brindle-coloured Scottish Hyland. They remembered her 
when she lived at a farm to the north deeper inside their territory. When she was younger and 
had horns, she would occasionally get loose and wander in the woods alone. She was a more 
dangerous adversary then with those long sharp horns,  but then the humans removed the 
horns, making her a much more attractive target. She was now about 800 pounds, and didn't 
appear to be too bright. The donkey occasionally caught the pack's smell but the heifer didn't 
seem to know or care.

Unlike the donkey, the heifer didn't appear to have a comfort zone. She was quite content to 
let the goats lay close to her, and sometimes the kids would jump up on her back to play 
games. As many as three kids would sometimes stand on her back at a time, especially when 
the resident Red Fox vixen came around searching for scraps. Her back became a convenient 
high safe place to watch the goings and comings of the fox. They were used to her and were 
not afraid. They treated her with the same curiosity they did towards the two resident feral cats. 
Even the donkey ignored her after awhile.

With  his  temperamental  nature,  the  donkey 
sometimes  let  it  be  known  he  didn't  want  the 
heifer's  company,  so she was occasionally off  by 
herself  grazing in the pasture.  This  aspect  of  the 
Donkey’s  personality  also  fascinated  the  Wolves. 
The Heifer could move fast when she wanted to, so 
they would have to work quickly to cut her off from 
the donkey's protection. She would be the primary 
target if they managed to get through the fence. 
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The Electric Fence
They  had  tested  it  out  at  night  and  found  it 

delivered a terrific jolt when one would put its nose 
to a wire.  It  had their  respect,  and they avoided it 
whenever one patrolled the outside of the fence line 
but from their concealed positions, they continued to 
watch it and the herd's reaction to it.

They noticed that  sometimes a goat  would slip 
under the bottom-most wire forcing it upwards and 
go through with no adverse effects. At other times, 
they  noticed  one  of  the  adult  goats  would  jump 
through  the  two  middle  strands  not  touching  the 
ground until free of the fence and in that way was not 
shocked. 

They continued to watch and learn.  It  appeared 
that  if  they  rushed through  it,  they  would  not  get 
hurt. This was definitely working in their favour.

During  the  Summer  and  Autumn  of  2005,  the 
pack watched as a few goats would slip under the 
fence and venture beyond in the taller grass. They 
watched and waited for some to venture up into the 
hardwoods to no avail. 

The goats could smell  the wolves hiding under 
the trees on the ridge. The prevailing wind was from 
the  west  and  it  carried  their  scent  directly  to  the 
goats.  They  would have  to  go  in  after  them.  They 
would have to jump through the fence as the goats 
did. 
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The Decoy Game 

On a bright Spring day, at about 6:00 PM, in broad daylight, 
a thin sand-coloured male, weighing about 75 lbs, and with a 
height of over 30",ventured out of the woods into the outer 
unfenced field. As he playfully jumped on voles, he attracted 
the  attention  of  the  goats.  Working  ever  closer  to  the 
fascinated goats, he kept an eye on an injured one, too weak 
to keep up with the others. 

As  he  worked  his  high  jumping  game  with  imaginative 
voles, he slowly moved ever closer to the fence separating 
the two parties. The goats were transfixed by this apparently 
friendly dog, which was giving them an amazing display of 
his jumping prowess. They remembered the little Red Fox 
that used to do this for hours and she was never a threat to 
them. Even the donkey ignored him after awhile, and walked away. 

There was no way for the goats to know that this Brush 
Wolf had killed the fox and had taken over her den. He was hungry and he desperately needed 
fresh meat. His game was really a ruse to lure a careless goat to slip under the fence so he 
could grab it. As he worked the fence line eastwards, the goats followed. It appeared his ruse 
would bear fruit. 

Suddenly, the watching human fired two quick warning shots above him. He quickly bound for 
cover. He did not return in the daytime for many months. 

He has also been seen in the neighbourhood eating a road-kill deer. This particular Brush Wolf 
is a lone male and is not attached to any pack, although he may start a family if an acceptable 
unattached female wanders into the area.  In the Spring of 2009, my son, Bill, approached within 
twenty feet of him when he was eating a rabbit in a field on our property.
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Origins, The Greater Picture
These handsome and varied coloured predators are a new phenomenon. They are a result of 
unions between the northern Red Wolf and the Western Coyote. In the early 1990s, DNA tests 
proved there was a distinct population of Red Wolves in Algonquin Park. They were the same 
species as the Southern Red Wolf, Canis Rufus.

The journey of the Red Wolf north into South-eastern Ontario:Their pre-Columbian range 
was  throughout  the  Eastern  US  from  Texas,  north  to  the  Canadian  border.  The  Wolf 
encountered by early Americans east of the Alleghenies was not the Grey Wolf, but the Red 
Wolf. DNA tests on mounted specimens have proved this. The Saint Lawrence River appears to 
have been the ancient northern borderline between the Greys and the Reds. In 1980, the US 
Wildlife Service declared the Red Wolf extinct in the United States.

Previously unknown by either US or Canadian Wildlife Agencies, there was another isolated 
healthy population of Red wolves in South-eastern Ontario and South-western Quebec. The 
advent of intensive farming and forestry in this area in the 1800s, resulted in the replacement of 
most of the Eastern Coniferous forests with fields and broken patches of hardwoods.

This  changing  landscape  enticed  the  Virginia  White-Tail  deer  northwards  from  the 
Northeast US, which, in turn, attracted the last vestiges of the northern branch of the Red Wolf  
(Canis rufus) from the North-eastern U.S. There is no record of Red Wolves in Ontario before 
the 1700s, so conventional wisdom dictates they arrived later. Their new refuge and population 
centre became Ontario’s huge Algonquin Provincial Park, where relatively safe from human 
predation, they prospered.

In the Northern half of Algonquin Park, Grey Wolves remained predominant.  There were 
isolated instances of hybridization between the Reds and Greys, but any pack of Reds that 
ventured too far into that area disappeared.  Nevertheless, most Red wolf premature deaths 
occur at the hands of humans.

A young male Red wolf killed by vehicular traffic in Montague within sight of the Township office
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Northern Adaptations 
It doesn't take a professional naturalist to notice that wild animals that relocate to a northern 
climate eventually undergo some distinct physical changes. They tend to get larger, darker and 
their ears get smaller (all to conserve heat). 

It  all  has  to  do  with  conserving  heat.  A 
larger  body  mass,  smaller  ears  to  reduce 
heat loss, and a darker colouration to retain 
the sun's rays are all advantages in a colder 
environment. 

The American Grey squirrel has become the 
Canadian  Black  squirrel.  The  photo  at  left 
illustrates  what  happens  to  an  American 
Grey  squirrel  population  when  it  migrates 
into  Canada.  This  fellow  is  a  giant  among 
squirrels.  

The  North  American,  Eastern  Cottontail 
rabbit  (Sylvilagus  floridanus) has  migrated 
northwards, claiming most of New England, 
and has formed a new sub-specie; Sylvilagus 
transitionalis, which has increased in size.  In 
Ontario, it has become the largest variety of 
Cottontail, every bit as large as the endemic 

Varying  Hare,  Lepus  americanus.   Adults  of  these 
species now weigh between 3 – 5 lbs.  

Another remarkable physical change in the northern 
(Eastern  Canadian)  Cottontail  is;  their  coat  has 
actually grown temporary white spots during Winter. 
This  acclimatization  process  will  no  doubt  continue 
until, as with Varying Hares, the Cottontails in Eastern 
Canada  will  change  their  entire  coats  in  Winter,  to 
become completely white. Some locals claim the two 
varieties have hybridized but  that  is not  possible as 
they are two distinct species, and are not genetically 
similar. 

The  geographical  extent  of  the  new  northern  sub-
species  of  Cottontail  (yet  to  be  named)  is  so  far 
restricted to Southern Ontario and Southern Quebec. 
They  are  a  specie  that  benefits  from  man-made 
changes in the environment, becoming less numerous 
in Boreal forests.  Their populations become alarming 
in  our  urban  areas.   When  these  three  described 
adaptations;  (body size,  colour changes and smaller 
ears)  finally  result  in  drastically  different  northern 
Squirrels and Cottontails (and they will), then those who are responsible to classify species, 
will have to do them justice and allocate new sub-species designations.    The Varying Hare 
remains the sole representative of the Lagomorphs in our three Maritime Provinces.  Both the Varying  
Hare and the Arctic Hare are endemic to insular Newfoundland.                                                          Page 10



Red Wolves Adapt Again To a Northern Climate 

Fact: In their new northern home, these Red Wolves grew larger and their ears shrank, some 
reaching 110 lbs, enabling them to successfully compete with their neighbours,  the Greys.   
Refer: "Wolf Country" by John T. Theberge. 

Red  Wolves  appeared  in  Algonquin  Park  before  people  knew  what  they  were.  They  were 
allotted the name "Canis lycaon" because they were thought to be an undiscovered species of 
wolf, and were commonly known as the "Eastern" Wolf.   Now, that name has been transferred 
by  some  to  the  Coyote/Northern  Red  Wolf  cross  which  is  called  "Brush  Wolf"  in  Eastern 
Ontario,  and  has  spread  throughout  southern  Quebec  and  Atlantic  Canada.  Others  have 
allocated  it  to  the  Grey  Wolf/Red  Wolf  hybrids  that  have  appeared,  especially  in  northern 
Algonquin Park (referred to as Canis lupus lycaon). 

It  can be seen that  these two photos below of  Red Wolves (the one on the left  being the 
Northern variety and the one on the right being the southern variety) illustrate the physical  
differences  that  climate  has  impacted  on  them.  In  addition,  some  Canadian  Federal  and 
Provincial government sources have mistakenly published photos and documents describing 
Northern Red Wolves as Grey Wolves.
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Wolf Adaptations  
Although Red wolves were found throughout the boreal forests of North America before the 

Asiatic Grey wolves returned to the land of their ancestors, they were driven out of the bet 
heavily forested areas.  They became a southern wolf, and shrunk in size, especially in the 
deep south.

In  the  Appalachian  area  of  the  United  States,  they  maintained  their  northern  physique. 
Occasionally, Grey wolves wandered into their spaces and bred with some solitary females. 
However, Southern Red wolves generally lived in a different world.

Southern Red wolves have a much different life style than their northern cousins.  Their 
menu consists of relatively small mammals, snakes, birds, and carrion.  However, Northern 
Wolves are dependent on much larger prey that has to be run down and overcome by several 
members of the pack.  With harsh Winters and an unforgiving battle with other wolves for living 
space, Northerners must develop a highly organized family group, which normally lasts the life 
span of any individual member, except those who become a threat to the alpha male or female. 
These challengers or potential challengers are chased away – or drive off the older alpha pair, 
and take over the leadership of the pack.

The two photos of a Northern and a Southern Red Wolf on the previous page illustrate the 
physical changes that the Red Wolf has undergone to better adapt to its colder climate. These 
include:

• Longer hair (required to withstand cold winters).
• Larger body size (110 versus 76 lbs) (required to conserve heat, and to bring down large 

herbivores).
• Smaller ears (To conserve heat in brain case).
• Longer legs and a thinner body for loping long distances to track large prey.

Northern Wolf behaviour in relation to their Southern cousins is less obvious:

• Establish a highly organized and hierarchical social system to enable capturing large prey 
animals (Moose, Caribou, Bison, Elk, Deer).

• A highly restrictive oestrus period to enable pups to have the best possible chance of survival 
into next winter.

• Maintenance of a long-term family unit to better defend a necessarily large hunting territory and 
to enable the (experienced) alpha female to raise the pups for the highest survival rate.

This chart was modified from a US Fish & Wildlife Service chart
The Northern Red Wolf, Brush Wolf and lb. data columns were added.  

Species RED WOLF (Southern)  RED WOLF (Northern) COYOTE (Western) BRUSH WOLF 

Weight in kg:
mean & (extremes) 

23 (17-35) Male
20.0 (16-25) Female

35 (27-45) Male
27.5 (20-32) Female 

14 (10-16) Male
13 ( 10-16) Female

27 (20.5-36) Male
23 (18-27)Female

Weight (in lbs):
mean & (extremes) 

50  (38-76) Male
44  (36-54) Female

80 (60-110) Male
60 (45-70) Female 

30  (22-35) Male
28  ( 21-35)   Female

60 (45-75) Male
50 (35-60) Female

Note:  It should be noted that whenever two species hybridize, the resultant offspring will vary 
from one another far more than would the offspring of purebred parents.  Only time will tell  
what the mixture of these two related species of wild canids will ultimately be.  It will no doubt 
vary according to geographical circumstances.  The above statistics for the Red Wolf/Coyote 
crosses (Brush wolves) are affected by the hybridization most often being between the larger 
male Red Wolf and the female Coyote.
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The First Wave

Northern Coyote, Canis latrans incolatus 

Note:  Coyote  is pronounced Kai-yot-ee in the U.S.  (as in goatee),  and is pronounced Kai-yot  in 
Canada (as in "vote").  An American reader could be excused for wondering how a Canadian writer could 
be presumptive enough to discuss Coyotes let alone expound a Canadian pronunciation for Coyote.   
After all, most Americans consider the only Coyotes in Canada are those few that lost their way and 

strayed across the border into a frozen wilderness.  The facts 
prove the opposite. It is conservatively estimated there are about 
20 million Coyotes in Canada and in all likelihood, the species 
originated in our Canadian prairies.  With  a  land mass greater 
than  that  of  the  US,  and  much of  that  is  bereft  of  man,  it  is 
possible there are more Coyotes in Canada than in the US.

But is the Coyote we see in Canada the same as the Coyote 
of  the  American  southwest  and  Mexico?   Once,  on  an 
automobile trip I made from BC to Ontario, I happened upon a 
road-kill  deer  in  Manitoba  during  winter,  as  a  Coyote  was 
scavenging it.  He looked the entire world like a Grey Wolf with 
his thick Winter coat and large size.  The only differences that 
struck me, was his slender build and the fact no wolf in his right 
mind would scavenge near a busy highway.  With his large size, 
he looked as if he were part wolf.

I could not imagine a similarly coated animal in a hot 
desert where it never gets as cold as it does in Canada.   In 
Costa Rica, I once met a German Shepherd dog that was 
purchased in Ontario but had become almost hairless.  It 
had acclimatized to a hot climate, and consequently looked 

much different than if he had stayed in Canada.  In a hot climate, large size & a heavy coat are 
definite impediments.
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Consequently, Coyotes in colder areas of Canada have become larger and have adapted 
with a heavy winter coat.  A taxidermist friend of mine once showed me the difference between 
Eastern  Coyote  and  Western  Coyote  pelts.  It  was  amazing!  In  a  desert  or  open  prairie 
environment, a large size is not necessary.  Those 
coyotes depend on mice, rabbits, and other small 
prey to survive. 

In  Eastern  Canada, Coyotes  must  learn  and 
adapt  to survive on larger prey such as Varying 
hare, Fox, Beaver, Canada geese, and White Tail 
deer.   They must become larger, more aggressive, 
and  maintain  a  pack  society.  They  started  to 
evolve as soon as they arrived on scene, and that 
process  is  continuing  today.   Studies  have 
confirmed that smaller individuals breed less than 
do larger specimens. The photo on the right is of a 
pure Coyote in Nova Scotia.  Her best chance of 
flourishing in this environment is to mate with a large male Coyote with Wolf DNA. Then, her 
pups will be able to follow their dad's lead, and prey on White tail deer.

Also, it was found that smaller specimens live shorter lives.  These facts validate the theory 
that Coyotes and Red Wolves in Eastern Canada are using natural  selection tendencies to 
increase their body size and their life expectation.  The following four paragraphs were lifted 
from a Nova Scotia Government web site:  (Clarifications in red are mine).

"The Eastern Coyote is often 20 per cent larger than his western counterpart, and has a 
darker coarser coat. Geneticists suggest that this is at least partly a result of hybridization with 
Red Wolves in Algonquin Park in Eastern Ontario, or possibly it is simply (a necessary) natural 
selection for larger animals in the east, since they depend on larger prey than do their western 
cousins. 

First seen in 1977, the Eastern Coyote is the newest carnivore to reside in Nova Scotia.  
Although the predatory nature of Coyotes has brought them into direct competition with man, 
they are very wary of humans.  In Nova Scotia, their main diet is the White Tail deer and the 
Snowshoe  Hare.  As  well,  they  eat  field  mice,  woodchucks,  blueberries,  porcupines,  birds, 
garbage  and carrion.  Primarily  nocturnal  in  agricultural  areas,  Coyotes  rely  in  their  acute 
hearing and keen sense of smell.

They also run in larger more organized packs than do their western counterparts.  They 
come in a range of colours from cream to black.  Their most common coloration is a tawny 
grey with a black strip running in a swath down the middle of the back from the shoulder to the 
tail. In the Maritimes. A reddish tinge is common, reflecting their Red Wolf parentage.

Adults weigh from 14 kgs (30 lbs) to more than 23 kgs (50 lbs).  They tend to be smaller in 
western Nova Scotia than in eastern Nova Scotia (where there are still considerable numbers of 
Moose, and this is the only land entrance to Nova Scotia).  Coyote pairs often mate for life.  
Females breed during their second year.  Five to seven pups are born from late April to early 
May.  Both parents care for their pups, which are born blind and helpless.  Their eyes and ears 
open after 9 days, and they are weaned between five and eight weeks.  Coyotes are fully grown 
at one year but often do not reach sexual maturity until their second year."  All pure Coyote 
and Coyote-hybrid females will have two litters a year if they become stressed.
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We in South-eastern Ontario know another reason why local Coyotes or "Brush wolves" as 
we call them, are larger than milder-climate Coyotes.   It is because they have bred with Red 
wolves in Algonquin Park and Grey Wolves that were dropped off by the Ontario Ministry of  
Natural Resources (MNR).  See "second wave" below.  Studies have proven 13% of Red Wolves 
in Algonquin Park have Coyote DNA.

When the trans-Continental Rail-Roads of the CNR and CPR (began in the 1870s) provided 
a convenient walking trail for the Western Coyote (Canis Latrans), they drifted in from the west, 
one at a time, using their legendary wiles and survival instincts.  Where a wolf will avoid human 
settlements like the plague, the Coyote will use them to its advantage.  Where wolves will move 
out of an agricultural area, coyotes will move in.  The first confirmed sighting of a western 
Coyote in Ontario was in 1919.  Today, there are millions.

Coyote fecundancy could theoretically result in about 1000 offspring by the end of the third 
year - from one pair of coyotes entering a coyote-free territory, given there is no disease nor 
fatalities,  and  half  of  each  litter  are  female.  Is  it  no  wonder  there  has  been  a  Brush 
Wolf population explosion in eastern Canada?  It should be kept in mind, a female Coyote will 
breed with a large dog if no Coyote male is around, and the offspring are every bit as wild 
and vicious as was the mother.  And remember, female coyotes invariably seek out the largest 
and fiercest males. 

They will set up shop on a golf course, in a park, or anywhere they can use their wits to 
secure a living.  The larger Red and Grey wolves will kill a Coyote on sight if they can catch 
them, except during the last two weeks in February, when both wolves and coyotes pursue 
their traditional seasonal solitary wanderings seeking a mate.  This is definitely not the animal 
we see in Eastern Ontario, and call a Brush Wolf.  However, we can see it in areas of Southern 
Ontario further west.  The first wave of Western Coyotes got as far east as Eastern Ontario, and 
then  petered  out  as  incoming  Coyotes  became  hybridized  with  the  Red  Wolves  they 
encountered in the brief breeding season for both Canid species.
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Interesting Facts About Coyotes
● Coyotes can sprint at 65 kilometres an hour, and trot comfortably at speeds of 20 to 30 

kilometres an hour for hours.
● Coyotes can do a 5-metre horizontal  jump, and jump vertically over a 2-metre-high 

fence 

● Coyote dens have two entrances,  and  often a smaller exit to help drain water 

● Coyotes are good ventriloquists: they can throw and scatter their voices with ease

● A tagged Coyote in Ontario was monitored as travelling 400 miles (640 km).

● Coyotes have a flexible social behaviour and adjust their hunting methods to the prey 
size and food sources available. Coyotes often hunt small prey animals singly, whereas they 
hunt large prey and defend large carcasses in groups

● Where Coyotes are present, one adult coyote per 1 to 2 square miles is an average 
population density over a large area.

● The California Department of Fish and Game estimates a population range there of 
between 250,000 to 750,000 individuals.

● Coyotes are known to live a maximum of 10 years in the wild and 18 years in captivity.

● Coyotes can live in a variety of areas since they will eat almost anything, including 
human trash and household pets. 

● Coyotes are of the Canid family, which includes wolves, jackals, dogs, and foxes.

● Hybridization  has  been reported  between coyotes  and:  Red wolves,  Grey Wolves, 
Mexican Wolves, and dogs.

● Coyotes run with their  tails down, unlike the domestic dog (tail  up) or wolves (tail 
straight).

● The "North-eastern" Coyote, or Canadian Eastern Brush Wolf has been DNA confirmed 
as being a Wolf/Coyote hybrid.

● Brush Wolves in Eastern Canada range in colour from bright red to black to tan to grey 
and anything in between.  No all-whites have been reported yet.

● There  are  currently  19  recognized subspecies,  with  16  in  Canada,  Mexico  and the 
United States, and 3 in Central America.  No doubt, there will be more subspecies, as semi-
isolated populations develop to reflect their new surroundings. Already, the Brush Wolves 
bordering the Gulf of Saint Lawrence have uniquely learned to hunt Seals on the Winter ice.

● Coyotes of Costa Rica and Panama have adapted to a hot jungle lifestyle.
Ohio Coyotes:  Courtesy of Ohio DNR (Division of Wildlife) (Comments in red are mine).
Monogamous: male and female mate for life  (but are not entirely faithful).
Peak breeding period: January through March (Primarily the last two weeks in February).
Gestation: approximately 63 days.
Litter size: one to twelve pups. (Depending on health and availability of food).
Number of litter per year: One.  (Two, when under stress).
Young are born: April and May, begin leaving den with parents at three weeks. 
Adult weight: 20 to 50 pounds)  (The larger ones are hybridized with wolves).
Adult height: 18" to 24".
Adult length: 41" to 53". 
Life expectancy: Three to ten years.  (Longest life expectancy is in urban areas).
Coyotes are not protected by Ohio wildlife laws, and may be killed at any time.
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The 19 recognized subspecies of Coyotes:

• Mexican Coyote, Canis latrans cagottis 
• San Pedro Martir Coyote, Canis latrans clepticus 
• Salvador Coyote, Canis latrans dickeyi 
• South-eastern Coyote, Canis latrans frustor
• Belize Coyote, Canis latrans goldmani 
• Honduras Coyote, Canis latrans hondurensis 
• Durango Coyote, Canis latrans impavidus 
• Northern Coyote, Canis latrans incolatus 
• Tiburon Island Coyote, Canis latrans jamesi 
• Plains Coyote, Canis latrans latrans 
• Mountain Coyote, Canis latrans lestes 
• Mearns Coyote, Canis latrans mearnsi 
• Lower Rio Grande Coyote, Canis latrans microdon 
• California Valley Coyote, Canis latrans ochropus 
• Peninsula Coyote, Canis latrans peninsulae 
• Texas Plains Coyote, Canis latrans texensis 
• North-eastern Coyote, Canis latrans thamnos 
• Northwest Coast Coyote, Canis latrans umpquensis 
• Colima Coyote, Canis latrans vigilis

Will the Coyote ever make it to South America and/or Asia?  It is already abundant in Panama.  How long 
do  you  think  it  will  take  for  it  to  get  to  Columbia?  (Which  is  the  next  country  to  the  east).   Since  
Coyote/Wolf  hybrids managed quite easily to cross winter ice on salt  water from Cape Breton,  Nova 
Scotia to Newfoundland, it is quite possible Alaskan Coyotes could traverse across the shorter distance 
of winter ice of the Bering Straight, and there are lots of Coyotes in Alaska.  Although there is always a 
current through the Bering straight ensuring an open waterway, in a severe winter, an ice bridge may 
appear albeit temporarily. In eastern Siberia as almost everywhere else, the wolf has been under stress  
from human encroachment.  Wherever the wolf is eradicated, the Coyote and its hybrids will eventually 
enter and thrive. Meanwhile, some Coyotes in Canada are getting whiter.                                           Page 17 

 Desert Coyote - Note the very large ears – to shed the heat
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A Canadian All-White Coyote?

The Coyote is now the dominant carnivore in North America.  How long will it take for an all-white sub-
species to develop in Northern Canada?  If it gives him and edge, he'll do it.  It is certain this canine 

genius will develop into at least twenty more sub-species before he has conquered all of the Americas.

It is only a matter of time before a pure white Coyote asserts itself in our Canadian north. Will he change  
with the season?  Northern Cottontails are already growing specks of white fur in the winter.  This canine 
genius will not be outdone by the Arctic Fox or the Arctic Hare.  They will both be preyed upon by 
something out of their worst nightmares; a cunning, fast and invisible predator, who is smarter and more 
dangerous than anything they have met before.                                                                                     Page 19 



The Second Wave in the East - Red Wolf/Coyote hybrid

Basically, these fellows are Red Wolves with big ears - and a lot more smarts.
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In its two week breeding season, any female Coyote or large domesticated dog in heat is as 
enticing to a solitary male Wolf as is his own kind. The Inuit knew this thousands of years ago, 
and have used this trait to strengthen their inbred sled teams with wolf bloodlines on a regular 
basis. 

In the mid 1900s,  a new breed of  wolf  arose in the east;  the Red Wolf/Western Coyote 
hybrid, popularly known locally in Eastern Ontario as “Brush Wolves.” A more cunning, more 
diverse, and more successful variety of Wolf, than has ever existed before.  He has known man 
for 24,000 years and he has outwitted him time and time again.

In the 1940s, they were reported in New Hampshire, and in the 1950s, they were seen in 
Massachusetts.  They have been seen as far south as Mobile, Alabama, in several instances 
reported directly to me.  Compare the photo at right of a Brush Wolf on my property in Eastern 
Ontario with the one at the top of this page.  Notice it carries its tail straight outwards like a 
Wolf (not a Coyote).

They spread eastwards, then south into the Maritimes, even across the Gulf Winter ice to 
P.E.I. and Newfoundland.  They crossed the Winter-frozen surface of the St. Lawrence River 
where it narrows between Cornwall and Ogdensburg, NY.

The  previous  eradication  of  the  larger  Grey  Wolves  in  those  areas  had  allowed  these 
newcomers to replace them as the apex of the food chain.  This was now their domain and they 
would defend it with their collective lives or perish.  There were persistent reports of Beagles 
and other hounds being killed by these newcomers.  As they became larger and bolder, they 
began to kill or emasculate full grown German Shepherds and Australian Sheep Dogs that were 
susceptible.  These hybrids come in all colours.  I have seen some pure black, wolf grey, and 
others were a bright red (like a fox). How do we know for certain these “shape-shifters” are part 
wolf?

Fact:  Specimens were taken to Trent 
University  in  Peterborough,  ON, from 
eastern  Ontario  and  PEI,  where  DNA 
testing conclusively proved they are part 
Wolf.  If the Brush Wolves of PEI are part 
Wolf, surely the same applies to those in 
New Brunswick, and those that continued 
on to NS and Nfld.  These animals have 
proven to combine the pack culture of the 
wolf with the superior cunning of the Coyote.  

Hybridization  is  often  treated  as  a 
biological mistake in ecology texts.  However, recent research has determined that across the 
span of evolution, hybridization has contributed to the diversity of life, and is necessary for 
species to adapt.  From the viewpoint of the Coyote, her union with a Wolf must appear as a 
match made in heaven.  However, to some farmers, it is a match made in hell.
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Inside Algonquin Park, the wolf reigns supreme and the Coyote is an interloper. Outside the 
park, it is a different story. Coyotes thrive when not predated by wolves so outside the park,  
there are countless Coyote packs that will eagerly accept larger, more fierce males as leaders 
whether they are a product of a Wolf/Coyote union or pure wolf.  Since the new male's Coyote 
mother did not pass on her mitochondria DNA to her son, he will exhibit wolf characteristics.  
So when he is kicked out of his parent pack, he will seek a mate outside the park.

How  does  the  introduction  of  Coyote  mitochondria  DNA  in  a  wolf  pack  affect  its 
characteristics?

Fact:  Mitochondria  DNA tests  conducted  by  Robert  Wayne's  California  Laboratory  has 
conclusively proved that 13 percent of Algonquin Park's female Red Wolves have Coyote DNA. 
This tells us that Coyotes from outside the park have infiltrated Northern Red wolves, and their 
female offspring contain Coyote DNA, therefore Coyote characteristics.  Coyotes make better 
mothers!

It  is well known among naturalists that the alpha female of a wolf pack is the one that  
determines when the youngsters (especially female) are driven out of the pack, where the next 
target will be, and when she will whelp.   Any female Coyote will whelp a second time in one 
year when under stress, producing in a good year about 19 pups, compared to about four to six 
for a wolf - and only Coyotes will whelp as a yearling, and the Alpha female will allow another 
female to lactate within the pack, not so with wolves.

The role of the alpha male is to protect the pack's territory, drive away his potential rivals, 
lead the pack in a fight and a kill, and pass on his superior survival skills.  Simply put, the pack 
combines her brain and his brawn.  It all adds up to an explosive population of Brush Wolves 
when they enter a new territory.                                          
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This is a devastating combination!  Picture a pack of Brush Wolves, with a pure Wolf alpha 
male and a Wolf/Coyote alpha female.  (It has never been documented the other way around.)  
This means female Coyotes and Coyote/Wolf hybrids (who are seldom faithful to their mates) 
seek out the largest males they can find,  thereby increasing the size of their offspring.

Whereas purebred Coyotes will not normally kill beavers (as they are too difficult for her 
smaller size), with her larger offspring, they are fair game.  So are White Tail deer and even 
domestic cattle. The predation of the first two species is of little interest, as their populations 
are out of control in eastern Ontario but the predation on livestock is a distinct problem to 
Canadian beef and sheep farmers.

To put this ecological picture into perspective, one has to understand that Virginia White 
Tail  Deer, Cottontail  Rabbits, American Grey Squirrels, and a host of other exotic southern 
creatures do not normally belong in this area of North America. They are only here because 
European settlers  cleared much of  the Boreal  forests,  and replaced them with agricultural 
farmland, making it enticing to these colonizers. It was only natural that their predators would 
follow them.

The Western Coyotes that followed the railway tracks east discovered an area that had 
been changed to become much like the prairies.  They and their hybrid descendents would 
never  have  survived  in  the  eastern  "pre-colonial"  North  America.   What  we  European 
colonizers have sowed, we shall reap.  In reality, the Brush Wolf is a White man's invention. It 
has been estimated that up to 10% of Western Coyote populations were infiltrated by Grey Wolf 
DNA.   It  posed no threat  to the parent  population as it  was restricted locally.   In  Eastern 
Canada, the sky is the limit as they spread into prime hunting areas that have been devoid of 
wolves for over 200 years.

To counter  devastating  raids  by  Brush  Wolves,  farmers  have  taken  to  using Donkeys, 
Llamas, even special breeds of giant guard dogs such as Pyrenees and Komondors who bond 
with the livestock and guard them 24 hours a day.  These Brush Wolves have met these new 
obstacles with their own devices; subterfuge, cunning, and their innate ability to plan, prepare, 
and strike with a ruthless military-like precision.

To illustrate the lack of knowledge in the scientific 
community  of  the  advance  of  the  Western 
Coyote/Brush Wolf across North America, the map at 
left  was lifted off  a  research web site  and dated as 
1986.  To correct this map, the originators would have 
to include Nova Scotia, which saw its first Coyote in 
1976,  (two  were  shot  in  1977),  and  Newfoundland 
which saw its first landed Coyote in 1985.  (The first 
Coyote was seen in New Brunswick in 1958). How do I 
know this?

I lived  in  New  Brunswick  and  Nova  Scotia  during 
those  periods  when  Coyote  attacks  against  sheep  began.  Soon,  they  were  seen  in  all  18 
counties of N.S.  By 1983, they had been reported in Prince Edward Island. There is also a 
vibrant  population  of  Coyotes  in  Panama,  which  is  not  shown on this  map.  It  makes one 
wonder just where some of these government departments are getting their information.
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Fact:  The typical male Western Coyote is described as weighing about 30 lbs.   In Nova 
Scotia, adults average 20% more.  Brush Wolves in Nova Scotia average 50 to 60 lbs.  N.S. is 
presently home to approximately 8,000 Coyotes and larger Brush Wolves.   PEI has over 1,000 
Brush Wolves.   I talked to farmers in the Niagara region of Ontario, and they told me DNA tests 
have proved their Coyotes also have wolf in them, so they are spreading westwards as well as 
to the East.

Contrary to scientific theory, in Eastern Ontario, experience has proven some large domestic dogs 
will mate with coyotes, and run with the pack.  One case saw a 100 lb. male Black Labrador take off with 
a Brush Wolf, and stayed with her for three years until he was shot while chasing a deer.   Several of their 
offspring were pure black.  In another case, a male Walker Hound took up with a pack, and many of the 
later pups had obvious hound in them.

Due to the female Coyote's  preference for  larger males, the second wave" Brush Wolf" 
(Coyote/Red  Wolf  hybrid)  has  overwhelmed  the  smaller  pure  Western  Coyote  in  Southern 
Ontario.  This is a pattern that will repeat itself in all areas of Eastern North America where pure 
Coyotes  have  established.  This  'super'  Coyote  will  dominate wherever  they encounter  the 
smaller purebred form.  The only areas where the pure western Coyote may hold on are large 
urban areas that offer limited protection from its larger cousins, and that scenario is extremely 
doubtful in the long term.  What will happen in western North America is yet to be determined.  
Nature will take its course.

Around here,  rural  people  are  saying  the Brush wolves are  out  of  control.  However,  I 
personally am not upset with them.  They normally maintain their distance, and the ones near 
my farm are not a nuisance.  But then, they prefer sheep (and I don't have any) to any other 
domestic herd animal, and sheep are inherently stupid.  They will slip through the protective 
fence to get at the grass on the other side, where the donkey cannot go.   Goats are smarter 
than sheep, and will not venture outside the protected area when Coyotes are around.  Coyotes 
and Brush wolves prefer carrion, and will not bother live animals when carrion is abundant.

However, in their wisdom, the Ontario government has legislated against farmers providing 
carrion or waste meat to Coyotes (unlike some other jurisdictions).  My Donkey is very effective 
at keeping them away from the goats.  However I have often seen their tracks inside the fenced 
area with no damage done yet.  My neighbour advised me he saw my Donkey face off with a 
Wolf, when it tried to enter the outbuilding.  Upon investigation, I found two new baby goat 
carcasses therein.  No problem there.

In 2007, the Municipality of Montague, with a population of about 3,000, paid out $3,334.00 in 
livestock  claims.  In  2009,  by August  31st,  the amount was $8,575.00.  These  payments  are 
routinely reimbursed from the provincial government. However, the Municipality pays the time 
spent by the Municipal livestock evaluator.

There used to be a $50.00 - $75.00 bounty on Brush Wolves here but today there is no 
bounty so most people don't bother trapping them. Domestic dogs are more of a problem with 
livestock in some areas than are Brush wolves, and most people will admit that some livestock 
claims are actually the result of dog predation. There is no restriction on killing Brush wolves 
throughout the year, which I find reprehensible.
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Coyotes on Ice

In 1985, the second wave of Coyote/Red Wolf hybrids (Canis Lycaon?) crossed the ice on the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence to Newfoundland.  How did they 
get there?  In the late 1970s, they smelled the blood 
of Seals birthing, and learned to hunt seals on the 
ice of the Gulf.  It was merely a matter of time before 
some of them would notice a land to the east that 
promise new opportunities.  Nova Scotia's northern 
tip of Cape Breton Island is the most logical jumping 
off point for those Brush wolves, as it is the closest 
landmass  to  Newfoundland  with  a  Brush  Wolf 
population. 

Predictably,  Newfoundlanders assumed that Brush 
Wolves cull  60% of the Caribou and Moose calves 
every Spring.   Actual studies have indicated they are 
responsible for 13% of this predation. The resident 
Black bears are responsible for over 30%.  There are 
still  bears  and  bobcats  on  the  island  that  also 
predate the herbivores.  The entire province has been colonized by this new Wolf, and in its 
semi-isolation, this population may become the largest Coyote hybrids in the world. 

In the west, 30 lb. coyotes have developed a diet of mostly 
mice, grass, and if they are lucky - the odd bit of carrion.  
However, in the east, they have grown larger, packed-up, 
and consequently  are  primarily meat  eaters,  specifically, 
Deer, Caribou, Moose, Beaver, Hoary marmots, household 
cats, and  domestic  cattle/sheep.  The  most  successful 
packs  will  dominate  and  expand,  replacing  those  less 
efficient.  So size does matter in this context.

One disadvantage that pure Coyotes in the east have to 
contend with is that when confronted by their larger hybrid 
cousins, they either flee or perish.   Their only recourse in 
many areas is to take to the cities, and hope the big ones 
will  stay away.  Having doubled in size since hybridizing 
with  Red  Wolves,  these  Coyotes  are  the  new  "super" 
Coyote.  With  the  cunning  of  their  maternal  Coyote 

mothers and nearly the size of their paternal Red Wolf fathers, they have carved out a niche 
previously held by the Grey Wolves who used to live in the Atlantic Provinces.

The first  Brush Wolf  sighting  on the 
island  of Newfoundland  occurred  on 
March  29,  1985  when  three  animals, 
reported as wolves, were seen coming 
ashore from pack ice off Marches Point 
on the Port  au Port  Peninsula on the 
province's  west  coast.   Additional 
sightings on pack ice near Newfoundland were made in 1989 and 2000.  Sightings and trap 
records from 1986 indicate that Brush Wolves are now widely dispersed across the island. 
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Newfoundland Brush Wolves revert to a solitary Lifestyle

Local wildlife officials are reportedly perplexed whether the considerable increase in "Coyote" 
size  is  due  to  their  earlier hybridizing  with  Red  wolves  or  a  natural  outcome  of  their 
environment, and the fact their food supply in Newfoundland consists largely of ungulates such 
as Moose, Caribou and White tail deer and  (seasonally)  Seal.  Perhaps they should take the 
P.E.I. approach, and simply send a few pelts to Trent University for DNA inspection. 

The Newfoundland Department  of  Environment  and Conservation estimates the Brush wolf 
population on the island to be about 10,000.   With Nova Scotia's population estimated at 8,000, 
this  appears  to  be  a  rather  conservative  figure.   Nowhere  has  persecution  caused  the 
elimination of Coyotes.   So it looks like the new Super Coyote is there to stay.  Even if by some 
lucky stroke, Coyotes were wiped out in insular Newfoundland, migrants would soon replenish 
their numbers from Nova Scotia, as they are regularly reported as crossing on the sea ice in the 
winter.

Some "experts" have figured that about 75% of each yearly population of Coyotes would have 
to be eliminated to have an effect.   However, it has been proven that when a particular Coyote 
population is put under such a stress, the females will merely produce two litters a year to make 
up the loss, and they come bouncing back to the previous number.   The only thing that will 
decrease a Coyote population is the loss of their food supply or the introduction of a predator 
species such as pure Grey Wolves or Cougars, and that is not likely. 

Already, Newfoundland Brush wolves have displayed some unique characteristics compared 
to their counterparts in other parts of Eastern Canada:

• They prefer open country as opposed to boreal forests.
• They have not drastically reduced the resident number of Red foxes as predicted. 
• They have not "packed-up" as in other Atlantic provinces but prefer a solitary life style. 
• They have  reached all  parts of  the Province,  even mainland Labrador,  but  have not 

peaked yet.  

One can be certain, that Coyotes in the East will be studied every which way but crooked to 
determine if there is some way to eradicate, or at least control them.    Good Luck!!! 

In this new home, they will be almost entirely isolated from their mainland cousins.  Over time, 
they will become distinct and will form a new subspecies.  What will they look like?  It is very 
probable they will increase in size, their ears will shrink, their bodies will get larger, and they 
will get a thicker coat, perhaps with white markings especially during the winter moths.

The  Deer  and  the  Caribou  will  be  relatively  easy  prey  but  to  take  advantage  of  the 
overabundance of Moose, they will have to pack up.  Then, there will be a competition to get 
larger, to be able to overcome the Moose.  Then, they will effectively have replaced the extinct 
Nfld. Grey Wolf in every sense.
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Unlike their mainland counterparts, they will learn how to take advantage of the unique and 
abundant Moose, Caribou, Arctic Hare and Ptarmigan, as well as the Varying Hare, Arctic Hare, 
Red foxes, and whelping Seals to be found in Newfoundland and offshore, without fear of Grey 
Wolves or Cougars.  They have already learned how to hunt Seals on the Winter ice!  What 
more tricks will they come up with?  Their bodies may eventually react to the long winters by 
changing not only the density of their fur with the seasons, as have all northern animals, and 
they may change their coat colour with the seasons as well as does the Nfld. Arctic Fox, Arctic  
Hare and Ptarmigan.

In the distant future, they may even recolonize Nova Scotia, and replace the smaller Brush 
Wolves there.  Then, the migration of the Brush wolf will be westward, not eastward.  The ironic 
thing about all this remarkable expansion of the Coyote and his offspring into vast eastern 
domains albeit with the assistance of wolves they met along the way - is that they owe it all to 
their greatest enemy - man.  One thing is for certain, the recent explosion of scientific study, 
this once lonely animal has engendered, is only the beginning.  We will be hearing more from 
him and his fellow travellers.

One thing we humans have learned from this amazing shape shifter is -
Don't ever underestimate him!

Newfoundland Brush Wolf
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The Third Wave (Grey Wolf/Brush Wolf)

While the second wave of  "Brush Wolves" (hybrid Coyote/Red Wolf)  swept across south-
eastern Canada, from Algonquin Park to Newfoundland, a larger more ferocious Brush Wolf 
emerged in Eastern Ontario, with help from the Ontario MNR, especially in Lanark and Leeds-
Grenville  counties.   While  there  have  been instances  of  natural  Grey wolf/Western Coyote 
mixing, here is it managed by the Ontario Government.

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), in its wisdom, released male Grey Wolves 
from Northern Ontario into South-eastern Ontario in the 1990s - to thin out the overabundant 
White Tail deer population here.  First in the Marlboro Forest, then later, three at a time in the 
Limerick  forest, further  west  along  Leeds  &  Grenville  County  Road  15,  and  elsewhere.  
Witnesses saw the releases, although the MNR never admitted to them.

Fact: In fairness, all Provincial Departments of Natural Resources have agreed that a healthy 
deer population requires a correspondingly healthy predator population.  I.e. In Lanark County, 
more deer are killed by vehicle collisions than by hunting.  But what would keep these new 
"Super  Coyotes"  from  turning  on  domestic  livestock?  Recently,  the  Ontario  MNR  admitted 
(privately) to releasing Cougars in Eastern Ontario.

Soon, huge Blacks and Greys were reported seen running with local Brush Wolves.  (Here is 
where  the  cunning  of  the  female  Coyote  came  into  play; If  a  better  individual  made  his 
presence known, why fight it.  Accept him and make him a part of your gene pool.  In that way, 
the pack gets stronger and more effective).  The general population of Brush Wolves became 
noticeably  larger,  and  Wolf  attacks  became  more  numerous  and  more  devastating,  local 
farmers began taking more drastic measures to protect their stock.

These measures varied from acquiring several donkeys, bringing in the sheep at night, laying 
out multi-strand, higher voltage electric fences,  erecting 7'  game fencing, housing packs of 
guard dogs, even feeding the wolves.  Some met with varying degrees of success, others less 
so.
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Fact:  A pack of  "Coyotes" near Perth  (20 miles away) was DNA tested by the Ontario MNR in 
2004.  It was found, the Alpha male was a pure Grey Wolf, and the alpha female was a Coyote.   
It has never been found to occur the other way around, so it appears that female Coyotes and 
Coyote/Wolf  hybrids  (Brush  Wolves)  favour  larger  sized  males  (pure  wolves).  It  is  my 
contention the Perth pack was not a unique situation.  It has happened every time the MNR has 
"dropped off" a male Grey Wolf in this area.  The intruding male Grey would merely have to kill 
or drive off the incumbent alpha Brush Wolf and the pack was his.  The consequence of this 
program will affect the farmers in all of Eastern North America for many years to come. I have 
personally witnessed a solitary male wolf playfully chase a herd of sheep on my property.  It 
was larger than a full-grown male Malamute (which typically weigh in at 150 lbs). 

Fact:  Private  research  (Nowak,  1979)  indicates  Grey  Wolves  and  Brush  Wolves  have 
hybridized in Algonquin Park, where the subspecies C. lupus lycaon occurs.   Similar research 
has proven these Wolf/Coyote crosses have resulted in a more aggressive animal, more prone 
to attack cattle and sheep herds than either of their parent stock.   Grey Wolves have weighed 
in at 176 lbs.

The above facts make perfect sense when one considers what happens when the inevitable 
meeting  of  a  released  Grey  Wolf  with  a  Brush  Wolf  pack.  The  alpha  male  Brush  Wolf 
immediately confronts the interloper and a fight ensues.  The Grey Wolf kills the resident alpha 
male, and takes over leadership of the pack, no doubt to the utter delight of the alpha female.

Which leads me to answer another question - Will a domesticated Siberian Husky, raised in an 
enclosure with no human handling, revert to a wolf -like life style?  The answer is definitely 
YES!  I allowed a litter of purebred Siberian Huskies to be raised by their mother in a controlled 
environment inside a one-acre enclosure.  They were born in a den with no human contact.  
The older dogs, had been raised with human contact, and did not go wild but the pups were 
completely unmanageable,  and attacked other dogs when they came close to the fence.  I 
would never recommend that procedure to anyone.  

Fact:  A domestic pack of Siberian Huskies was allowed to go wild in the Limerick Forest of 
Leeds Grenville County in the 1980s.  Their progeny has entered the local Brush Wolf gene 
pool, and they have become indistinguishable from the greater Brush Wolf population.

Up until the late 1990s, it was legal to breed dogs with Wolves in Ontario.   The most attractive 
hybrid was the Siberian Husky/Grey Wolf  cross.  Due to the great demand,  I  indulged in it 
myself until the practice was outlawed.   There have been reports of recent wolf-husky hybrids, 
some of which were turned loose after they became an illegal commodity.  I have also been 
called to pick up individuals that were found far from home after chasing a deer.

In the Spring of 2005, I was called to look at a "dropped off" dog nearby.  It was definitely part 
Siberian Husky.  The other part proved to be Timber or "Grey" wolf, as I eventually located the 
original owner, who lived about thirty miles away.  He has the coat of a Siberian Husky and the 
body of a wolf.   I took him to a vet and got his vaccinations up to date and found he was 
neutered.  If he was dropped off by a government agency to introduce a "non fertile" alpha 
male into a Brush Wolf pack, it would not have worked, as Coyote alpha females are not loyal 
to their mates during their short breeding season.  They will wander off looking for variety.  I 
kept him for a time and called him "Nikko".
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Nikko, on the right, was at first quite uninterested in my goats, but after he matured, he lunged 
at them any time he saw one.  There was a fire 
inside  him  that  was  missing  in  my  regular 
Huskies.  He was  well  mannered  in  the  car 
and on a leash, and would sit  on command 
but I  would never trust him to be let  loose.  
Note his Wolf-like long nose and legs -  and 
thin  body  (no  matter  how  much  he  eats).  
When he matures, he should fill out with more 
hair and body fat.  He has brown eyes.

Once, when a neighbour's dog attacked him, 
Nikko quickly jumped on the other  dog and 
began to  furiously shake its  body,  trying  to 
break  its  neck.  Nikko  didn't  really  bother 
biting  the  dog;  he  was simply  out  to  kill  it 
quickly.  This is a typical Wolf action.  A friend 
and I managed to pull the two dogs apart (with leashes) before any serious damage was done.  
The terrified and bleeding dog ran for home, no doubt the wiser.  Nikko didn't have a mark on 
him.

Fact: This incident proved the fallacy of the Disneyesque notion that a German Shepherd male 
can take over a wolf pack.  Not in the real world - for sure!

Where wolves (both C. lupus & C. rufus) are too timid to occupy an agricultural area, and C. 
latrans  is  too  ineffectual  with  its  small  size  and  lone  lifestyle,  their  hybrids  successfully 
combine the size and pack society of wolves with the craftiness and boldness of the Coyote, 
enabling them to bring down animals normally out of the reach of either parent.  You can be 
sure, if one strategy does not work, the Brush Wolf will try another - until it hits the jackpot.

Notwithstanding the Mexican adage about things staying in Mexico,  things that happen in 
Lanark County spread outwards.  As they say in the movies "You aint seen nothing yet".   If 
livestock farmers in southern Quebec and the Maritimes think they have managed to control 
the "Coyote"  problem, wait  until  they experience the third wave.   A larger,  more ferocious 
"Brush wolf " is coming your way soon.   The 40 - 70 lb animal you are used to will soon be well 
over 100 lbs.  Simply put, what we have now is a coyote the size of a Grey Wolf - or to put it 
another way, a Grey wolf with the cunning of a coyote. 

It may take ten, twenty years, but the larger version will eventually spread throughout the east  
bringing shock and awe in their wake.  It is only natural that the established "Canis lycaon" 
Brush Wolves will gradually be overshadowed and bred out by their larger cousins.  Female 
Brush Wolves will seek out the largest male they can find.  Natural selection, survival of the 
fittest, call it whatever you may, a hybrid Coyote with the size and strength of a Wolf combined 
with the cunning and adaptability of a Coyote is coming to a vicinity near you. 

Their success may ultimately lead them to veer westwards and repopulate the US mid-west 
and areas in Western Canada where the lonely coyote now reigns supreme.  The success of the 
Eastern Coyote in hybridizing with Wolves may come back to haunt  his ancestors in their 
ancestral western homeland.  Perhaps the future of the pure-blooded Coyote is in jeopardy.  
The  only  condition  that  would  halt  their  advance  is  the  absence  or  extreme  scarcity  of 
sustenance, which was the very type of area the Coyote was condemned to eons ago by its 
larger cousins.  Perhaps the solitary 30 lb. Coyote will have the last laugh.
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Back in Montague - The Preparation
Our  group  of  six  Second  Wave  Brush  Wolves  has  been 
watching a heifer and a herd of goats contained by only by a 
rather  flimsy  fence  with  seven  strands  of  wire.  Watching 
intensely, they noticed some goats would casually dip under 
the bottom wire, lift it, shorting out the live wires, and would 
graze  contentedly  in  the  longer  grass  of  the  outer  fields, 
unprotected by the donkey, nor by anything else.

The alpha male and female remembered the day two years 
previous here, when he watched from cover as she chased 12 
horned Dorsets across the north field, and they had formed a 
Muskox-like circle facing outwards.  She was merely playing 
with  them  that  day,  but  a  few  weeks  later,  the  pack  had 
managed to ambush the sheep outside the fence, drove them 
into  the  brush,  and  killed  four  of  them.  That  was  a  good 
Spring for the pack.

This  pasture  now  contained  only  goats.  It  was 
alongside  the  pack’s  regular  route,  which  they 
traversed  at  will.  They  watched  the  goats  from  the 
shadows,  and  waited  for  their  opportunity.  Pastured 
with the goats were a medium size male donkey and an 
800 lb Highland heifer, who together, watched over the 
herd.  There was also Rambut, the lone aged Ram.  

The seven resident Siberian Huskies were penned up, 
so they could only make noises. There was a nearby 
large  Husky/Collie,  who was loose  but  he  would  not 
interfere,  only 

bark, or he would be easily dispatched in the melee.  As 
humans and their  fire-sticks  were the  major  concern, 
they would have to wait until no human was present.  
The  pack  noticed  some  goats  would  routinely  jump 
through  the  fence,  their  thick  winter  coats  protecting 
them from the electric contact. This was their cue. 

Rambut  was  a  Horned  Dorset  Ram,  who  was 
approaching the end of his life. In his prime, he would 
not hesitate to charge any solitary nearby wolf or dog 
but now he was frail, and near death.  As Rambut grew 

weaker,  the alpha male decided this  was the time to 
settle  a  score.   Occasionally,  one  pack  member  was 
designated to walk along the outside of the fence - to 
test  the  reaction  of  the  herd.  The  only  ones  who 
appeared to notice were the Donkey and the Ram, who 
intently watched the solitary wolf until  it  disappeared into 
the woods.  Some of the goats used to slip under the 
fence and go to the nearby hardwoods to chew on the 
maple twigs but once they smelled the lurking wolves, 
they stopped going there.  For  an entire  Autumn and 
Winter,  they  did  not  venture  out  of  the  protected 
pasture.  They  spent  their  nights  in  the  safety  of  the 
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The Day Wolf Attack in Mid April
Since it was impossible to attack successfully at night, hunger was having its effect, and the 
survival of the unborn pups was in jeopardy.  The Alpha female, as well as the entire pack, 
were becoming weaker  with  the  lingering  starvation  of  a  sparse  winter.  They  desperately 
needed the protein of a large kill.  On a warm day in mid-April,  the decision was made to 
attack.  The heifer would be the primary target, the elderly Rambut was the second.

It  was a quiet day as the quarry just south of the 
hardwoods was vacant.  They  would wait  and find 
out if conditions were right for an attack.  The pack 
approached the farmland, they scattered, circling the 
property  to  take  up  their  positions.  It  was  mid-
morning  before  every  member  was  in  position.  
Two juveniles stayed hidden in the thick Cedars of 
the southern fringe by the pond.

The Alpha female and a juvenile went to the ridge to 
the west, and watched. The Alpha male and another 
juvenile sprinted across the north end of the pasture 
and  lunged  into  the  brush,  adjacent  to  the 
outbuilding where the herd had spent the night.

Unknowingly,  the  black  was spotted  as  it  lunged 
into the brush. The time was 10:15 AM. The spotter 
checked  two  nearby  houses  to  see  if  the  black 
animal  was  a  neighbour’s  dog  but  they  were  all 
accounted  for.  It  was a  Brush  Wolf!    Were  there 
more in the vicinity?  What were they up to?

The smell of death was in the air as the old Ram laid 
on his side, too weak to join in the daily feeding.    He 
could not find the strength to leave the outbuilding. 
This  would  be  his  last  day  on  earth.  The  human 
finally departed the scene at 12:00 noon, leaving the 
herd satiated with grain - and alone. For three more 
hours,  the  wolves  stayed  out  of  sight,  unseen, 
patiently watching every move of the herd.

At  3:00  PM,  with  everything  quiet,  the  black  Alpha  male  silently  began  running  towards 
the herd from the north with his tail up, flanked by another. Ever watchful, the other four took 
his lead, immediately followed suit, running towards the grazing herd.
They came from three directions,  heading for  the heifer.   They  easily jumped through the 
electric fence without as much as a jolt.  As two passed by the pen of the largest Husky, he ran 
into his den with his tail between his legs. The other six Huskies did likewise.

They snarled loudly as they reached the herd.  Next door, Roger heard the snarling and crept 
into his doghouse.  The dogs were terrified of these huge intruders.  Answering their calls from 
a safe distance was one thing but up close they were simply too fearsome.
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The watching human felt the hairs on his neck tinge.  A primordial fear arose within him.  He 
began to sweat and started to back off.

Pandemonium broke out as the wolves scattered the goats. The donkey reacted quickly and 
became berserk. Braying loudly, he kicked, bit and tossed wolves in every direction.

One wolf lunged for a small kid; its mother attempted to gore the attacker with her tiny 3-inch 
horns and was grabbed by the neck for her bother.  The donkey came to her rescue.

At first, the heifer did her best to protect the goats.  Then she realized she was the target.  She 
bellowed loudly and lunged at the wolves, all of her 800 lbs became a fighting machine.

At first, two wolves turned on the heifer.  She bellowed loudly, kicking all the while, as she tried 
to run to the safety of the outbuilding.  Two more wolves quit the fray with the donkey and 
chased after the heifer.  All four wolves tried to bring her down by striking at her legs and sides. 
The goats had expeditiously run to the south end of the pasture, safe for the moment.  The 
donkey ran after the heifer to help beat off the four wolves that were tormenting her.

Together, they scattered them.  The donkey went after the black male and kicked him in the air, 
momentarily rendering him unconscious.  The others became bewildered and cut off the attack.  
Leaderless, they became unnerved.   The black regained consciousness and limped toward the 
northern fence.

The pack broke off the attack and retreated as one towards the ridge and the hardwoods to the 
west.  It was over in an instant.  The donkey threw himself after the retreating wolves, and hit 
the electric fence sideways in a fit  of  anger.  As  3,000 volts  pulsated through his body,  he 
jumped off all four feet and brayed as loud as he could in uncontrolled rage.

Ten minutes later, they had regrouped and returned.    This time, two broke off and went into 
the outbuilding to maul Rambut.  The other four had charged the waiting donkey, which was 
waiting with an attitude.  He met them head on, kicking and biting.  This time, the fray only 
lasted a few minutes.  The pack disappeared over the western ridge, and headed northwards for 
home.

The  pack  rendezvoused  shortly  after,  where  they  licked  each  others  faces  in  obvious 
enjoyment.  The pack was intact!  They had tasted blood, and had fought the good fight.   All 
were accounted for.

Except for some bruises, no one was seriously hurt.  It was a day to remember - and learn.  
Unless the human took precautions, there would be a next time.
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An Evaluation 

Miraculously, no goat was serious hurt. When I went into the outbuilding to see about Rambut, 
there were two terrified little goat kids cringing in a corner.  The wolves had ignored them. The 
outcome of this attack might have been far different if, by pure chance, a friend of the owner 
had not happened to arrive just as the attack began. 

Therefore, an accurate account of the entire incident is available. People were used to wolves 
attacking at night but now the intuitive Brush Wolves have taken to operating in the middle of 
the day, an indication of their resourcefulness and their ability to adjust.

The only fatality was Rambut, the old warrior who had watched over his herd of sheep, then 
goats,  for  well  over  ten years.  The only other effects were a roughed up heifer,  three very 
frightened kids, and two canine tooth marks on one small but courageous white doe.  I believe 
the Donkey and “Butterball” became a little closer that day.

Nowadays, I often look out and see the two of them grazing close together while keeping a 
watch on the goats.  Butterball’s wounds will heal.  I often see her lying on a patch of hay with 
most of the goats close by. The smaller ones enjoy crawling up on her. She doesn’t appear to 
mind a bit. 

However,  one has  to  grudgingly  admire  these “Brush”  wolves,  whose only  objective  is  to 
secure a living off the lesser inhabitants of their domain. They should not be underestimated.   
Meanwhile, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) claim there is no Coyote problem 
in Ontario.

Conclusions

Although Brush Wolves had previously been known to have preferred to attack during the cover 
of darkness, and almost never were seen to attack domestic animals in the daytime, they are 
now confident enough to attack anytime of the day.

Domestic dogs are practically useless in discouraging the new "Brush wolf" attacks, as they are 
so large now that the dogs are intimidated and will not interfere.

The best animal to have as an effective defence against these new wolves is a good donkey.   
The more, the better.

If one is to pasture cattle in an unprotected pasture, they should be horned.  One cow by itself is 
practically defenceless against wolves.  A number of cows (or sheep) will  form a protective 
circle, facing outwards when threatened by Wolves.

Wolves prefer to go after cattle rather than goats.
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Butterball, the day after the attack

Butterball is now a healthy 5 year old, and a devoted mum of a bouncing young heifer who is 
utterly beautiful.   She was a dynamo during the fracas.  If her previous owner had not burned 
off her horns, she would have inflicted terrible damage on some wolves.

Her wounds can be seen in this photo taken the day after the attack, where chunks of hair were 
bitten off.  Both the Donkey and Butterball  are heroes for their successful stand against the 
pack of wolves.
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2006 Survey of Local Farmers Who Had Experiences With Brush Wolves

Eight farmers and one other resident in Montague were questioned as to their experiences with 
local Brush Wolves: 

 Farmer A: Sheep farmer. Loses 3 or 4 sheep/lambs every year.  A "wolf" was shot on the back 
door step. There are no guard dogs, lamas nor donkeys here.  His last Australian Sheep Guard 
Dog was cornered and killed last year by a "Wolf" pack.  About 10 "Wolves" have been shot by 
this farmer over 10 years. He brings all sheep in at night.  Some "wolves" have entered the 
barn to kill sheep.  There are no guard dogs left. 

Farmer B:  Beef farmer.  13 calves were killed in the spring of 2004.  He has a herd of Angus.  7 
"wolves" shot over 10 years.  There are no guard dogs left, neither Lamas nor Donkeys here.  
No animals were lost in 2005. 

 Farmer C:  Beef farmer.   He has 7 donkeys and a herd of Angus.  Has only lost calves when 
they slip under the outer fence where the donkeys cannot follow, although they howl nearby 
almost every night.  Animals are never in a barn. 

Farmer D:  Beef farmer.  He has a large herd of Angus.  He feeds "wolves" in adjacent brush 
regularly.  He has never lost an animal.  He has one Border Collie. 

Farmer E: Beef & sheep farmer.  He lost four adult sheep to "wolves" four years ago, and 3 
calves two years ago.  Has four boarder Collies.  Brings all sheep in at night.   

Farmer F:  A sheep farmer.  He lost four adult sheep to "wolves" in 2004 that regularly went 
outside of an electric fence early in the morning.  Has 7 Siberian Huskies in pens that howl to 
answer "wolves", effectively keeps wolves away from barnyard area.  He also has one donkey 
pastured with goats.  Most cows are in a 7' high game-fenced in area.  Goats are protected by a 
7-strand electric fence. 

Farmer  G:  Mixed  farmer.  (Horses,  cattle,  goats)  "Wolves  are  getting  worse".  Their  loud 
howling and presence has frightened resident horses so much they panic and run.   He has 
four guard dogs that have so far kept wolves from barn area.  He also  had one Llama but in 
2007, it was found in the field torn apart, He brings in all his cows, horses, and goats at night.  

Farmer  H:  Turkey  farmer.  He  was  "wiped  out"  in  2005.  He  had  two  donkeys  that  were 
overwhelmed by the relentless attacks of a Brush Wolf pack. 

Resident I:  His full-grown male German Shepherd was attacked, and emasculated by a black 
wolf in February of 2004, that habitually walked through his yard on a weekly basis (and still  
does).  (The vet bill was $1,000.00.) 

Every one interviewed scoffed at the idea that there is no "Coyote" problem in Montague.

This  nonchalant  attitude  of  the  Ontario  government  is  to  be  expected  in  a  country  where 
farmers are treated with disdain. For example, when a North American farmer's cow strays onto 
a highway, and is struck by a vehicle, the farmer is automatically charged, whereas in Europe, 
the motorist is charged.

Why the difference in attitude?  In Europe, farmers are treated as an endangered species.  In 
North America, they are treated as a hindrance to society.
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Above is a photo of a neighbour's two sheep killed by Brush wolves

The typical wolf killing pattern is for one wolf to grab the prey by the rear and hold it while its  
partner tears out the throat.   In the Autumn, the parents will teach the new crop of youngsters 
how this is done.

Aftermath: The author has increased his herd of Highland Cattle to fourteen, including one 
large bull  and six mature cows.  The herd of goats are now restricted to an enclosure with 
seven foot high game fencing.  In three years, there have been no further instances of Brush 
Wolves  attacking  any  of  his  animals,  despite  the  fact  that  several  wolves  have  habitually 
ventured inside the electric fence.  They still have the donkey to contend with.

Wolves  Are  Not  Protected:  With  the  recent  flow  of  people  from  farmland,  new 
opportunities are opening for the almost extinct eastern Grey Wolf.  There is reported to be a 
small population of pure Grey Wolves in La Maurice National Park in Quebec.  They are smaller 
than all other Grey Wolves, excepting the Mexican Wolf.  If on-going tests prove this report to 
be correct, these wolves must be protected at all costs.  With the remarkable spread of Brush 
Wolves throughout eastern Canada and northern New England, there is no question that these 
two distinct populations overlap.

It  is  a  well  known fact  that  female  Wolves,  Coyotes,  and  their  Hybrids,  will  seek  out  the 
strongest male they can find during their short breeding season, regardless whether they have 
a year round consort or not.  This is a necessary ploy to maintain and strengthen the species, 
and it is during these lone forays that hybridization occurs.

It  is  bewildering  that  all  the  provinces  of  eastern Canada  and the  states of  northern  New 
England would allow  unlimited killing of  such closely related species outside our National 
Parks  is  unfathomable.  People  in  the  East  tend  to  think  of  themselves  as  "ecologically 
enlightened", but  in  reality,  that  is  not  the  case.  Perhaps  someday,  a  senior  level  of 
government or some entity with the resources will sue them for not protecting all varieties of  
wolves.   To have an affect on this shameful  situation,  phone or write to your MPP,  MP or 
Congressman.  Only the pressure of their constituents will move them to action.
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Some popular fallacies about Coyotes  
1. Coyotes will not breed with Grey Wolves.  (false).   Packs of "Coyotes" have been DNA 
tested in Eastern Ontario.  In several cases, the alpha male was a pure Grey Wolf.  The alpha 
female was a Coyote/Red Wolf  hybrid  (Brush Wolf)  or  pure Coyote.   Never,  the other way 
around.

2.  The largest Coyotes are found in the North-eastern New England States.  (false).  Eastern 
Coyotes first hybridized with Red Wolves in Ontario's Algonquin Park.  They have spread out 
from there as  far  East  as Newfoundland,  and as  far  south  as  Alabama.  In  the early  21st 
century,  large northern male Grey Wolves were dropped off in South-eastern Ontario in an 
effort to decrease the over-abundant deer population.  Since that time, people have reported in 
many instances,  seeing a large male leading a pack of smaller Brush Wolves.  The largest 
"Coyotes" or more accurately Brush Wolves are in Eastern Ontario.

3. Coyotes can be wiped out through human persecution.  (false)   In every location where 
Coyotes have been persecuted, they have bounced back by having two litters per year.

4.   Most  of  the  Hybrid  Coyotes  running throughout  the  East  are  crossed  with dogs.  (i.e. 
Coydogs or Dogotes)  (false)   There were isolated instances of Coyote/dog crosses when 
Coyotes  were  rare.  However,  since  they  have  become  abundant,  they  have  crossed  with 
Wolves, and will kill dogs they encounter.  The competition for mates is fierce, and wandering 
male Brush Wolves, as a precaution against possible competition, often emasculate domestic 
dogs that are loose.

5. Pure Grey Wolves are always larger than are Brush Wolves.  (false)   There are some 
isolated populations of Eastern Grey Wolves that are smaller than some Brush Wolves.  For 
example, Eastern Grey Wolves (Canis Lupus Lycaon) of La Maurice National Park in Quebec, 
and elsewhere in Eastern Canada; also the Mexican Grey Wolf is smaller.

6. Coyotes and Brush Wolves are responsible for most of the predation of White Tail deer.   
(false)   Tests by the Governments of Ontario and Newfoundland have proved that Brush Wolf 
predation  accounts  for  about  13%  of  deer  predation,  far  less  than  some  alarmists  have 
claimed.  The Ontario MNR had to resort to introducing Cougars into Eastern Ontario to have a 
significant decrease in deer populations.

7. Domestic dogs can kill Brush Wolves.  (false)   The only way domestic dogs can kill 
Brush wolves is to outnumber them.  One on one, a Brush Wolf will quickly kill a domestic dog 
by shaking it and breaking its neck.  I have personal knowledge that it has happened many 
times in Eastern Ontario.

8. Brush Wolves will make good watchdogs.  (false)  Brush Wolves will not bark, they howl 
under certain conditions. They have an innate fear of humans, and will not normally attack. 
They will attack other Canids (dogs, coyotes or wolves) under certain conditions. 

9. Wolf/dog crosses cannot be trusted with domestic animals.  (false)   I met a wolf cross in 
B.C. that carried a cat around in his mouth (whether the cat liked it or not), and he was a 
devoted guardian of the goat herd.   When a cross is trained properly, it can make a good guard 
dog (against animal predators).

10. Brush Wolves will wipe out domestic beef and sheep farming.  (false)   With proper 
management, (Brush Wolf) predation on domestic livestock can be reduced significantly or 
eliminated.
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Two Solitudes - Brush Wolves versus Huskies
The eight photos below were taken on 24 Jan 2008, less than a Kilometre apart just out 
of eyesight of each other.  During the day, they maintain their separate worlds but at 
night they howl at each other in their mutual hatred.  I have watched each play with their 
kind in the snow, be affectionate with their  own, and both eagerly watch my goats.  
However, to date, the wolves only go after the carcasses.  On the other hand, the dogs 
go after the smallest of the live animals. 

The four photos on the left were taken with an infra-red-sensor digital "trail" camera of a 
wild Brush Wolf.  The four photos on the right were taken with a Sony digital camera of 
"Karghan", a registered Siberian Husky.  Both were eating meat. 

One was designed by nature for survival.  The other was designed by man to pull his 
sleds.  The Brush Wolf is free and fends for itself, and controls its own destiny, while the 
Husky is kept in an enclosure and depends on man for handouts.  One began its journey 
in the Prairie Provinces of Canada, ventured east along the railways, hybridized with the 
Northern Red Wolf, and spread its range to Newfoundland, on the shores of the North 
Atlantic.   One lurks in the shadows, and fears man - with good reason.  The other walks 
openly and has learned to serve man.

Man has never eradicated one in any of its ranges.  The other is entirely at the mercy of 
man. They are both healthy and weigh about 60 lbs.  I have never lost a goat to a Brush 
Wolf but I have lost a goat to one of my own Huskies.  Which is smarter?  Which can 
survive on its own?

Which would you rather be? 



 

Referencing:  Where not mentioned above, all the incidents and facts related above were 
either  witnessed  by  me,  related  to  me  by  my neighbours  and  friends,  included  in  the 
Canadian Geographic television presentation “Shape-Shifters”, lifted from books written by 
John B. Theberge, also the Department of Natural Resources of Nova Scotia, the Ministry of 
Natural  Resources  of  Ontario,  the  Ohio  Department  of  Natural  Resources  (Division  of 
Wildlife), the Newfoundland Department of Environment & Conservation, Parks Canada and 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

The End of  The Anatomy of a Coyote Attack 
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The Evolution & History of Wolves

A New Wolf Has Appeared in Eastern Canada
No animal on this planet has evoked more fear and respect from man

than the wolf.  Our ancestors heard its howl.

Once again its howl is heard throughout Eastern Canada.

It has returned, smarter and more resourceful than before.

This time, it is staying.

This story begins 40 million years ago in North America

Eucyon, the ancestor of all living Canids
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The Evolution & History of Wolves

Wolves, Coyotes and Their Hybrids

This story begins 40 million years ago in North America
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 The Truth About Wolves, Coyotes, and Their Hybrids
The Epochs

Eocene epoch:  The Canidae family evolved from miacids about 40 million years ago in the late 
Eocene to early Oligocene.  The Canidae family is subdivided into three subfamilies,  each of 
which  diverged  during  the  Eocene:  Hesperocyoninae  (~39.74-15  mya),  Borophaginae  (~36-2 
Mya), and the Caninae lineage that led to present-day canids, including wolves, foxes, coyotes, 
jackals, and domestic dogs.

Oligocene epoch:  The earliest branch of the Canidae was the Hesperocyoninae lineage, which 
included the coyote-sized Mesocyon of the Oligocene (38-24 mya).  These early canids probably 
evolved  for  fast  pursuit  of  prey  in  a  grassland  habitat,  and  resembled  modern  civets  in 
appearance.  Hesperocyonine  dogs became extinct  except  for  the  Nothocyon and  Leptocyon 
branches. These branches lead to the borophagine and canine radiations.

Miocene epoch: Around 9-10 mya during the Late Miocene, Canis,  Eucyon,  and Vulpes genera 
expand from Southwestern North America.  This is the point where canine radiation begins.  The 
success of these canines is the development of lower teeth structure that are capable of both 
mastication and shearing.  Around 8 mya, Berengia offered the canids a way to enter Eurasia, 
opening up vast new territories to colonize, mingle, and improve.

Early  Pliocene: During  the  Pliocene  around  (4-5  mya),  Canis  lepophagus appeared  in  North 
America.  This  dog  was  small  with  some  being  Coyote-like.  Others  were  Wolf-like  in 
characteristics.  It is theorized that  Canis latrans (coyote) descended from Canis lepophagus. 
Around 1.5 to 1.8 mya, a variety of wolves were in Europe.  Also, the North American Wolf line 
appeared with Canis edwardii as clearly identifiable as a Wolf.  Canis rufus, the Red Wolf canine 
appeared (possibly a direct descendent of Canis edwardii).

Middle Pliocene:  Around 0.8 mya,  Canis ambrusteri emerged in North America.   A large wolf, it 
was found all over the continent.  It is thought that this species spread to South America where 
it became the ancestor of Canis dirus or the Dire Wolf.

Dire Wolf Canis dirus  (extinct)
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The Dire Wolf, more muscular and heavier than the Grey Wolf, evolved earlier, and the two co-
existed in North America for about 400,000 years. As its prey became extinct around 16,000 
years ago due to climatic change, the Dire Wolf gradually became extinct itself.  Around 7,000 
years ago, the Grey Wolf became the prime canine predator in North America. The Dire Wolf 
has no known descendent alive today with the possible exception of the South American Bush 
Dog.

They were abundant  approximately 10,000 years  ago,  and became extinct  along with most 
other North American giant animals (megafauna). The vast majority of fossils recovered have 
been from the La Brea Tar Pits in California and in Florida.  It averaged about 1.5 metres (5 feet) 
in length and weighed about 50 kilograms (110 pounds), though large specimens may have 
weighed as much as 80kg (175 pounds).  Some Grey wolves were taller, and they all were faster 
than this fellow.

The Dire wolf had a larger, broader head and smaller brain case than that of a similarly sized 
Grey wolf, and had teeth that were quite massive.  Many palaeontologists think that the Dire 
Wolf may have used its relatively large teeth to crush bone, an idea that is supported by the 
frequency of large amounts of wear on the crowns of their fossilized teeth.

Dire wolf skeletons have been found bearing healed and half-healed injuries similar to the ones 
found on modern wolves who have been injured while hunting large prey, indicating the Dire 
wolf also hunted large, live prey.

In total, fossils from more than 3,600 individual Dire wolves have been recovered from the tar 
pits, more than any other mammal species. This large number suggests that the Dire Wolf, like 
other Canines, probably hunted in packs.  It also gives some insight into the pressures placed 
on this species near the end of its existence.

The Dire Wolf never made it to Asia even when there was a land bridge in Berengia.  It was a 
warm-weather  animal,  used  to  the  thick  tropical  and  sub-tropical  forests,  and  had  little 
inclination to venture into the icy North Country plains and tundra where huge herds of Bison 
and Caribou might have saved it from extinction.

No  remains  of  this  wolf  have  ever  been  found  in  Northern  Canada.  Where  Grey  Wolves 
followed migrating herds, the Dire Wolf would have been stationary thereby limiting its food 
source to its known territory.  When its prey died off, it disappeared also.
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Late Pliocene: At 300,000 years ago, Canis lupus (the Grey Wolf) had fully developed and had 
spread throughout Europe and northern Asia.  Berengia offered a way back to North America.    

At around 100,000 years ago, the Dire Wolf, some of the largest members of the dog family, 
appeared from southern Canada to South America and coast to coast.  The Dire wolf shared its 
habitat  with the Grey Wolf.  Around 7000  -  8000  years  ago,  the Dire  Wolf  became extinct, 
leaving the continent to the Grey wolf to exploit.

Characteristics: Wild canids are found on every continent, except Antarctica, and inhabit a 
wide range of different habitats, including deserts, mountains, forests, and grassland.  They 
vary in size from the Fennec fox at 24 cm in length, to the Grey Wolf, which may be up to 200  
cm long, and can weigh up to 80 kg (180 lbs).

With the sole living exception of the Bush Dog, all modern Canids have relatively long legs and 
lithe bodies, adapted for chasing prey, not for an ambush or skulking lifestyle.  All canids are 
digitigrade,  meaning that  they walk on their  toes.  They possess bushy tails,  non-retractile 
claws, and a dewclaw on the front feet.  They possess a penis bone, which together with a 
cavernous body helps to create a copulatory tie during mating, locking the animals together for 
up to an hour.  Young canids are born blind, with their eyes opening a few weeks after birth. 

Many canid species live and hunt in packs, and have complex social lives.  They are generally 
highly  adaptable,  and  there  may  be  considerable  variation  in  habits  even  within  a  single 
species.

Modern day Wolves:  Exhaustive research and DNA testing of genetic signatures of wolves 
throughout North America has recently resulted in a new perspective of North American Wolf 
and Coyote populations.  The presumed theory until  recently was that the Red Wolf  (Canis 
rufus) was restricted to the South-eastern US, and the larger Grey Wolf (Canis lupus), was to be 
found in the northern half of the continent.

That is now recognized as not being accurate, i.e. The Mexican wolf is a subspecies of the Grey 
wolf.  Also Red wolves are found in Eastern Ontario, and on the Pacific coast of Canada.  It now 
appears  that  the  Red  Wolf  resulted  from  the  populations  of  wolves  that  stayed  in  North 
America.  The Grey Wolf re-entered North America about 300,000 years ago, and with its larger 
size, pushed the Reds out of the best hunting areas.

In  the  far  south,  Canis  rufus  evolved  into  the Maned Wolf  of  South  America,  without  any 
competition  with  the  Grey  Wolf.  Isolated  by  geography,  it  developed  its  unique  adaptive 
physical characteristics.

(Author's note: Why the difference between Grey and Gray?  Grey is the proper British term, 
according  to  the  Oxford  dictionary.  Gray is  the  revised  American  choice,  according  to 
Webster's  dictionary.  In  Canada,  both  are  used.  Since  the  majority  of  English-speaking 
peoples use the British term, in this story, Grey is used to avoid confusion.)
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The Bering Land Bridge (Beringia) explained in simple terms

Modern science believes that Ice ages are brought about by changes in the tilt of the earth, as 
variations in CO2 levels cannot explain the absolute rhythmical nature of known ice ages.   By 
studying ice cores, it is known when the most recent ice ages began:

It is also known that the ocean level dropped by about 150 meters during each ice age.  The 
lowest depth in the Bering Sea is about 47 meters.   By studying pollen in sediment at the 
bottom of the Bering Sea, it is known there was still a land bridge across the Bering Sea as late 
as 11,000 years ago.

The areas in the above chart with a blue background are recognized ice ages, when the Bering 
Sea was dry for about 1,000 miles in latitude (north/south), and was covered with land grasses, 
brush and trees similar to what is found in Alaska today.
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The Successes of Wolves and Coyotes at Adaptation
It  is  also  known that  Amerindians  crossed from Asia  into  North America  beginning about 
23,000 years ago in three distinct waves of migrations.  This fact is proven by tests of teeth 
structure of many diverse native cultures.

Author's note on the reasons of the wolf's success:  Among the classifications that man has 
placed on animals is that which explains their eating habits.  Those that specialize on a narrow 
range of  prey are referred to as "specialists".  Those that  are not  fussy what they eat  are 
considered to be "generalists".  By their very nature,  generalists are also considered to be 
"opportunists".   Most wolves are opportunists.

Whenever a species of carnivore has become a specialist, it has unalterably linked its future to 
that of its prey.  As long as the prey species flourishes, its specialist predator will flourish.  
When the prey species disappears, its specialist predator disappears with it.  An example of 
this relationship is the Cheetah and its prey; the Gazelle and the Gnu.  It is known by DNA 
testing that at one time the Cheetah almost disappeared.   All surviving Cheetahs today are so 
close in their DNA that they could be brothers of the same family.  That situation could only 
happen if a catastrophe caused their prey species to disappear resulting in mass extinction.  
The one family of Cheetahs that did survive repopulated the entire species.

This  catastrophe  could  never  happen  with  wolves  as  they  are  opportunists,  and  will 
instinctively go after any prey with protein in it.  They will even resort to eating roots and 
grass.  The most lethal enemy of wolves is man.  If man were to disappear, the wolf would soon 
regain its rightful place at the apex of the food chain.  The only exception to this logic is if a 
population of wolves becomes addicted to a certain prey to the exclusion of all others.  If that 
happens, that population of wolves would become embedded with their prey and its future

The reason for the eradication of Grey Wolves from much of its traditional territory in North 
America was due to its inability to adapt.  It was a creature of habit, and it became tied to its 
larger prey, and its habitual ways.  When the Bison, Caribou and Moose became scarce the 
Grey Wolf perished or moved on while the fate of the Coyote took a different turn.  Where a 
pure wolf will seek isolation from man, the Coyote will thrive in an urban setting.  It is a typical 
contest between brawn and brain, where brain will inevitably win out.

Originally  driven  from  the  best  hunting  grounds,  the  Coyote  evolved  into  an  opportunist 
lifestyle.  Hunting alone, it came to depend solely on its wits. Unlike the Wolf, it did not depend 
on its strength, nor its numbers not even its speed, but its wiles.  I.e. It has been documented 
that a Coyote will cooperate with a Badger to catch a Rabbit in its underground burrow. In 
times of scarcity, it would eat grass.  Its main diet became mice, moles and small rodents, even 
grasshoppers. It thrived on its wits and was never eradicated from any of its traditional haunts. 
When under pressure, it reacted by having two litters a year, and became a better parent.

Unlike the Wolf, a mother Coyote (or Wolf/Coyote) will tolerate another lactating female in her 
pack. Even in Yellowstone National Park, where Grey Wolves were reintroduced from Canada, 
and despite a devastating decrease in their numbers due to wolf predation, the resident Coyote 
population has quickly evolved and has learned how to take advantage of the presence of its 
larger nemesis by stepping down a peg and rediscovering its roots as as scavenger.

When  Red  and  Grey  Wolves  were  eradicated  from  much  of  Southern  and  Eastern  North 
America, the stage was set for one of the greatest recent natural expansions of range of any 
carnivore on earth.  Whether that expansion is complete, is anyone's guess.
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Coyotes Canis latrans 

Canis latrans latrans in Arizona
Canis latrans incolatus in Canada

 

In  Canada,  the  Coyote  still  inhabits  its  traditional  habitats,  the  aspen  parkland,  and  short 
mixed-grass in  the  three  Prairie  Provinces.  However,  due  to  the  eradication  of  its  larger 
nemesis, the Grey wolf from much of its former territory, the Coyote has spread north to the 
shores of Hudson Bay, west to the Pacific, and east into Ontario, Quebec, and all four Atlantic 
provinces. 

Coyotes entered Vancouver about 1980 and are now established in the confines of greater 
Vancouver, both in Stanley Park and about the many golf courses and parks in the city. 

The Coyote hybridized with the Northern Red Wolf in and around Ontario's Algonquin Park, and 
has  become  a  more  efficient  hunter,  and  continued  spreading  east  into  Newfoundland.  
Subsequently,  in  eastern  Canada,  where  regrowth  forests  and  brush  land  on  abandoned 
farmlands does not favour lone hunters, packs of  "Brush Wolves" have assumed the pack 
lifestyle of their larger wolf cousins.  This has never sat very well with some naturalists, due to 
some well known facts regarding Coyote and Wolf hybridizing in Eastern North America. 

Reproduction: Female Coyotes are monoestrus, and remain in heat for 2–5 days between late 
January and late March, during which mating occurs. Once the female chooses a partner, the 
mated  pair  may  remain  temporarily  monogamous  for  a  number  of  years.  Depending  on 
geographic  location,  spermatogenesis in males takes around 54 days  and occurs between 
January and February. The gestation period lasts from 60 to 63 days. Litter size ranges from 1 
to 19 pups; though the average is 6. These large litters act as compensatory measures against 
the high juvenile mortality rate, with approximately 50 -70% of pups not surviving to adulthood. 
Under stress, a female Coyote will have more pups. This unique peculiarity is one major reason 
why they are so successful.
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Classification of Coyotes
The  pups  weigh  approximately  250  grams at  birth 
and are initially blind and limp-eared.  Coyote growth 
rate  is  faster  than that  of  wolves,  being similar  in 
length to that of the Dhole.  The eyes open and ears 
erect after 10 days.  Around 21- 28 days after birth, 
the young begin to emerge from the den, and by 35 
days  they are  fully weaned.  Both parents feed the 
weaned pups with regurgitated food.  Male pups will 
disperse from their dens between months 6 and 9, 
while females usually remain with the parents and 
form  the  basis  of  the  pack.  The  pups  attain  full 
growth between 9 and 12 months. Sexual maturity is reached by 12 months.  In the 1990s, the 
Ontario  government  relocated  several  Grey  Wolves  into  south  eastern  Ontario  to  help 
reintroduced Fishers and Cougars in thinning out the overabundant population of White tailed 
deer,  which were being killed on the highways in  astounding numbers.  In  Lanark  County 
alone, it has been estimated that one deer is killed every day on highways. 

Solitary male wolves invariably mate (during the last two weeks of February) with any obliging 
female  Wolf  or  Coyote  they can  find.  In  one  instance  near  Perth,  one  stationary  pack  of 
"Coyotes" was DNA tested.  It was determined the Alpha male was a pure Grey Wolf; the Alpha 
female was a Coyote.  It has never been found to occur the other way around, so it appears that 
female Wolves and Coyotes favour larger males.  This is now a universally recognized trait of 
all female coyotes and wolves.  It is now generally accepted that this has been the pattern in 
and around Eastern Ontario since the early 1900s.

The progress of this dramatic "invasion" has been carefully charted; for example,  Coyotes 
established themselves in Ontario about 1919.   Their Coyote/Red Wolf hybrid offspring entered 
Quebec in the 1940s, in New Brunswick in the 1960s, Nova Scotia in the early 1970s, across the 
ice  to  PEI  in  the  late  1970s,  and  across  the  winter  ice  of  the  Gulf  of  St  Lawrence  to 
Newfoundland by 1985.  This remarkably fast expansion was due to the fecundancy of  the 
female Coyote who can theoretically spark a population boom of over 1,000 in three years.

Most  astonishingly,  Coyotes  have  been 
discovered on the shores of Hudson Bay 
to  Panama,  and  from  Alaska  to 
Newfoundland  &  Labrador.  They  have 
frequently  interbred  with  Southern  and 
Northern  Red  Wolves  to  reclaim  their 
ancient  territories.  Pure  Coyotes  have 
often found it necessary to penetrate into 
U.S.  and Canadian  cities  to  escape the 
predations of  their  larger  'country-style' 
hybrid  cousins.  In  their  urban  haunts, 
their life expectancy is doubled.

During  the  autumn  of  2007,  Ottawa 
newspapers were full of reports of urban 

Coyotes killing domestic cats and dogs in the southern fringes of that city.  Most  of those 
reports were hysterical exaggerations (similar to the exaggerated claims of Coyote damage in 
Newfoundland).
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Perhaps with the absence of pure Grey Wolves in Newfoundland and the presence in large 
numbers of Moose and Caribou, Newfoundland may yet be the area where these shape shifters 
could become the largest Brush Wolves in the world.  If a new land bridge or even an ice bridge 
appears across the Bering straight in the foreseeable future, the way will be open for these 
purely North American opportunists to overwhelm Asia and Europe.

These Coyote/Wolf descendents employ the craftiness of the coyote and the pack behaviour & 
strength of the Wolf to become a far more lethal threat to domestic livestock than either of its 
predecessors.

There has been substantial  controversy on whether the North American Coyote should,  or 
should not, be classified within the Jackal species.  Some go so far as to describe the Coyote 
as the North American Jackal.  One thing is for certain; both Jackals and Coyotes are bonafide 
members  of  the  Canid  family  and  actually  predate  wolves.  In  other  words,  Jackals  (and 
Coyotes) were the ancestors of all wolves.

The 19 recognized subspecies of Coyote (to date):

• Mexican Coyote, Canis latrans cagottis 
• San Pedro Martir Coyote, Canis latrans clepticus 
• Salvador Coyote, Canis latrans dickeyi 
• South-eastern Coyote, Canis latrans frustor 
• Belize Coyote, Canis latrans goldmani 
• Honduras Coyote, Canis latrans hondurensis 
• Durango Coyote, Canis latrans impavidus 
• Northern Coyote, Canis latrans incolatus 
• Tiburon Island Coyote, Canis latrans jamesi 
• Plains Coyote, Canis latrans latrans 
• Mountain Coyote, Canis latrans lestes 
• Mearns Coyote, Canis latrans mearnsi 
• Lower Rio Grande Coyote, Canis latrans microdon 
• California Valley Coyote, Canis latrans ochropus 
• Peninsula Coyote, Canis latrans peninsulae 
• Texas Plains Coyote, Canis latrans texensis 
• North-eastern Coyote, Canis latrans thamnos 
• Northwest Coast Coyote, Canis latrans umpquensis 
• Colima Coyote, Canis latrans vigilis

Note: This list is growing, and more subspecies will be added as this purely "North 
American" Canid breaks into South America.
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Coydogs and Dogotes
The existence of true Coyote dog hybrids, also known as Coydogs or Dogotes, is often the 
subject  of  hot  debate.  This  is  because,  at  first  glance,  the  facts  seem  to  be  a  little 
contradictory.  For instance, there is little scientific evidence of Coyotes and dogs breeding in 
the  wild.  However,  it  is a  genetic  fact  that  coyotes  can breed  with  dogs  and  Wolves, 
subsequently producing fertile offspring. 

The  Coyote  social  structure is  somewhat  different  from the domestic  canine,  and coyotes 
would rather eat a dog than befriend one.  Coyotes also have very different breeding cycles 
and mating behaviours.  It is believed the male Coyote sperm count remains low or dormant for 
most of the year, and only picks up for about 60 days (maximum) in the Spring in conjunction 
with the female Coyote's once a year heat cycle.  Coyote males usually stick with one female 
through the breeding season as well, even assisting in feeding and raising the puppies. 

Some researchers believe they mate for life.   Any domestic dog that would have the nerve to 
solicit the affections of a female Coyote would have to deal with a very irate male Coyote.  
Then, a female Coyote would have to be very hard up to breed with a lazy non-parenting dog, 
which in normal circumstances is just something to scorn or eat. 

For a Coyote and a dog to mate, the choice of female Coyotes would have to be so sparse that 
the male would not have a "girlfriend" to start with, then, he would have to meet a female dog 
(too large to eat), who just happened to be in heat within the same two month period that he 
was producing sperm.  The above scenario is not impossible, merely impractical.

A Coydog is an offspring from a male Coyote and a female dog.  A Dogote is the offspring from 
a male dog and a female Coyote.  So why aren't Coydogs more common?  The reason there is 
little evidence of coyotes mating with dogs in the wild is simply because social habits and 
statistics makes the opportunity and probability of mating quite low.

Even in the rare occasions when a Coyote and a Dog have mated, the offspring would be fertile 
but their chances for survival in the wild are practically nil.   Even if a litter of Coydogs makes it 
to breeding age there are more barriers.  They inherit the coyote’s annual oestrus pattern with 
one  notable  derivation  -  thanks to  the good sense of  Mother  Nature; the male  and female 
Coydog and Dogote comes into oestrus in the autumn, three to four months before the oestrus 
cycle of wild coyotes. Their only viable mates are either domestic dogs or other Coydogs, so 
once again, pickings are slim.

Then, any litter born to a Coydog or a Dogote would be born in the dead of winter, drastically  
reducing their chances of survival. Add to that the fact that the male Dogote takes after his 
daddy - (no child-rearing skills) - in the wild; these hybrids are an evolutionary dead end.

The only thing going for their survival is that their Coyote genes will far outweigh their Dog 
genes, and they will act much more like a Coyote than a dog.  That is simply because their 
Coyote lineage is pure and their dog lineage is a hodgepodge of parents.  The significance of 
of Coyote/Dog liaisons has been far over-rated.
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North American Red Wolf  Canis rufus
Untouched  by  any  possible  hybridization  with 
Asian canids, the Red Wolf of North America, is the 
older form compared to the Grey Wolf.  It was their 
transient  descendent,  the  Grey  Wolf of  Asia  and 
Europe,  which  was  domesticated  by  man  and 
eventually  became  the  household  dog,  Canis 
familiaris.  Through the ages, Red Wolves hunted in 
packs  and  the  smaller  Coyote  was pushed  into 
southwestern  fringe  areas  where  food  was scarce 
and a solitary life-style was necessary. 

When new ice ages appeared,  and the Bering land 
bridge returned, some Asiatic Grey Wolves returned 
to  their  old  stomping  grounds  in  North  America, 
following  trans-continental  migrating  herds  of 
Moose, Elk and Bison.  Weighing twice as much as 
their Red Wolf ancestors, they chased the Reds from 
the  best  hunting  grounds,  and  dominated  North 
America  until  Europeans  began  eradicating  them. 
Until  recently,  Red  Wolves  were  thought  to  have 
survived  only  in  the  South-eastern  United  States, 
where  they  are  so  endangered  the  US  Wildlife 
Service proclaimed them extinct in the wild in 1980. 

There have always been incidents of Grey Wolf/Red 
Wolf hybridization in areas where they are in 
proximity but those populations were relatively 
scarce and fleeting, eventually replaced with the 
larger Grey Wolf. DNA tests proved that stuffed 
wolves exhibited in the North-eastern U.S. at hotels 
and lodges are actually specimens of the Red Wolf.  
Further studies resulted in recognition of Red Wolf 
subspecies populations in Texas, Mississippi, the 
Carolinas, and Florida. They remain under intensive 
scrutiny by Wildlife Officers.  A program of captive 
breeding and reintroduction to the wild has met with 
mixed results, as often, the reintroduced animals 
will readily hybridize with expanding populations of 
Coyote.

At  the  beginning  of  large-scale  agriculture  in 
Eastern Canada, forests were cleared, enticing the 
Virginia White-Tail  Deer  northwards.  Remnants of 
the  northeast  U.S.  Red  Wolf  population  followed 
them.  Their  population  centre,  and refuge quickly 
became  Algonquin  Park  in  North-eastern  Ontario. 
Tests have proved there were no Red Wolves in this 
part of Canada prior to the early 1800s. This isolated 
population comprises the third known population of 
pure  Red  Wolves  on  the  planet,  and  it  is  the 
southernmost population of Red Wolves. 
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Now  that  second  and  third  isolated 
populations  of  Red  Wolves  have  been 
documented in Western and Eastern Canada, 
U.S. authorities could use their  bloodlines to 
augment  the  southern  population,  and 
thereby strengthen their genetic pool. It is not 
known  how  many  "Southern  Quebec"  pure 
Red Wolves remain, or even if this is a viable 
population. Their viability as a pure strain in 
South-eastern  Ontario  is  threatened  by 
hybridization with Coyotes inside and outside 
of  Algonquin  Park.   To  learn  more  about 
Northern Red Wolves, read "Wolf Country" by 
John B. Theberge (ISBN 0-7710-8563-X.

Through  an  ironic  twist  of  fate, the  smaller 
Coyote,  which  was  driven  out  of  the  best 
hunting areas by the Reds, has now (through 
its recent hybridization with Reds) spread its 
genes throughout eastern North America, an 
area that is entirely new to its species. And in 
another  testament  to  the  endurance  of  the 
Coyote, most people in these newly expanded 
areas (except in South-eastern Ontario) refer 
to the new Brush Wolves as "Coyotes".  The 
Americans  refer  to  them  as  "Coydogs".  
Similar to their transient cousins in Atlantic Canada, they usually weigh in at 50 - 60 lbs.  

In Canada, there is no such thing as a Federal "Endangered Species Act".  Due to the minefield 
of Federal/Provincial politics in this country, the Feds finally hacked out a "Species at Risk" 
Act, which is so mild; it does not ruffle any Provincial feathers.  In Ontario, there is a “Species 
At Risk Act” which was driven by environmental activists.  The protection of wolves is at the 
bottom of their list, well behind Milk Snakes, Woodland Turtles and Loggerhead Shrikes.  It 

appears to be beyond the comprehension of Governments in 
Canada, there are Wolves in Canada of several species, 
requiring Government protection.

Over  time,  with  each  population  separated,  the  northern  and 
southern  populations  of  Red  Wolf  have  undoubtedly  become 
substantially different and are already considered separate sub-
species of the Red Wolf.  Northern Red wolves are substantially 
larger, darker, and with smaller ears than their southern cousins, 
typical adaptations of any northern subspecies.  They also form 
permanent  family  packs  (as  do  the  Grey  Wolves),  while  their 
southern cousins generally do not (they don't have to).  (Packs 
of  northern  Red  Wolves  have  been  documented  as  killing 
Moose.)

Through DNA testing, it has been documented that 13% of the 
resident  Red  Wolf  population  in  Algonquin  Park  has  been 
infiltrated  with  Coyote  DNA.  Unless  checked,  this  trend  may 
eventually result in the complete extinction of the pure Eastern 

Red Wolf population in Canada. Although this prospect may bring foreboding to some purists, 
it signals an ironic twist of fate for both the Coyote and the Red Wolf.  The vitality and cunning 
of this new hybrid is remarkable, combining the best of both species.  The fact is each species 
needed the other to become something better so they could expand their population to areas 
previously lost by pure Greys.                                                                                                   Page 54



Canada's Pacific Coastal Wolves
(Subspecies yet to be determined)

There  remains  an  isolated 
population of  Red wolves in the 
rain forests of the islands off the 
coast of British Columbia, where 
it  is  estimated  there  are 
approximately  about  500  still 
remaining.  Where their territories 
overlapped,  some  hybridization 
with  Greys  occurred.  They 
regularly swim from one island to 
another,  and  one  was  seen 
swimming a distance of 11 km.

These  coastal  "marine-adapted" 
wolves  comprise  the  second 
isolated  population  of  wild  Red 
Wolves  in  Canada.   Although 
there aren't good estimates of the 
total  population  of  wolves  in 
coastal  British  Columbia  and 
Alaska,  experts  estimate  that 
wolves in South-eastern Alaska's 
vast  Alexander  Archipelago 
number fewer than 1000.  Conservationists worry that Government subsidized logging of the 
ancient coastal forests poses a threat to these animals and other wildlife in the region.

Some  naturalists  have  insisted  the  B.  C.  Coastal  Wolves  are  actually  Grey  Wolves  but  a 
comparison of these photos with that of the collared Red Wolf in Algonquin Park immediately 
before  this  section  indicates  to  me these  are actually  Red Wolves.  It  was reported these 
wolves don’t hesitate to howl in agitation if humans attempt to cross the river that partitions a 

logged  area  from  an  untouched  area.  
Who  can  blame  them?   From 
observations  and  the  work  of  other 
scientists, researchers say that Canada's 
Coastal Wolves generally appear smaller 
than their continental cousins.  This may 
be because their primary prey,  the Sitka 
Black-tailed  deer,  is  much  smaller  than 
the prey of wolves living elsewhere, or it 
may be because Red Wolves are naturally 
smaller than Grey Wolves. 

Coastal  Wolf  hair  also  appears  to  be 
coarser  and  better  at  shedding  water, 
perhaps adaptations to the heavy rainfall 

in  the  region,  researchers  speculate.   Coastal  Wolves  also  behave  differently.  They  feed 
heavily on salmon during the Autumn, and can swim across sizable saltwater channels to find 
prey or new territories.  Perhaps their scientific name will be Canis rufus pacificus or Canis 
rufus marinus, as they are distinctly Pacific and marine adapted.                                        Page 55



A key question for scientists,  conservationists and government officials is whether coastal 
wolves  are  different  enough  to  warrant  classifying  these  animals  as  one  or  more  unique 
subspecies. Coastal wolf scat and hair samples were sent to scientists at the Conservation 
Genetics Laboratory at the University of California--Los Angeles for DNA testing. 

The  results  so  far  indicate  that  Canadian  Coastal  Wolves  have  several  unique  genetic 
sequences, or haplotypes, in their DNA strands.  What's exciting about Coastal Wolves is that 
we've  identified  several  haplotypes  which  haven't  been  identified  anywhere  else  on  the 
continent.  This information adds credence to the argument that Coastal Wolves are unique, 
and may have been evolving in isolation over several millennia.  It may, for example, undercut 
the belief common among many scientists that interior wolves repopulated the Pacific coast 
about 8000 years ago, after the glaciers of the last ice age retreated.  

An alternative theory,  put forth by biologists from the University of Victoria, is that several 
large  ice-free  refuges  on the  Pacific  coast  may have  allowed groups  of  wolves and other 
animals to evolve in relative isolation from other wolves for as long as 360,000 years,  in a 
somewhat similar scenario as that of the Eastern Himalayan Wolves.  If this scenario proves 
out, then their new scientific name may become Canis  lupus (or  rufus) marinus,  after their 
unique marine-adapted lifestyle.    Specific  DNA tests  could prove  definitely whether  these 
wolves are Red or Grey Wolf related.
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Canadian Grey Wolves were Transplanted
From Northern British Columbia To Yellowstone National 

Park To Restore The Natural Order 
The absence of Wolves allowed Coyotes to become the top Predator in Yellowstone National 
Park.  Coyotes became so numerous in its surrounding public and private lands (73,000 sq. 
kms),  to throw the entire ecosystem out of whack.  A quarter of all  Gophers,  a third of all 
Ground squirrels, and two-thirds of Voles ended up in a Coyote's jaws.  Coyotes had packed 
up and were behaving arrogantly like wolves.   In the mid-1990s,  there were more than 80 
Coyotes in 12 packs, the densest population ever known.  By 1998, this robust population had 
been reduced to 36 survivors in nine small packs.  Remaining Coyotes have learned to cope 
with the presence of their larger cousins, and have become scavengers again.  In Yellowstone 
and elsewhere, a Grey Wolf will run down a Coyote and kill it on sight.  So these Coyotes have 
become wary again, and have stabilized as humble opportunists and scavengers in a Wolf-
dominated world.

Some  people  claim  many  of  the  "wolf-mimicking"  Coyotes  of  Yellowstone  fled  eastwards 
adding to the gene pool of the Eastern Coyote/Red Wolf hybrid, although this is rubbish.   The 
first  solitary Coyote was spotted in Ontario in 1919, not 1998.  The Coyotes that arrived in 
Ontario,  were of the northern 'Canadian'  variety (Canis latrans incolatus).  The Yellowstone 
Coyote is prone to be the Mountain Coyote (Canis latrans lestes), a smaller animal. Any later 30 
lb. encroaching Coyotes of any sub-species would be chased away by the 60 lb Canis lycaon 
hybrid that has taken over as top predator in South-eastern Canada and the North-eastern U.S.
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Grey Wolves Thrive in Yellowstone
In 1995, 14 wolves from an area near Hinton, BC, were introduced.  The following year, another 
17 were introduced from near Fort St. John, BC. The goal of the program was to establish 10 
resident packs of wolves in the park.  The population now appears to be levelling off at about 
31 packs, with 19 breeding pairs and more than 250 adults.  Due to this historic achievement,  
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recently pushed Grey Wolves from endangered to merely 
threatened in most of the contiguous 48 states.

The  decrease  in  Coyotes  has  caused  rodents  to  increase  in  numbers,  resulting  in  a 
corresponding increase in raptors,  fox and raccoons.   Elk  have  taken to  the steep slopes 
rather than browse in the valleys where the wolves den.  This has allowed Willows and Aspens 
to  rebound  around  low-lying  wetlands  and  creeks.  Subsequently,  beavers  made  a 
reappearance.  Five teams of scientists from Canada and the U.S. are presently studying the 
long-term effects of the wolf reintroduction.  Those who are involved, claim this is the most 
significant animal reintroduction in North America.

Although wolves have had an effect on the shrinking Northern Elk herd, the lack of rain and 
scarcity of browsing has been the major factor affecting them.  However, Elk are now healthier 
and tougher than they once were.  Several wolves were found to be killed by Elk so they are not 
as helpless a prey as some have claimed.  A Wolf will rarely bring down a healthy Elk in its 
prime.

Other fauna benefiting from the reintroduction are: Black and Grizzly bears, Otters, Muskrats, 
Mink and all types of birds, including the numerous 'Wolf' Ravens who continuously follow the 
wolves to feast on their  kills,  and all  insects that  thrive on plant  life.   These studies have 
brought about a new conception of wolves, wherever we have the good fortune to find them.
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SPECIAL UPDATE
 On the United States Fish and Wildlife Service Red Wolf Reintroduction 

Efforts

The Red Wolf is one of the world’s most endangered wild canids. Once common throughout 
the South-eastern United States, Red Wolf populations were decimated by the 1960s due to 
intensive predator control programs and loss of habitat. A remnant population of Red Wolves 
was  found  along  the  Gulf  coast  of  Texas  and 
Louisiana.

After being declared an endangered species in 1973, 
efforts were initiated to locate and capture as many 
wild Red Wolves as possible.  Of the 17 remaining 
wolves  captured  by  biologists,  14  became  the 
founders of a successful captive breeding program.

Consequently,  the  United  States  Fish  and  Wildlife 
Service declared Red Wolves extinct in the wild in 
1980.

By 1987, enough Red Wolves were bred in captivity 
to  begin  a  restoration  program  on  Alligator  River 
National  Wildlife  Refuge  in  North-eastern  North 
Carolina.

Since  then,  the  experimental  population  area  has 
expanded to include three National wildlife refuges, a 
U.S.  Department  of  Defense bombing range,  state-
owned lands, and private property, spanning a total 
of 1.5 million acres.

An estimated 100 Red Wolves now roam the wilds of North-eastern North Carolina, and another 
150 comprise the captive breeding program, still an essential element of Red Wolf recovery.

Interbreeding  with  the  Coyote  (an  exotic  species  not  native  to  North  Carolina)  has  been 
recognized as the most significant and detrimental threat affecting recovery of Red Wolves in 
their native habitat.

Currently, adaptive management efforts are making good progress in reducing the threat of 
Coyotes while building the purebred wild Red Wolf population in North-eastern North Carolina.  

This Red Wolf population is the only purebred wild one recognized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service.

(Thanks to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and Mark Gelbart)
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Maned Wolf (Chrysocyon brachyurus)

This name means golden dog   -    branch of   
the wild ox in Latin.  It appears someone 
had a sense of humour to give it  such a 
ridiculous label.

As some hardy proto-Red wolves ventured 
across  Beringia  to  the  cold  steppes  of 
Siberia  and  new  horizons  there,  some 
adventurous  southern  cousins  wandered 
into  the  heat  of  South  America.  A  far 
different  landscape  awaited  them,  and 
they adapted.

To be successful in the vast Pampas, with 
tall grasses, and the many dangers there, 
their  legs  grew  longer  and  their  ears 
enlarged so they could hear night sounds 
to  better  compete  with  the  Puma  and 
Jaguar for sustenance. 

Until  recently,  many naturalists  assumed 
that somehow these canids were an entirely separate species but, again, DNA tests came to the 
rescue, and proved they are indeed a sub species of the North American Red Wolf.

In their adopted homeland, they have filled an empty niche, which in Africa is assumed by the 
Cape Hunting dog, the Abyssinian Wolf and the Hyena.

The Maned Wolf has the head and colouring of a Wolf, the large ears of an African Hunting 
Dog, and the body of a hyena.  Maned Wolves are about 3 feet tall shoulder height, and weigh 
about 50 pounds.  Its body is covered with golden-red fur, and it has black legs with a black 
mane.  They live in monogamous pairs, and mate for life. They are solitary like our Western 
Coyotes, and only interact during their brief breeding season, which begins in April.

In August and early September mothers give birth to 2 to 5 pups.  In captivity, males help raise 
pups by regurgitating food.  Captive Maned Wolves live between 12 to 15 years. 

The  Maned  Wolf  lives  in  the  tropical  savannah  and  scrub  forests  of  South  America  - 
specifically, Northern Argentina, Paraguay, Eastern Bolivia, and South-eastern Peru.

Maned Wolves are omnivorous and nocturnal, preferring to rest under forest cover during the 
day  and  hunt  until  sunrise.  They  are  very  shy,  and  only  attack  humans  when  they  feel 
threatened.  It is estimated there are between 2200 - 4500 Maned Wolves remaining.

When I first claimed that Maned Wolves were related to Red Wolves, I received a few angry 
denials from some sanctimonious "experts".  Well, I guess I have the last laugh now.  By the 
way, no apologies are forthcoming to date.

It would not surprise me to learn that someday, those responsible for labelling animals with 
those  fancy  scientific  Latin  or  Greek  names,  will  modify  this  fellow's  label  to  put  him 
generically alongside his brethren in North America, right where he belongs.

The present Genus identifier is obviously out of context.  It should begin with Lupus as these 
fellows are definitely not a wolf that developed all by itself from scratch.
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North American Grey Wolf Canis lupus
Grey Wolves are considerably larger (typical 170 lbs) than are Red Wolves (typically 60 - 100 
lbs), and they come in white, black or grey but have no significant redness as is so evident in 
Red Wolves.  When Europeans began settling Eastern North America, they hunted resident Red 
Wolves into extinction in the North-eastern U.S. and in Canada's Atlantic provinces.  Remnant 
populations followed deer herds north into South-eastern Ontario and South-western Quebec, 
or retreated into the swamps of the Carolinas. 

The  southern  population  became  isolated 
and  its  gene  pool  became 
minuscule.  However,  in  the  north,  Red 
Wolves  replaced Grey  Wolves  where  the 
latter were driven into near extinction, due to 
their  greater  incompatibility  with  human 
encroachment.   Until  recently,  Grey Wolves 
were routinely shot by Government hunters 
even in Algonquin Park.

This genocidal practice allowed invading Red 
Wolves  a  better  chance  to  establish  a 
foothold  in  Algonquin  Park,  where  they 
survive in endangered numbers today.

As  railways  and  farming  spread  westward, 
Coyotes traveled East to fill in a void left by 
their  larger  nemesis.  In  1919,  Western 
Coyotes were documented in Ontario, where 
they  eventually  hybridized  with  the  Red 
Wolves  of  Eastern  Ontario,  and  eventually 
crossed the Saint Lawrence winter ice-cover 
south  into  New  York  State.  The  Americans 
called them "Coydogs" and eradicated them 
on sight.

In  the  relatively  protected  Algonquin  Park 
region, three  separate  species  of  wolf  were 
DNA documented.

* Grey Wolves in northern areas of the park 
(Canis lupus).
* Red Wolves in central areas of the Park 
(Canis rufus). (Incl. some hybridization with 
Greys).
* Hybridized Red Wolf/Coyote populations in 
the southern and south-eastern fringes of the 
Park. 

By far the most successful of these populations were the latter, successfully combining the 
craftiness of the Coyote and the larger size of the Red Wolf, they expanding outwards in all 
directions,  with an emphasis towards the East,  where pure Grey Wolves had been entirely 
eliminated.

The Grey Wolf once inhabited most, if not all, of the Northern Hemisphere.  Excluding modern 
man, the Wolf was the most widely distributed land mammal that ever existed.  There were 
once at least thirty different subspecies of Grey Wolf in North America, and most have become 
extinct.  About five subspecies survive today.  Wolves are able to survive anywhere there is 
adequate food and human tolerance.
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Canadian Eastern Grey Wolf Canis lupus lycaon
Canada’s population of Eastern Wolves, a sub-species of the Grey Wolf, is primarily found in 
South-eastern Ontario and Southern Quebec. 
This  range  includes  La  Mauricie  National 
Park.  The  Eastern  Wolf  is  fairly  small  and 
fawn-coloured,  with  black  on  its  back  and 
sides,  and red-brown behind its ears.  In the 
Mauricie  region,  male  Eastern Wolves  stand 
about 32 inches at the shoulders and weigh 
around  88  lbs,   females  measure  about  30 
inches  at  the  shoulders  and  weigh 
approximately  66  lbs.  It  is  the  smallest 
subspecies  of  Grey  Wolf  except  for  the 
Mexican Wolf.

The Eastern Wolf needs large areas of forest; 
to  survive.  It  is  a  shy  mammal,  easily  disturbed  by 
human presence.  More Government sponsored testing 
is  required  to  enable  scientists  to  obtain  a  better 
appreciation for this endangered species of wolf, and 
the  Brush  Wolf  DNA  contamination.   In  May  2001, 
COSEWIC listed the Eastern Wolf as a subspecies of 
special concern because it is so vulnerable to human 
activity. Throughout its range, the Brush Wolf (Western 
Coyote/Red Wolf  hybrid),  which is  approximately  the 
same size, has interbred with it, and it is difficult to tell 
them  apart  without  resorting  to  DNA  testing.   The 
Eastern  Wolf  is  an  important  part  of  La  Mauricie 
National Park’s ecosystem. It  feeds on prey like deer 

and moose, helping keep their populations at sustainable levels. This helps maintain both the 
diversity  and richness  of  park  vegetation,  and  the  ecological  integrity  of  the  entire  forest 
ecosystem.  Two wolf packs, with 5 to 10 members each, currently roam the small, 536 km2 
national park. Their movements often take them outside the park, where they are not protected.

Eastern  Wolves  often  fall  victim to  trapping,  hunting,  and  road 
traffic.  They  are  timid  and  easily  disturbed  by  logging  and 
recreational activities. Critical Wolf habitat continues to be lost to 
agriculture,  the  timber  industry,  and  urban  expansion.   Many 
people have misguided perceptions about wolves. Some are afraid 
of wolves. Others view them as predators that threaten livestock 
and wildlife like deer and moose. People often don’t realize how 
important  wolves  are  to  ecosystem  health.   Using  information 
gathered through the research program, Parks Canada is taking 
steps to ensure the survival of the Eastern Wolf, including:
• Develop a strategy to protect wolves inside & outside the park.
• Create an education program to change perceptions of  wolves.
Hopefully, Eastern Wolf populations will stabilize, and even grow 
in and around La Mauricie National  Park once the conservation 
strategy  is  implemented.   In  the  meantime,  the  two  resident  wolf  packs  are  still  being 
monitored. Parks Canada is seeking to understand how the wolves use their habitat inside and 
outside the park, and to determine impacts of human activity on wolf populations in Quebec.
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Asian Steppe Wolf  Canis lupus campestris

Asian Steppe Wolves are not protected, and are numerous in Mongolia.  They are not white as 
are many more northerly Siberian Wolves.  Most Mongolian Wolves are the colour of the desert 
to blend in.  They eat almost every animal they can catch.  Wolves usually hunt in packs, but 
sometimes one wolf hunts alone.

A pack of wolves can take down animals much larger and stronger than themselves; as moose, 
deer,  horses  and  bulls.  Wolves  are  very  intelligent  creatures,  maybe  the  most  intelligent 
animals besides humans. 

These  wolves  are  strictly  carnivorous.  Wolves  do  not  kill  for  sport,  but  for  survival  in 
Mongolia's harsh climate.  Wolves hunt just about everything that will provide a meal for them.  
Depending on the area in which they live and the time of season, they hunt everything from 
large birds to large mammals to small ones. 
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Wolves usually prey upon the sick, weak, and old animals that they come across.  It is much 
easier for them to hunt these animals then it is a full grown healthy one.  By killing off the weak 
animals,  wolves  help  strengthen  the 
herd from which they take their weak 
prey.  An old or unhealthy animal can 
be a burden to its herd.  For example, 
an aged Caribou eats food that other 
caribou need to raise their young.   A 
sick Elk could infect  other members 
of  the  herd.  Wolves  eliminate  such 
animals  performing  an  important 
natural  function  by  maintaining  the 
health of their prey species. 

Mongolian  Wolves  are  liable  to hunt 
domestic animals of nomadic families 
at  any time day or night.  They hunt 
when they are hungry but if they are 
not successful they can go without food for several weeks.  The pack defends and guards its 
territory from intruding wolves. Their territory size depends on the availability of prey.

If prey is scarce, the territory may cover as much as 800 square miles. If prey is plentiful, the 
area may be as small as 30 square miles. After a successful hunt, the pack will gorge on the 
kill. They have large stomachs, enabling them to eat 20 pounds of meat or more.  Wolves can 
go without food for weeks at a time. 

Wolf pups live on only mother's milk for the first three weeks of their life.  After three weeks 
they begin to eat meat. The pups' parents bring the meat to the pups by carrying it in their 

stomachs.   The  pups  then  lick  the 
mouths  of  the  older  wolves  to  get 
them  to  regurgitate  the  food.  The 
pups then eat the coughed up food.  
This goes on until the Autumn, when 
the pups begin to hunt with the rest 
of the pack. 

WOLVES IN MONGOLIA:  The habitat 
of  the  wolf  covers  huge  territories 
from the Western Altai's  borders  to 
the Eastern steppes.  The population 
of  this  highly  adaptable  animal  has 
been stable  for  years,  and in  some 
areas  has  increased,  causing 
damage to game and livestock.

The largest wolves found in Mongolia may reach 7 ft. from the tip of the nose to the tip of the 
tail and weigh up to 220 lbs.
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Mexican Wolf Canis lupus baileyi

Mexican  Wolves  are  the  smallest  subspecies  of  North 
American Grey Wolves. They are also the most endangered. 
Commonly referred to as "El lobo," the Mexican Wolf is grey 
with light brown fur on its back. Its long legs and sleek body 
enable it to run fast.

Height: 26-32  inches  at  the  shoulder.  Length: 4.5-5.5  feet 
from nose to tip of tail.  Weight 60-80 lbs.   Males are typically 
heavier and taller than the females.  Lifespan: Up to 15 years 
in captivity.

Diet:  Staples Ungulates (large hoofed mammals)  like White-
Tailed  deer,  Mule  deer  and  Elk.  Also  known  to  eat 

smaller mammals like rabbits, ground squirrels and mice.
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Population:  Once extirpated  from the  South-western  United  States,  34 wolves returned to 
South-eastern Arizona following a reintroduction program begun in March 1998. There are only 

about 200 Mexican Wolves in captivity.  The goal of 
the reintroduction program is to restore at least 100 
wolves to the wild by 2008.

Range:  Mexican  wolves  once  ranged  from  Central 
Mexico  to  South-western  Texas,  Southern  New 
Mexico  and  South-eastern  Arizona.  Today,  the 
Mexican Wolf  has been reintroduced to the Apache 
National  Forest  in  South-eastern  Arizona  and  may 
move  into  the  adjacent  Gila  National  Forest  in 
Western New Mexico as the population expands. 

Behaviour:  Mexican Wolves prefer to live in mountain forests, grasslands and shrublands, and 
are very social animals. They live in packs, which are complex social structures that include 
the breeding adult pair (the alpha male and female) and their offspring. A hierarchy of dominant 
and subordinate animals within each pack helps it to work as a unit. 

Reproduction: Mating Season Mid February-mid March.  Gestation: 63 days.  Litter size: 4-7 
pups. Pups are born blind and defenceless. The pack 
cares  for  the  pups  until  they  mature  at  about  10 
months of age.

Missing from the landscape for more than 30 years, 
the howl of the Mexican Grey Wolf can once again be 
heard in the mountains of the South-western United 
States.  The  Mexican  Wolf,  like  many  species 
protected  by  the  U.S.  Endangered  Species  Act,  is 
getting  a  second  chance  to  play  its  role  in  nature 
through an ambitious recovery program.

Unlike the Brush Wolves of Eastern Canada, there is 
no Coyote DNA in this wolf.  Although similar in size, 
it is a creature of habit, and is more timid.  It is not as 
brazen and wily as is the Brush Wolf.  It will kill and displace any Coyotes it can catch.
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European Wolf  Canis lupus lupus

The Eurasian Wolf, also known as the Common Wolf, European Wolf, Carpathian Wolf, Steppe 
Wolf, Tibetan Wolf and Chinese Wolf is recognized as a subspecies of the Grey Wolf (Canis 
lupus).  Originally spread over most of Eurasia, with a southern limit of the Himalayas, the 
Hindukush, the Koppet Dag, the Caucasus, the Black Sea, and the Alps, and a northern limit 
between 60° and 70° northern latitude, it has been pushed back from most of Western Europe 
and Eastern China, surviving mostly in Central Asia.

European Wolves typically have shorter, denser fur than their North American counterparts.  
Their size varies according to region, though as a whole, adults stand at 30 inches (76 cms) at 
the shoulder  and weigh around 70-130 lbs (32-59 Kgms),  with females usually being about 
twenty per cent smaller than males.  The heaviest known European Wolf was killed in Romania, 
and weighed 158 lbs (72 kilograms).  Colour ranges from white, cream, red, grey and black, 
sometimes with all  colours combined.  Wolves  in  Central  Europe tend to  be more reddish 
coloured than those in Northern Europe indicating the original proto-wolf transient from North 
America was reddish.

Currently, it  has the largest range among any wolf subspecies and is the most common in 
Europe  and  Asia.  European  Wolves,  like  most  others,  live  and  hunt  in  packs,  which  are 
extended families of an alpha male, his mate, and their offspring.  They usually stay within a 
home range, but may wander far outside their territory to hunt.  They hunt and kill game up to 
10 times heavier than their own weight. Wild Reindeer, Elk, and Red Deer are their favourite 
prey.
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European Wolves will also eat much smaller animals such as mice and frogs.   Because of the 
decline in the number of wild game, they have begun to prey on domestic horses, cattle, and 
dogs.   Starving wolves will even eat potatoes, fruits, buds, and lichen.

The alpha male and alpha female mate between January and March.   The cubs are born seven 
weeks later in a den dug among bushes or rocks.  The male brings food back to the den, either 
by carrying it whole or by swallowing and then regurgitating it for the others to eat.  As the 
cubs grow, the mother and other members of the pack help to feed them.

To  a  North  American  viewer,  these  wolves  have  a 
predominant  reddish  hue  that  North  American  Grey 
Wolves  don't  have.  This  could  be  an 
inherited coloration caused by their Eucyon ancestry, 
which  was  maintained  by  their  ancestors'  non-
hybridization with white Asian Wolves.

Few European countries still have substantial numbers 
of wolves.  Wild wolves are difficult to count; so exact 
numbers are not known.  Sometimes radio-tracking is 
used to  determine  their  numbers.  European Wolves 
have  managed  to  survive  only  in  the  most  remote, 
mountainous,  or  densely  forested  regions.  Areas  in 
which  these  wolves  can  live  without  coming  into 
conflict with humans are decreasing.

There is little effective international agreement about 
the wolf's conservation. All efforts to preserve the wolf 
are conducted locally.  

Because of the increasing shortage of natural prey in Central Europe, some wolves have been 
forced  to  give  up  their  pack-hunting  habits,  and  scavenge  for  food  around  villages  and 
farmhouses.  Projects,  which are financed by the World Wide Fund for Nature,  may enable 
small  numbers of  wolves to survive if  farmers and herdsman can be persuaded to accept 
them.  

In Norway, wolves are protected to the extent that they are illegal to be killed by anyone other 
than farmers protecting their livestock.  Similar to most Canadian Provinces, farmers are often 
compensated  for  livestock,  which  is  killed  by  the  endangered  wolves.  Similar  to  Canada, 
wolves often get blamed even though dogs are often the culprits.   

"Grupo  Lobo"  was  founded  in  Spain  and  Portugal  in  1985  in  an 
attempt  to  protect  wolves  in  the  mountains  on  the  Spain/Portugal 
border.  Only in Spain is the wolf making a determined resurgence.  
There are extremely small numbers of wolves in Sweden, regardless 
of protective legislation.

European Wolves are often abused.  Lapp herdsmen, in the North of 
Sweden, have often blamed the deaths of their Reindeer on wolves 
rather than on poor care.  The "wolf-plague" in Scotland resulted in 
the extermination of the animal there.

The last British Wolf died in 1743.  Wolves survived in Ireland until 
about  1773.  Similar  waves  of  wolf  persecutions  on  the  European 
Continent have driven the few survivors into remote areas far away 
from human settlement.   In Britain,  there are some circles that are 
promoting  the  reintroduction  of  wolves  into Scotland and parts  of 

rural England and Wales.  It appears that most British farmers are against this idea.
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The Finnish Wolf population was hunted into extinction in the 1920s.  At present, there are 
about 200 wolves living in Finland that migrated in afterwards from Russia.

In the whole of Russia, there are about 30,000 wolves but in Russian Karelia (formerly a part of 
Finland) only about 350 individuals remain.

Although the wolf is a protected species in most European countries, some hunters see no 
reason to stop killing wolves for sport, and will pay a great deal of money for the privilege. 
Wolf survival in Europe obviously requires more than simple legislations.

These wolves are rather shy and intelligent, yet they are still viewed as a ruthless predator by 
the mainstream.
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European Wolf/Dog Hybrids

In Europe, many rural villages have open dumps where the local slaughterhouse disposes of 
its waste.  Many wolves feed there alongside feral or stray dogs.

Throughout  Europe,  these dogs and wolves will  occasionally mate,  and their  offspring are 
often impossible to distinguish from ordinary dogs.

The deceptive appearance of the Wolf/dogs make them all that more dangerous.  Wolf dogs 
may wander freely through populated areas, unrecognized as wolves.

 These hybrids are often wilder than their feral parents.  They can be extremely ferocious.   
Europeans are wary of them due to ancient folklore and the possibility of rabies.

The reddish hue of European Wolves is usually striking in these hybrids.  North American 
Wolf/dog hybrids are only reddish when they cross with a Red Wolf or if the dog parent was 
Red in colour.  Pure strains of Grey Wolf in North America have very little red colouration. 
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Czechoslovakian (CsV) Wolfdog
The CsV is a relatively  new breed of  dog that  traces its original  lineage to an experiment 
conducted in 1955 in the former Czechoslovak Soviet Socialist Republic (CSSR).  After initially 

breeding  a  German  Shepherd  dog  with  a 
Carpathian  Wolf,  a  plan  was  worked  out  to 
create  a Wolfdog  breed  that  blended  the 
desired  qualities  of  both  animals.  It  was 
officially recognized as a national breed in the 
CSSR in 1982.  In 1999, it became FCI standard 
No. 332, group 1, Section 1.

Both  the  build  and  the  hair  of  the  CsV  are 
reminiscent  of  a  wolf.  The  lowest  dewlap 
height is 65 cm for a dog and 60 for a bitch and 
there  is  no  upper  limit.  The  body  frame  is 
rectangular, ratio of the height to length is 9:10 
or  less.  The  expression  of  the  head  must 
indicate  the  sex.  Amber  eyes  set  obliquely 
and short upright ears of a triangle shape are 
its characteristic features. The set of teeth is 
complete  (42);  very  strong;  both  scissors-

shaped and plier-shaped setting of the dentition is acceptable. The spine is straight, strong in 
movement,  with a short loin. The chest is large, flat rather than barrel-shaped. The belly is 
strong and drawn in. The back is short, slightly sloped, the tail is high set; when freely lowered 
it  reaches the tarsuses.  The fore limbs are straight, and narrow set,  with the paws slightly 
turned out, with a long radius and metacarpus. The hind limbs are muscular with a long calf 
and instep.

The colour of the hair is from yellow-grey to silver-grey, with a light 
mask. The hair is straight, close and very thick. The CsV is a typical 
tenacious canterer; its movement is light and harmonious, its steps 
are  long.   Temperament:  The  Wolfdog  is  more  versatile  than 
specialized. It is quick, lively, very active, fearless and courageous.  
Shyness  is  a  disqualifying  fault  in  CsV  competitions.  The  CsV 
develops  a  very  strong  social  relationship  not  only  with  their 
owner, but also with the whole family. It can easily learn to live with 
other  domestic  animals,  which  belong  to  the  family;  however, 
difficulties can occur in encounters with strange animals. It is vital 
to subdue the CsV's passion for hunting when they are puppies in 
order to avoid aggressive behaviour as an adult. The puppy should never be isolated in the 
kennel; it must get used to different surroundings, for travelling and so on.  Female CsVs tend 
to be more easily controllable and both genders often experience a stormy adolescence.

The  CsV  is  very  playful  and  temperamental.  It  learns  easily.  However,  it  does  not  train 
spontaneously,  the  behaviour  of  the  CsV  is  strictly  purposeful  -  it  is  necessary  to  find 
motivation for training. The most frequent cause of failure is usually the fact that the dog is 
tired  out  with  long useless  repetitions  of  the  same exercise,  which  results  in  the  loss  of 
motivation.  These dogs have admirable senses and are excellent at following trails. They are 
very independent and can cooperate in the pack with a special purposefulness. If required, 
they can easily shift their activity to the night hours. Sometimes problems can occur during 
their training when barking is required. CsVs have a much wider range of means of expressing 
themselves and barking is unnatural for them; they try to communicate with their masters in 
other ways.   Generally, to teach CsV stable and reliable performance, takes a bit more time 
than it does to teach traditional specialized breeds.                                                               Page 73



Saarloos Wolfhond
This  breed  of  dogs  derives  his  name from,  Mr. 
Leendert  Saarloos.   Mr.  Saarloos  strived  for  a 
breed  of  dogs  without  degenerative  symptoms, 
and with a natural resistance against all sorts of 
diseases.

Although Mr Saarloos was interested in genetics, 
he  approached  this  mostly  from  his  practical 
experiences.  Before  he  started  to  breed  the 
Wolfdog, he crossed many other animals such as 
mice, rabbits, pigeons etc.  

He  chose  the  wolf  as  the  ancestor  of  his  new 
breed  because  it  has  a  lot  of  the  desired 
properties he desired.

In the beginning, there was the German Shepherd male dog, Gerard van Fransenum, together 
with the female wolf Fleur, which he bought from the Blijdorp zoo.  This couple 
had 28 puppies from which 3 were good enough to proceed with.

At the advice of a Dutch expert in genetics, Dr. L. Hagendoorn, the brother and 
sisters were matched.

In 1963 he chose a new female wolf, Fleur II, to counteract in breeding.  After 
many disappointments he had a new race, the "Saarloos Wolfhond".

The Saarloos Wolfhond is a powerful, wolflike, thick-hairy dog with a withers 
height 65-75 cm. for a male, and 60-70 cm. for a female. 

The oval  bone is powerful but not big.  Its structure is harmonious with tall 
legs.  Males and females are very different in appearance and airs. 

The Saarloos Wolfhond must exhibit an image of a 
careful,  attentive  and  devoted  dog  that  is 
reserved.  It must not be nervous around strange 
people and circumstances.

It  is  very  cautious,  and  exhibits  the  power  of 
reaction of the wolf with the devotion of the dog.

The  primary  characteristic  of  the  breed  is 
an independence of action, which is why it is such 
a great guide dog for the blind. 
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Appennine  (or) Italian Wolf Canis lupus italicus
The Appennine Wolf is a subspecies of the Grey Wolf found in the Appennine Mountains of 
Italy, and is also called the Italian Wolf.  It was first described in 1921, and was recognized as a 
distinct subspecies in 1999.  Recently, due to an increase in population, the subspecies has 
also  been  spotted  in  areas  of  Switzerland 
and Southern France, particularly in the Parc 
National  du  Mercantour.  It  is  federally 
protected in all three countries.

This is a medium sized subspecies by Grey 
Wolf  standards.  Males  have  an  average 
weight  of  24-40  kilograms  (53-88  lbs,  with 
females  usually  being  about  10%  lighter. 
Body  length  is  usually  100-140  cm  (39-55 
inches).   Fur  colour  is  commonly  blended 
grey  or  brown,  though  black  specimens 
have  recently  been  sighted  in  the  Mugello 
region  and  the  Tuscan-Emilian  Apennines. 
Comparative  studies  on  Italian  wolves, 
Eastern  European  Wolves  and  Feral  Dogs, 
showed that Italy's wolf population was the 
purest, and least affected by hybridization with domestic dogs in Europe.

However,  in 2004,  three wolves were found in the south-central  Tuscan province  of  Siena, 
sporting dewclaws on their hind legs, indicating some dog contamination in the gene pool. 
Although this has caused concern on the danger posed to the wolf's genetic purity,  some 
biologists are encouraged by such an obvious symptom, as it is a potentially useful factor in 
diagnosing hybrids.

Diet: The Italian Wolf is a nocturnal hunter, which feeds primarily 
on medium sized animals such as Chamois, Roe Deer, Red Deer, 
and Wild Boar. In the absence of such prey items, its diet will 
also  include  small  animals  such  as  Hares  and  Rabbits.   An 
Italian  Wolf  can  eat  up  to  1,5-3  kg  of  meat  a  day.  It  will 
occasionally  consume berries  and herbs  for  roughage.  It  has 
adapted well in some urbanized areas and as such, will usually 
not ignore refuse or domestic animals.

Behaviour and reproduction:  Due to a scarcity of large prey,wolf 
packs in Italy tend to be smaller than average. Packs are usually 
composed  of  a  reproducing  alpha  pair  and  juveniles,  which 
remain with their birth family until they're old enough to disperse 
and produce cubs.  However,  in areas where large herbivores 
such  as  deer  have  been  reintroduced,  such  as  the  Abruzz  o 
National Park, packs consisting of 6-7 individuals can be found.

Mating occurs in  mid-  March with a  63-day gestation period.  The  number  of  cubs born is 
dependant on the mother's age, usually ranging from two to eight cubs.  Cubs weigh 250-350 
grams at birth and open their eyes at the age of 11-12 days. They are weaned at the age of 35-
45 days and are fully able to digest meat at 3-4 months.
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History:  Until  the end of the 19th 
century,  wolf  populations  were 
widespread  across  Italy's 
mountainous regions. By the dawn 
of  the  20th  century,  the 
persecutions began, and in a short 
time, the wolf was wiped out in the 
Alps,  Sicily  and  drastically 
reduced in the Apennine regions. 

After  the  Second  World  War,  the 
situation  worsened  and  the  wolf 
populations  reached  a  historic 
minimum in the 1970's.

In  1972,  Luigi  Boitani  and  Erik 
Zimen were tasked with leading the first Italian investigation into the wolf's plight. Using an 
area between the Sibillini and Sila mountains as reference points, they concluded that the wolf 
population was composed of a maximum of 100-110 animals.

Italian population: Starting from the 1970s, political debates began favouring the increase in 
wolf populations. A new investigation began in the early 1980s, in which it was estimated that 
there were now approximately 220-240 animals and growing.

New  estimates  in  the  1990s  revealed  that  the  wolf  populations  had  doubled,  with  some 
specimens taking residence in the Alps, a region not inhabited by wolves for nearly a century.  
Current estimates indicate there are 500-600 Italian Wolves living in the wild.  Their population 
is said to be growing at a rate of 7% annually.

French population: Wolves migrated from Italy to France as recently as 1992.  The French Wolf 
population is still  no more than 40-50, but the animals have been blamed for the deaths of 
nearly 2,200 sheep in 2003, up from fewer than 200 in 1994.  Controversy also arose when in 
2001; a Shepherd living on the edge of the Mercantour National Park survived a mauling by 
three wolves.

Under the Berne Convention, wolves are listed as an endangered species, and killing them is 
illegal.  Official culls are permitted to protect farm animals so long as there is no threat to the  
species.

In Northern Spain, a lone Wolf was recently DNA tested, and it was determined it was of Italian 
origin. So the Italian Wolf had traveled from the Italian Apennines to the Spanish Pyrenees.
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Iberian Wolf Canis lupus signatus
Spain is one of the last remaining refuges of the European Wolf. The Iberian Wolf population is 
slowly recovering  from its 1970 low of  400-500 odd individuals  with current  (2003)  figures 
estimated at as many as 2,000-2,500, almost 30% of European Wolf numbers outside Russia. 
There are several reasons for the rise in the wolf population. 

The Iberian Wolf is distinguished by its overall redness, 
and the black marks along its tail, back, jowls and front 
legs, and so sigantus meaning marked.  More than 50 % 
are  found  in  Northern  Castilla  y  León  (1000-1.500 
individuals), and less than 35% in Galicia (500-700), with 
the  densest  population  in  North-eastern  Zamora  (5-7 
wolves/100km2).

Though  wolves  were  once  present  throughout  the 
Peninsula, they are now confined to the northeast, and a 
few residual populations in the Sierra Morena (Jaén and 
Cuenca).  Recently,  however  they  have  managed  to 
cross  back  over  the  modern-day  barrier  of  the  river 
Duero and begun to spread southwards and eastwards. 
Two packs have been detected around Guadalajara and 
have started to move into Teruel  in Southern Aragon, 
much  to  the  amazement  and  trepidation  (and  at  first 
disbelief) of the locals.

There  are  thought  to  be  some 300  breeding  pairs  in 
Spain, giving a total number of around 1,500 at the start 
of Spring and around 2,000 by mid autumn (1988 figures 
see below). The wolf in Spain is no longer considered endangered, merely vulnerable, though 
the Sierra Morena and Extremaduran populations are classified as critically endangered, and 
the latter is almost certainly extinct. Wolves in the Sierra Morena inhabit private game estates 
where they are illegally persecuted as they come into conflict with the hunting practices of the 
rich.

Across the border in Portugal, there are estimated 
to be between 46 and 62 packs. Reasons for the 
recent  increase  in  the  Iberian  Wolf  population:  
Until  the  early  1970s,  the  wolf  was  ‘officially' 
considered  as  a  pest  in  Spain,  and  the 
government  paid  out  bounties  for  dead  wolves 
and  distributed  strychnine  to  landowners  and 
peasants.  At  the  time,  many saw the wolf  as a 
mark  of  a  Third  World  country,  in  contrast  to 
‘civilized' nations like France and Britain who had 
successfully eradicated their wolf plagues.

On  occasions  in  the  past,  persecution  was 
widespread  and  crushing.  An  act  passed  by 
Principality of Asturias details that between March 
and December of 1816; bounties were paid out for 
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The historian Juan Pablo Torrente, concluded that the hunting of wild beasts, including wolves, 
bears and foxes represented, ‘in absolute and relative terms, a considerable source of wealth' 
for local populations. 

The lobero or wolf-hunter was a respected County figure until relatively recently, and a whole 
range of ingenious traps have been devised over the centuries to catch wolves.  All are now 
illegal.  It is however still legal to hunt wolves in most of Spain.  In most of its range, the Law 
states that the species must be respected as long as it does not come into conflict with human 
interests.  

While hunting itself does not necessarily pose a big threat for the Iberian Wolf, as most hunts 
end in failure, the Law gives carte blanche for indiscriminate hunting in most areas. North of 
the River Duero, only the municipality of Muelas de los Caballeros in north of Zamora, where 
the  densest  Spanish  Wolf  populations  are  found,  has  shown  any  real  interest  for  its 
conservation.

Protection is, however, much stronger south of the Duero where the Iberian Wolf populations 
are far more fragile.

Secondly, in the last 40 years, there has been a huge migration of people from the country to 
towns. This depopulation of the countryside has led to the regeneration of natural vegetation in 
former agricultural areas, and a huge increase in prey species such as Roe Deer and Wild Boar. 
Just  drive  or  take  a  train  across  central  and  northern  Spain  and  you  will  appreciate  the 
immensity and emptiness of the landscape, and its potential to support rich and varied fauna.

Thirdly,  people's  attitudes  have  changed.  While  there  is  still  much  suspicion,  when  not 
outright hatred, among some rural populations, many in Spain now see the wolf as an animal 
worthy of protection.  That  great  Spanish populist  of  nature,  Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente, 
played no small part in this conversion. 

Millions of homes in Spain in the nineteen-seventies were captivated by his television series, 
‘El Hombre y la Tierra', of which the wolf was the star of the show. Rodríquez used wolves he  
had raised himself from cubs living in a semi-wild fenced estate for the film.

But, for all its trickery, the episodes on El Lobo, still stand out as superb and beautiful piece of  
nature documentary, and hold a rightful place in contemporary Spanish culture.
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Arabian Wolf Canis lupus arabs
The Arabian Wolf  is a subspecies of 

the  Grey  Wolf,  which  was  once  found 
throughout  the  Arabian  Peninsula,  but 
now only lives in small pockets in Oman, 
Yemen,  Jordan,  Saudi  Arabia,  and 
probably  in  some  parts  of  the  Sinai 
Peninsula of Egypt.

In  Isreal,  there are  between 100 and 
150 Arabian Wolves all  over  the Negev 
and the Ha'arava deserts.  

Standing  approximately  26  inches 
shoulder  height  and  weighing  an 
average of 40 pounds, the Arabian Wolf 
is the smallest wolf subspecies, yet, the 
largest canid in Arabia. They have short 

greyish-beige  hair,  which  becomes  much  longer  and  thicker  in  winter.  Their  ears  are 
proportionately larger in relation to body size when compared to other species, an adaptation 
needed to disperse body heat.

Also, Arabian Wolves do not live in large packs, and instead hunt in pairs or in groups of 
about three to four animals. This subspecies is unusual, as it is not known to howl. Arabian 
Wolves are unique among Grey Wolves; due to the middle two toes of their paws being fused, a 
trait originally thought unique to the African Hunting Dog. It will kill animals up to the size of a  
Goat, but usually feeds on carrion, small birds, rodents, reptiles and insects. It also eats fruits 
and plants when meat is scarce. They dig burrows in the sand to protect themselves from the 
sun, and hunt mainly at night.

The only time that Arabian Wolves are known to be territorial is when their pups are born. 
The litter size can be as large as 12, but is usually only 2 or 3. They are blind at birth and 
weaned at about eight weeks when the parents regurgitate food for them.  Their ears are large 
in comparison to the rest of its body (similar to the Maned Wolf. Their eyes are naturally yellow 

with black pupils.

However, many are found with brown 
eyes, revealing that somewhere down the 
line  their  ancestors  interbred with feral 
dogs. 

Current  status:  In  Oman,  the  wolf 
population  has  increased  significantly 
since hunting was banned, and there is a 
strong possibility that they will naturally 
re-establish themselves in certain places 
within  the  region  in  the  relatively  near 
term.
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Abyssinian (or Ethiopian) Wolf Lupus simensis
The  Ethiopian  Wolf  has  a  bright  reddish  chestnut-coloured 
coat, bushy tail, pointed ears, slender snout, and long legs. It 
weighs 11 - 19 kg (24 - 42 lb).  It is a localized species, and is 
confined to isolated pockets of grasslands and heathlands.  It 
is  found  above  3000  m.  (10,000')  in  the  Alpine  regions  of 
Ethiopia,  and prefers areas  with short  vegetation  less than 
0.24 m. (10") high.  Rodents account for more than 90% of its 
prey.  The  giant  mole rat  is  the main food item;  other  prey 
includes Grass Rats and Hares.  The Ethiopian Wolf is mostly 
diurnal,  but  becomes  nocturnal  in  areas  where  it  is 

persecuted.  Dens usually consist of a system of burrows beneath a rock overhang or cliffs. 
Caching prey and scavenged material in shallow holes is common.

Although  Ethiopian  Wolves  live  in  packs  that  share  and  defend  an 
exclusive territory, for the most part, they forage and feed alone on small 
rodent  prey.  This  is  in  contrast  to  the  general  tendency  in  larger 
carnivores  for  species  that  live  in  groups  to  hunt  cooperatively.  In 
optimal  habitat,  packs  include  3  -  13  adults  and,  on  average,  are 

comprised of  6 adults,  1 -  6  yearlings, 
and 1  -  7  pups.   A  typical  pack  is  an 
extended  family  group  formed  by  all 
males  born  into  the  pack  during 
consecutive years and 1 - 2 females.  All 
pack  members  participate  in  the 
defence  and marking of  their  territory, 
and  parents  and  sub-adult  helpers 
contribute to the rearing of pups. DNA tests have proven that 
Ethiopian  Wolves  are  directly  descended  from  the  North 
American  Red  Wolf,  although  they  have  altered  to  fit  their 
North  African  habitat.  They  still  exhibit  their  ancestors' 
preference for cool mountainous regions but they have lost 

their  long  hair,  and  have  shrunk  to  the  size  of  a  Coyote,  and  they  exhibit  many  Coyote 
characteristics.

The  Ethiopian  Wolf  is  unique  to  Ethiopia.   It  was 
reported from most provinces of the country in the 19th 
century.  By the 1970's  it  had declined considerably. 
The  Ethiopian  Wolf  currently  is  confined  to  seven 
isolated subpopulations in different  mountain ranges 
of  the  Ethiopian  highlands.   Wolf  populations  occur 
north of the Rift Valley in the Simien Mountains, Mount 
Guna,  North  Wollo  and  South  Wollo  highlands,  and 
Menz.  Southeast  of  the  Rift  Valley,  there  are 
populations  in  the  Arsi  Mountains  and  in  the  Bale 
Mountains. More than half of the population lives in the Bale Mountains.  Continuous loss of 
habitat due to high-altitude subsistence agriculture represents the major current threat to the 
Ethiopian Wolf.  Sixty percent of all land above 3,200 m (10,000') although marginal, has been 
converted into farmland, and all Ethiopian Wolf populations below 3,700 metres (12,000') are 
particularly vulnerable to further habitat loss.   Overgrazing of highland pastures by domestic 
livestock  exacerbates  habitat  loss,  and  in  some areas,  habitat  is  threatened  by  proposed 
development of commercial sheep farms and roads.  Hybridization of the Ethiopian Wolf with 
domestic dogs could threaten the genetic integrity of the Ethiopian Wolf population, but that 
phenomenon is currently confined to one valley in western Bale.                                             Page 80



Indian Wolf Canis lupus pallipes or Canis indica
The Indian Wolf has a very short, dense coat that is typically 
reddish, tawny, or buff coloured. It reaches 60-95 centimetres 
in height, and typically weighs 18-27 kilograms (40 - 60 lbs. 
Breeding generally occurs in October, after the rains – early 
compared to the Grey Wolf.

The Indian Wolf is adapted for life in the semi-arid and hot 
areas that they typically inhabit. Its relatively small size allows 
it  to  survive  on  the  smaller  ungulates,  rabbits,  hares,  and 

rodents that roam its territory. The Indian Wolf is a prime example of the Canid's adaptability as 
a species, given that its cousins can be found in areas starkly contrasted to the scrubland, 
grassland, and semi-arid pastoral environments that the Indian Wolf thrives in.

Though the Indian Wolf and the Indian Wild Dog have been portrayed as mortal enemies by 
author  Rudyard  Kipling in his  book,  Red Dog,  studies have  shown that  there is  very  little 
competition between the two species where they share common ground.  The fact that the wolf 
inhabits open spaces and feeds primarily on rodents as a contrast to the dog's habit of living in 
dense forests and hunting medium sized ungulates is enough to ensure peaceful coexistence. 
It is a semi-desert-adapted Canid that is exclusive to the Eastern Indian subcontinent. A study 
released in 2004 estimates that there are around 2000-3000 Indian Wolves. Mitochondrial DNA 
tests  have  ascertained these  wolves  have  an  undisturbed lineage of  about  400,000  years, 
making them the second oldest undisturbed wolf population in the world. 

Lately,  research  of  the  DNA  of  the  Indian  Wolf,  formerly  known as  Canis  lupus  pallipes, 
supports the suggestion to treat the Indian Wolf  as a new species of canid (Canis indica). 
Probably,  the  Indian  Wolf  migrated  to  India  about  400  thousand  years  ago,  during  the 
Pleistocene and separated from its common wolf ancestors. But other Indian Wolves not from 
India  but  from  the  Arabian  Peninsula,  Afghanistan,  and  Pakistan  should  be  called  the 
Southeast Asia Wolf (Canis lupus pallipes).  The Indian Wolf is the most likely direct ancestor 
of the Australian Dingo. DNA tests have yet to confirm this.
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New Guinea Singing Dog Canis lupus hallstromi

The New Guinea Singing Dog (Canis lupus hallstromi), known as NGSD, New Guinea Highland 
Dog,  or  Singer,  is  classified  as  a  subspecies  of  Grey  wolf, similar  in  appearance  to  the 
domestic dog, related to the Australian Dingo that is native to New Guinea.

Some scientists consider it a separate species of Canid. Singers have remained isolated from 
other dogs for almost 6000 years, making them possibly the oldest of the pariah (outcaste) 
dogs. 

Once thought to inhabit the entire island of New Guinea, today wild populations are thought to 
be  extinct,  with  captive  specimens  numbering  from  100  to  200.  They  are  exceptionally 
intelligent, but hard to keep because of wild behavioural traits.

There  is  some debate  as  to  whether  Singers  are  truly  domesticated  animals,  though  with 
proper training, their pack-instincts may allow them to live with humans.  It is a recognized 
breed by such organizations as the United Kennel Club, which classifies it as a Pariah dog.

They  are  unique  in  their  ability  to  howl  in  a  wolf-like 
manner,  but  unlike  wolves,  Singers  modulate  the  pitch, 
hence the name.

Physical  description:  They  have  a  fox-like  appearance, 
with  a  double  coat  that  ranges  in  colour  from  red  to 
brown,  and  have  a  characteristically  large  carnassial 
tooth.  They stand between 14 and 18 inches (36 to 46 cm) 
at the shoulders, and weigh 17 to 30 lbs (8 to 14 kg) as 
adults.

They have proportionately short legs and large heads compared to other Canids.  They are 
shorter in height at the withers than are Dingos and Arabian Wolves.  Their skulls are slightly 
wider than a Dingo's and a Golden Jackal's.
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Australian Dingo Canis lupus dingo

The Dingo is Australia's wild dog. It is found in Australia, in all states except Tasmania. They 
are found throughout the mainland of Australia, close to a source of water. The Dingo is a 
medium sized dog, with a bushy tail, and red to yellow coat.

Dingos do not bark, but they do howl. It is not a native animal to Australia, and it is unsure 
exactly how it arrived on our land, but the current theories are:  they may be related to wild 
dogs in South East Asia, they were brought to Australia 15,000 years ago for trade by sea-
farers.

DNA tests recently confirmed Australian aborigines traveled from southern Africa to Australia 
through  Southern  India.  Did  they  bring  their  dogs  from  Africa  or  did  they  pick  them  up 
somewhere on their  way? I  am sure that  DNA testing will  soon confirm where these dogs 
actually originated. If scientists can locate a match for Australian Aborigines in southern India, 
surely they can do the same for the Dingo.

Dingos are meat eaters, and try to feed mainly on this. If unavailable, they have been known to 
eat  reptiles,  and  any  meaty  food  source  they  can  find.  When  food  is  scarce,  they  group 
together to feed on larger animals such as Kangaroos.

Dingos usually stay together and hunt in family groups. Dingos mate once a year,  and the 
female Dingo gives birth to up to eight puppies. The puppies are nursed for two months. After  
the pups are about four months old, they then begin hunting small game such as Rabbits.

Amazing Fact: When the puppies are two months old, the mother then regurgitates food for the 
pups for another two months.
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Tibetan (or Himalayan) Wolf Canis lupus laniger
DNA testing tells us this is the oldest Grey Wolf subspecies. 

New evidence based on the mitochondrial DNA shows that the Himalayan Wolf could very well 
be a new subspecies and perhaps even a new species all together. It is believed the Himalayan 
Wolf separated from the Grey Wolf approximately 800,000 years ago. Thereby, perhaps making 
it a different species in its own right. If in fact it is a new species, new questions arise as to why 
it wasn't able to perpetuate across the globe in the same matter as its relative the Grey Wolf. 

The habitat of the Himalayan Wolf (also known as the 
Tibetan Wolf) is confined to small pockets of India, 
Kashmir, and into China and Mongolia. It is believed 
that  when  this  species  first  evolved,  glaciers  and 
other  physical  barriers  that  did  not  promote 
expansion and perpetuation surrounded them. Much 
of  their  habitat  is  shared  by  another  newly 
discovered species, the Indian Wolf. It is unknown as 
to why these two species do not interbreed in spite 
of  the  overlap  in  habitat.  This  fact  allows the  two 
species to remain genetically distinct from all other 
wolves and dogs found on the planet.

While  the  Grey  Wolf  is  found  throughout  Siberia, 
Manchuria, Tibet and the Himalayan regions of Indian, Nepal and Bhutan, and are large dark 
coloured wolves, the wolves in the western areas of the Himalayas are white. This 'Tibetan' 
Wolf is only found in the Himalayas in cold deserts or mountainous areas.  Until recently it was 
believed  that  all  wolves  and  dogs  were  part  of  the  Wolf-dog  clade  meaning  that  all 
domesticated dogs are derived from wolves. When the Himalayan lineage was studied, it was 
found this wolf shared no genetic markers with Grey Wolves or Dogs. This indicates that the 
Himalayan Wolf played no role in the domestication of dogs.

The mitochondrial  clock,  which is based on the rate of 
changes  observed  in  the  DNA  sequences,  dates  this 
lineage to about 800,000 years. When the divergence of 
the Himalayan Wolf occurred, the habitat of modern day 
Nepal  was  going  through  major  geologic  and  climate 
upheaval. The Himalayan region, also home to the Indian 
Wolf and the Grey Wolf, is the only geographical location 
in the entire world where these three species of wolves 
cohabit,  thereby  supporting  a  theory  that  the  Indian 
region  is  the  most  likely  location  for  modern  wolf 
hybridization and evolution.  All  indications point to the 
Himalayan Wolf being one participant in the evolution of 
Grey  Wolves  (from  their  North  American  proto-wolf 

origin), or is this non-diversity actually a product of in-breeding due to there being such a small 
gene pool available to that particular enclave?

Indian  researchers  have  compared  over  700  DNA  sequences  of  wolves  and  dogs  from 
everywhere with Indian Wolves and Dogs. By analyzing DNA, scientists were able to put a time 
to the point at which the wolf lineage originated. This was possible because mitochondrial DNA 
changes regularly over time, allowing the emergence of patterns in its sequence to be clocked. 
"Until  this  finding,  the Peninsular  Wolf  (Canis  lupus Indica),  which is  found on the Indian 
plains, was thought to be the oldest undisturbed lineage of wolf in the world at 400,000 years.  
We are preparing to further study the species and prepare a project to ascertain the status of  
the Himalayan Wolf so that a conservation breeding plan can be started." 
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Other  tests  on  wolves  from 
surrounding  areas  show  they  all 
belong  to  a  very  ancient  and 
genetically  divergent  Himalayan 
lineage.  Julie, the female wolf who’s 
DNA  was  analyzed,  was  found  14 
years  ago in  the  high  and dry Spiti 
valley bordering Tibet. 

Wildlife  authorities  have 
recently  spotted  33  Himalayan 
Wolves in the Spiti valley.  But 
Julie  is  the  only  one  in 
captivity.  Poaching and loss of 
habitat  have  sharply  reduced 
the Himalayan Wolf population.  
According  to  one  estimate, 
there could be as few as 350 left 
in the entire western Himalayan 
region. 

The conundrum here is how could modern wolves have evolved in North America, migrated to 
Eurasia,  returned to North America,  and left  its oldest uninterrupted lineage stock isolated 
deep in the Himalayan Mountains.  The only plausible explanation is;  the original  transient 
North American Proto-wolves, spread throughout Eurasia, seeking out good hunting areas, and 
became specialized in certain unique areas.  The group that colonized the unique Himalayan 
area maintained their genetic purity for 800,000 years ago, and did not hybridize with any other 
canids afterwards.

A divergence of any carnivorous population from its ancestral type may be caused by such 
factors as its prey species,  size differences,  breeding habits,  geographic isolation,  climate, 
climate change and/or  hybridization.  Each population  acclimatized to  better  fit  its  adopted 
homeland. All scientists agree the Grey Wolves that returned to North America were of a newer 
"improved" variety. Every naturalist understands the natural evolution of prey and predator is 
intrinsically entwined.

For this scenario to play out, a land bridge must have been available for North American Proto-
Grey  Wolves  to  pass  into  Asia  before  800,000  years  ago.  The  Pleistocene  epoch  on  the 
geologic timescale is the period from 1,808,000 to 11,550 years ago, meaning animals had an 
intermittent land bridge to cross back and forth between Asia and North America during that 
period.  Most Climatologists agree we are still in this epoch, and it is only a matter of time 
before we are dragged (kicking and screaming) into a new ice age.

Our past conjecture has often been proven wrong by DNA testing, and that will continue into 
the future.  It is known for certain that the Canids have been, and still are very adaptable, and 
they are still changing to meet new demands and opportunities. Look at the hundreds of dog 
varieties to illustrate that, from Chihuahuas to Saint Bernards. Given their own devices, wild 
canids can and have adapted, and have changed to fit new demands. All Scientists agree that 
Canids  successfully  spread  over  more  of  the  world than any  other  animal  -  until  humans 
became powerful enough to diminish their numbers.  DNA tests have also concluded the Black-
backed Jackal of Africa is the oldest species of all  living Canids. On the other hand, fossil 
remains prove the Canidae family began in North America. One thing is certain; much of our  
knowledge of Canids has yet to be learned. 
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Golden Jackal Canis aureus

Surprisingly, although often grouped with the other jackals (the Black-backed Jackal, and the 
Side-Stripped Jackal), genetic research indicates that the Golden Jackal is not closely related 
to either of them, but  is within the true "Wolf" group, which also includes the Grey Wolf, the 
Red Wolf and the Coyote.

The  genetic  evidence  is  consistent  with  the  form  of  the  skull,  which  also  bears  more 
similarities to those of the Coyote and the Grey Wolf than to those of other jackal species.

The range of the Golden Jackal can be seen at left.

The Golden Jackal's short, coarse fur is usually yellow to 
pale gold and brown-tipped,  though the colour can vary 
with season and region.

On the Serengeti Plain in Northern Tanzania for example, 
the Golden Jackal's fur is brown-grizzled yellow in the wet 
season (December-January), changing to pale gold in the 
dry  season  (September-October).  Jackals  living  in 
mountainous regions may have a greyer shade of fur.

The Golden Jackal is generally 70–105 cms. (28–42 in.) in length, with a tail length of about 25 
centimetres (10 in). Its standing height is approximately 38–50 cm (16–20 in) at the shoulder. 
Average weight is 7–15 kilograms (15–33 lbs) with males tending to be 15% heavier than the 
females. Scent glands are present on the face and the anus and genital regions. Females have 
4-8 teats. They have 42 teeth.

In all  their  ranges,  the Golden Jackal  displays a great 
deal of diversity in appearance.

Jackals living in North Africa tend to be larger and have 
longer carnassials than those living in the Middle East. 
Moroccan  Golden  Jackals  are  paler,  and  have  more 
pointed snouts than Egyptian Golden Jackals..
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The Sulimov Dog 
Siberian Husky/Golden Jackal Cross

The Sulimov Dog is a  Russian  hybrid  originating from an initial  cross between a Siberian 
Husky  and  a  Golden  Jackal.  Klim  Sulimov,  the  chief  breeder  for  Aeroflot  airline  security, 
introduced the breed. The primary use of this breed has been to aid in airport  security as 
sniffer dogs. 

Quoting Sulimov, "My dogs combine the qualities of Arctic Reindeer herding dogs, which can 
work in temperatures as low as -70C, and jackals which enjoy the heat up to +40C. They're 
perfect for our country.

During the breeding process male Jackal pups had to be fostered on a Husky bitch in order to 
imprint the Jackals on dogs. Female Jackals accepted male Huskies more easily. The half-bred 
Jackal-Dogs were hard to train and were bred back to Huskies to produce quarter-bred hybrids 
(quadroons), which were more easily trained.

These hybrids were small,  agile,  trainable,  and had excellent noses.  They were then called 
Sulimov Dogs after their creator, and may one day be registered as a working breed of dog.

Aeroflot  at  Sheremetyevo Airport  in Moscow uses twenty-five Sulimov dogs,  for  functions, 
which include bomb sniffing. The breeding program dates back to 1975, but was not applied to 
bomb detection until 2002.
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Canadian Wolf/Coyote Hybrids
(Natural hybrid of Canis rufus and Canis latrans)

 

The so-called "Eastern Wolf (or) Algonquin' Wolf" (largely restricted to the southern area of 
Algonquin Park and surrounding areas) was originally given a unique species name; "Canis 
lycaon." When John and Mary Theberge successfully determined the real  identity of those 
wolves after 11 years of study, and by exhaustive DNA testing, this name became superfluous. 
DNA testing + skull measurements proved they were, in fact, a previously unknown but almost 
exact northern race of the southern “American” Red Wolf (Canis rufus).

Meanwhile,  It  was  recorded  that  Coyotes  were  hybridizing  with  these  wolves,  and  their 
progeny, called 'Brush Wolves' in Eastern Ontario, were expanding their range eastwards into 
the  Maritime  Provinces  of  Canada,  and  westwards  to  the  Niagara  Region.  As  they 
spread throughout Canada's Eastern Provinces and into the American Northeast, it  became 
evident they were behaving more like wolves than coyotes.  (i.e. I have seen evidence that a 
pack has attacked a healthy herd of deer within walking distance of my home).

Due to their own devices, this new population of wolves is now well established in all four 
Atlantic Provinces. Their weights have been officially recorded as 50 - 60 lbs. They won't go 
away so it stands to reason, within time, they will inherit the name - Canis lycaon (or perhaps 
Canis  canadensis).   This  lucky new wolf  has taken advantage of  a  recent  socio-economic 
phenomenon in Eastern Canada.  Since the end of the Second World War, there has been an 
unprecedented migration of people from rural areas to large cities. This rural depopulation has 
led  to  the  regeneration  of  natural  vegetation  in  former  agricultural  areas,  and  to  a  huge 
increase in prey species such as White Tail deer, Rabbits, Canada geese, Beaver, and Ground 
Hogs (Marmots).                                                                                                                          Page 88



Before the 1990s, DNA tests had conclusively proved there were no Grey Wolf genes in these 
hybrids. However, since the 1990s, thanks to the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), 
Grey Wolf DNA has been confirmed to be present in varying degrees from 100% to 25% in 
alpha males of several packs.  I  have seen a solitary wolf that was as large as a Malamute 
Husky (well over 150 lbs) chasing a herd of sheep carrying his tail up in the air in obvious 
enjoyment. That was from my kitchen window, and he was no Coyote!  More commonly, I have 
seen 50 to 60 pound Brush Wolves playing in the snow from that same window.  The evolution 
of Eastern Wolves in Algonquin Park has been a result of changes in the ecosystem brought 
about  by  human  impact.  It  is  a  natural  reaction  by  a  top  end  predator  to  changing 
circumstances.

Brush Wolves are now well established in Prince Edward Island and have been observed by 
professional naturalists to be double the size of Western Coyotes, have a much more variable 
coloration, and have been scientifically determined through DNA tests at Trent University in 
Peterborough to contain wolf genes. Government experts have estimated there are about 1000 
Brush Wolves well established on the Island but some people have insisted there are probably 
four times that many. 

Reports  of  "Coydogs"  in  the  US north-east,  and  the  factual  evidence  of  Coyote/Red  Wolf 
hybridization in the isolated South-eastern US range of the 
Red Wolf have met with derision by farmers, hunters and 
even many naturalists who considered these crosses to be 
unnatural (not so in Canada). To save the pure strains of 
Red  Wolf,  all  governments  methodically  annihilated 
products of these unions in the United States. Meanwhile, 
many naturalists  have  lately considered the "Texan sub-
species"  of  "Red  Wolf"  to  actually  be  a  completely 
hybridized Coyote/Red Wolf population.

However, in Eastern Canada, where the Red Wolf was not 
supposed to be, no such excuse was apparent other than 
the desire to eradicate a new threat to sheep and cattle. 
Photo at  right  was taken on my property.  These  new brands of  Coyote/Wolf  hybrids  have 
retained the shrewdness of the Coyote and have also retained the pack system of its Wolf 
ancestry.  This  combination has allowed these animals to: corner large dogs and kill  them, 
bring down 800 lb steers, and frequently prey on other farm animals, where pure wolves would 
not dare.

I  have  seen the standard  Western Coyotes  in Western Ontario,  and also the ones here in 
Eastern Ontario.  The ones here are larger, and have a more luxuriant coat than those further 
west, and vary in colour from the standard coyote grey, no doubt due to the various wolf input. 
Some people insist our Brush Wolves are part dog, and there have been recorded crosses. 
However, it stands to reason, after millions of years of natural selection aimed at survival of the 
species, no Brush Wolf (or Coyote) bitch in her right mind would prefer a spoiled dog with its 
dull wits, fat body, and shorter teeth to an efficient killing machine like a Red or Grey Wolf.

I have witnessed traditional Coyotes yelping almost every night from my home, as the local 
pack south of my home assembles for the night's hunt but I have also heard on rare occasions, 
a solitary unique lower pitch howl which is not typical of the Western Coyote, from another 
pack situated north of my farm. The howl is only made once or twice and then the animal is  
gone.  It could only be the call of a much larger animal. This was definitely not a pack-gathering 
howl but appeared to be that of a lone defiant animal that was letting me and my Huskies know 
he was here,  and this was his territory.   Some people engage in hunting Brush Wolves in 
Eastern Ontario for sport. They claim to see all sizes and all colours here. Their bounties were 
removed due to popular condemnation.
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Brush Wolf Pack Territory Size In Eastern Ontario
While  research  has  determined  the  typical  Brush  Wolf  pack  territory  is  about  50  square 
kilometres (a radius of 7 kms), in Lanark County, a number of local factors have contributed to 
reducing the territories of our Brush wolves considerably, creating an ideal breeding ground 
for the new super Coyote.  Abundant abandoned farms have produced vacant fields, isolated 
apple orchards and mixed forests that are ideal habitat for White tail deer, Cottontail rabbits, 
Ground hogs (Marmots), Northern Black Squirrels and Beaver.

Lanark County has the highest population of white tail deer of any county of similar size and 
terrain in Ontario.  The Provincial government has outlawed the use of poisons on any animal.  
The Province has instituted a municipally run program of reimbursing farmers for wolf/coyote 
kills.  There is no bounty on coyotes, or brush wolves, or any wolves in Ontario.

The justification why a farmer can kill any predator in Canada is under a Federal law (FWCA)
which entitles a property owner to use any force “deemed necessary” to protect his livestock. 
Then,  there may be a  report,  and the Police may launch an investigation into whether his 
firearms are legally registered with the Canadian Firearms Centre (CFC), unless there is an 
amnesty.

Many rural Canadians have elected not to register their firearms, as a key component in that 
registration is to forgo a constitutional right against unwarranted police search, and so,  to 
forestall an automatic 2 years detention, many farmers will not admit they actually shoot at 
Brush Wolves - or own firearms.

I.e.  In southern Montague,  there are  at  least  three Brush Wolf  packs.  This  is  an area that 
incorporates about 100 square kms,  (about half that of the standard pack elsewhere).  I have 
called  them  by  their  geographic  locations  in  southern  Montague  Township:  the  Rideau 
Regional  pack  (to  my west),  the  Long Bush  pack  (to  my north),  and the South  Montague 
pack (to my south). There are also, several lone wolves in this vicinity.  Their solitary tracks 
can easily be seen in the snow during winter months.

The necessity for a healthy wolf/coyote population in Eastern Canada and the Northern U.S. is 
self-evident.  It  is  time that  'Canis  Lycaon'  is  recognized by all  Governments and scientific 
establishments as a useful part of our ecosystem. That has already happened in the Maritimes.

A foot-note: In this area, there is a pack of wolf/coyotes with some individuals so large that  
hounds sent after them, return with their tails between their legs, if they return at all. Evidently,  
these fellows refuse to be chased. There is a large black, which I have seen that appears to be 
anything but a coyote.

It occasionally passes through a friend's property and a few years ago, during mating season, 
attacked my friend's full-grown male German Shepherd, and emasculated him, otherwise he 
was untouched.  The owner paid $1,000.00 to repair the damage to his dog. Obviously this 
Brush Wolf left a message with the dog and its owner. Now that is some Coyote!

I have talked with a hunter near here, who told me a "Wolf" killed his male beagle when he got  
too close to her den. She shook him until his neck broke. Now, that is one heck of a Coyote! 
Around here, few people call them Coyotes!  My son, Bill, found signs one winter near here 
where a pack set upon a herd of deer and killed a large buck. The signs of the struggle were 
spread over a kilometre.

So, local Coyote hybrids have proven wildlife “experts” wrong when they claimed:

• Coyotes would not attack a healthy deer herd.

• Coyotes will not hybridize with Grey Wolves.
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Canadian Wolf/Dog Hybrids 

Inuit Hybrids
When I lived with the Eskimos (now called Inuit) in the Arctic, I asked one how they crossed 
their dogs with wolves.  He told me when a bitch is in heat they would take it about ten miles 
out in the tundra, secure it, and leave it there with enough meat to last a week.  When they went 
back to get it, if it was still alive, it was bred with a wolf.  If it was torn to shreds, a female wolf 
killed it.  They had lots of dogs, and didn’t particularly care if they lost some in obtaining some 
wolf bloodlines in their sled dogs. 

In this 1965 photo of an Arctic fan-harnessed sled team resting, the two half-wolves are the 
ones standing with the straight tails at top right.  Photo taken on Baffin Island on the western 
coast near Longstaff Bluff.

Note: Most natural Wolf/dog crosses are the result of a male wolf and a female dog.  This is 
because the male wolf is less discretionary, and male wolves will kill male dogs that trespass 
into their domain during their brief two-week mating period.

A popular fallacy is that a wolf cross will be untrustworthy and will invariable turn on its owner. 
Many wolf crosses make devoted pets, and are no more liable to become vicious than is any 
other type of dog. They all tend to be timid around people and are relatively hard to train. The 
overwhelming factor in any dog's personality is the treatment it receives at the hands of its 
custodian.
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Female Grey Wolf/Siberian Husky Hybrid 

In Ontario, breeding wolves with dogs is now illegal, although first nations people still do it. 
These hybrids are considered better than pure dogs at running down wounded deer.  Hybrids 
have a thin look to them, as they tend to inherit the wolf tendency to remain slender. When they 
are used as sled dogs,  there were continual  fights between the pure Huskies and the half 
Wolves. 

In the far north, where Inuit used to regularly breed their sled dogs with wolves, it was done to 
strengthen bloodlines, as a village's dog pack would eventually get inbred.  They are torn by 
two worlds, and are not accepted in either. They do not make good watchdogs, as they tend to 
fear people. 

The Inuit never trusted them, so they used to give their children hammers, and told them to go 
beat on the dogs. This instilled a fear of humans, which was deemed necessary given their wild 
ancestors.

Their offspring may be born anytime of the year, and that alone will suffice to eradicate their 
progeny in the wild where pups have to be born in early spring to make it through the next  
winter. 

The above cross was "Keenai". She was caught as a yearling swimming from an island in a 
Quebec lake where Siberian Huskies were being bred with Wolves. She has her summer coat 
here.  She was eventually killed by a pack of pure Huskies.  In the true wolf tradition, when 
outnumbered, she didn't fight back. 
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Male Grey Wolf/Siberian Husky Hybrid. 

"NIKKO" 

This is "Nikko".  He is a young dog, and is 1 1/2 times higher than a full-grown male Siberian 
Husky.  He is well mannered, friendly with humans, and did not eat dead rabbits when I first got 
him so he has never had to hunt for his dinner.  He has not been abused, and has no bad 
habits.

He was previously taught to sit on command.   At first, I put Nikko in a pen with an older Husky 
female, and she picked on him constantly.  He soon developed an intense dislike for them. 
When he matured, he would take no nonsense from any of them.

This is the combination that is in such high demand.  Notice the very long legs, long nose, and 
lean appearance.  He would not be a very good long distance sled puller as he exhibits the 
typical  wolf  physique  for  long  distance  loping  and  a  sloping  rear  end  for  lightning 
manoeuvrability.

Albeit, he would be a good companion dog.  To see what home Nikko went to, check the last 
page in this section.
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A female Grey Wolf/Malamute/Siberian Husky Cross 
Meet Shiva from Redding California.   She has wolf amber eyes.   Her father is an all  white 
Wolf/Malamute.  Her mother is a Wolf/Siberian cross.  Her tail is long and straight.  
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Grey Wolf/German Shepherd Hybrid
Who do these wolf eyes belong to?

To find out, continue down.

"Chilco"
This is a photo of "Chilco", a product of a German Shepherd female and a Grey Wolf male. His 
mother’s instincts are definitely predominate. Compare this photo to that of the CsV Wolfdog.

Chilco comes from the Chilcotan area of British Columbia, where his mother was allowed to 
roam free on her master’s large ranch.  He now lives near Lavington in the Okanagan Valley. He 
is very well mannered, and is very protective of the resident herd of goats. Chilco often carries 
a cat around in his mouth (whether the cat likes it or not). He is a very striking and happy dog,  
and appears at first to have a German Shepherd's body with a wolf's head.  He definitely is 
satisfied with both.
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Grey Wolf/Siberian Husky Hybrid

This is "Abe", a product of a Grey Wolf and 
a  Siberian  Husky.  He  lives  near  Hope  in 
British Columbia. He is also a very striking 
dog and appears to be a very sound animal. 
He  loves  to  ride  around  in  his  master's 
pickup.  He has his mother’s brown eyes.
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Red Wolf/Siberian Husky Hybrid
This is "Lobo", a Wolf/dog (or a Brush Wolf/dog) Cross, discovered near Hawkesbury, Ontario. 
He is probably the result of a runaway. He had no collar when found.  He is a young male, and 
behaves well with other dogs. He will grow rapidly and will probably weigh between 60 and 80 
lbs (or more) when full grown.  Given his profile, I think he is probably the product of a Red 
Wolf  male  and  a  Siberian  Husky  female.   There  are  the  occasional  pure  Red  Wolf  males 
wandering around in Eastern Ontario but very few Grey Wolves.

His profile is typical of a Wolf/Siberian Husky cross.  The product is taller than a Husky, with 
longer legs, longer nose, and thinner, with a sloping back.  He is not built for long distance sled 
pulling.  He is built for agility and long distance loping.  All male Canids have an innate urge to 
dominate other males so Lobo would get along much better with females.

Lobo  may  be  the  result  of  an  arranged  breeding,  or  perhaps  from  a  "natural"  Wolf/dog 
encounter.  Explanation: sometimes, a Wolf or Brush Wolf breeds a female dog in heat.  This 
could happen as the result of a temporary runaway, or even if the female is tethered alone in 
the back yard. A dog in heat emanates an irresistible strong scent that will be noticed by any 
male Dog, Wolf or Coyote, within several miles, especially if the wind is right.

A neighbour used to have a Brush Wolf/dog cross. He ran off every Spring but would show up 
in the Autumn.  Then, one year he did not return.  Although the lure of the wild is irresistible to 
wolf dogs, life expectancies in the wild are far less than in the care of a human.

A female Dog, Wolf or Coyote can have a mixed litter of pups from more than one father. Hybrid 
Wolves should always have special care, as they are more liable to roam than are non-wolf 
related dogs. Also, all young dogs that have any value at all should always be micro-chipped; 
so found dogs can be returned to their rightful owner. It should be remembered; all animal 
shelters have a policy of disposing of dogs after a short period if no one adopts them.  

Notice the similarity between this dog and the previous one.
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Arctic Wolf Canis lupus arctos

This northern most representative of the Wolf family is, in fact, a white colour phase of the 
Grey Wolf that has become a recognized sub-specie. They are smaller than a mainline “Timber” 
Grey Wolf of the interior Boreal forests (which sometimes occur as white also). Arctic Wolves 
are really off-white, almost a dirty grey in summer, when they molt. They are spread from Baffin 
Island to Ellesmere Island and beyond. Once, while stationed on a DEW Line Site on Baffin 
Island, I  had a unique experience with a solitary Arctic Wolf;  One day,  I  decided to go ice 
fishing on the lake up behind our site. As I walked deep in thought over the crest of a knoll, I  
almost bumped into a wolf coming straight towards me. As I suddenly saw him, my mind had 
not registered yet, and I immediately thought; What is a dirty sheep doing up here in the high 
Arctic? Then it hit, me- A WOLF!  

I don't really know which one of us was the more surprised. He immediately sprung backwards 
and started running away down the slope. I immediately flung myself on the ground, got out my 
binoculars  and  watched  him 
through them. He stopped,  and 
looked back at me. I thought he 
seemed  a  bit  perplexed  by  my 
behaviour  although  he  kept 
running  away.  He  stopped  to 
look back every hundred feet or 
so until he disappeared over the 
hill  on  the  other  side  of  the 
valley. 

I  felt  that  this  experience  was 
very special;  How many people 
can relate to an incident when a 
free  wild  Arctic  Wolf  shares 
such  a  moment  in  time?  Two 
beings  from different  worlds, 
that would forever go their separate ways, but for one fleeting moment, we both experienced 
the mutual surprise of nearly bumping into each other alone on a cold Winter day. One mention 
before leaving the Arctic Wolf; What does an Arctic Fox do when it spots a wolf? It is so scared 
it voids on instinct.  This fellow (at right) looks like a Pomeranian but he is an Arctic Fox.  He 
was tempted inside with some meat on the end of a fishing line. We took some photos and then 
let him back outside, where I am sure he was much more comfortable. With his winter coat, he 
was definitely quite out of his element. 
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The  Largest  Wolves  in  the  World! 

Where are the largest wolves on this planet to be found?  No, they are not in Alaska nor in 
Siberia or even in the Himalayas.  They are found in Canada's "Wood Buffalo National Park".  
There  is  a  unique place  that  straddles  the northern Alberta/southern  Northwest  Territories 
border, where the Wood Bison has been at home for millennia. Their main predators are the 
huge Grey Wolves that share their domain. These Bison and these Wolves have shaped each 
other in a timeless contest of strength. These are the largest Bison in the world, and these are 
also the largest wolves found anywhere on the planet.  Many of them are white but they are a 
sub-specie of “Timber” Wolves, not Arctic Wolves.

As  part  of  Canada's  system  of  National  Parks  and 
National Historic Sites, Wood Buffalo National Park is 
our  country's  largest  National  Park,  and  one of  the 
largest  in  the  world.  It  was  established  in  1922  to 
protect the last remaining wild herd of Bison on the 
planet.  Today,  it  protects  an  outstanding  and 
representative  example of  Canada's  Northern Boreal 
Plains.  The presence of rare and superlative natural 
phenomena  —  including  one  of  the  largest  free-
roaming, self-regulating Bison herds in the world, the 
only  remaining  nesting  ground  of  the  endangered 

Whooping crane, the biologically rich Peace-Athabasca Delta, extensive salt plains unique in 
Canada, and some of the finest examples of gypsum karst topography in North America — led 
to the park's designation as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1983.  And now, the Athabasca 
River is designated as a sewer for runoff from the current Tar Sands mining project. Despite 
their abundant presence, the wild animals of the park are elusive. Tracks and scats can be seen 
along hiking trails and roads, but actual sightings are often random and due to chance. 
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The park is perhaps best known for its free-roaming wild bison herd. The Wood Bison wander 
freely through the forests and plains of the park.  Although they can sometimes be viewed 
along the park roads, like the other wild animals they are often elusive and sightings cannot be 
guaranteed.  The following photo is included for the benefit  of  those who might doubt the 
largest wolves in the world are found in Northern Alberta.

The man is 5’ 10” tall
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The non-wolf members of the Canid family
The True Jackals

Today, all the Jackals are found in Africa, Europe and southwest Asia.  They are the oldest 
members of the Caninae family, and no doubt resemble the first ancestor of all Canids.  The 
Grey Wolf arose from Jackal-like Canids in North America that went north into the icy lands 
where survival forced cooperation, and a larger size.  The Pleistocene era gave rise to huge 
herbivores and similarly huge carnivores.  Wholly Mammoths, Mastodons, Giant Bison, Elk, 
Moose, Caribou, and Giant Beaver, all were fair game to those who could rise to the occasion.   
The Jackal's direct predecessors did.

Side-Striped Jackal Canis adustus

The Side-Striped Jackal is a greyish brown to tan with a white stripe from the front legs to the 
hips and has a dark tail that has a white tip. The Side-Striped Jackal can weigh from 14 to 30 lb.  
Males tend to be larger than the females. It is social within small family groups, communicating 
via yips, "screams" and a soft owl like hooting call. It is nocturnal, and rarely active during the 
day.

The Side-Striped Jackal  lives in the damp woodland areas along with grassland, bush and 
marshes. The Side-striped Jackal eats fruit, insects, and small mammals such as rats, hares, 
and birds.  It will go for the young of animals such as warthogs and gazelles. It will often follow 
big cats to scavenge their kills, but has never been observed taking down larger prey on its 
own.

The breeding season for this species depends on where they live; in southern Africa breeding 
starts in June and ends in November. The Side-Striped Jackal has a gestation period of 57 to 
70 days with average litters of 3 to 6 young. The young reach sexual maturity at 6 to 8 months 
old, and typically begin to leave when 11 months old. This Jackal is among the few mammal 
species that mate for life, forming monogamous pairs. There are six recognized subspecies of 
this Jackal.
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Black-backed Jackal Canis mesomelas
Meet the oldest member of the Caninae family.

The Black-Backed Jackal  (Canis mesomelas),  also known as the Silver-Backed Jackal  is  a 
mammal of the order Carnivora.  The Black-Backed Jackal inhabits two areas of the African 
continent separated by roughly 900 kilometres.  One region includes the southern-most tip of 
the continent including South Africa,  Namibia, Botswana, and Zimbabwe.  The other area is 
along the Eastern coastline, including Kenya, Somalia, and Ethiopia.  It is obvious that at one 
time, they inhabited most of Africa.  

As its name suggests, the species' most distinguishing feature is the silver-black fur running 
from the back of the neck to the base of the tail. The chest and under parts are white to rusty-
white, whereas the rest of the body ranges from reddish brown to ginger. Females tend not to 
be as richly coloured as males, like many other animals, such as ducks. The winter coat of 
adult males develops reddish to an almost deep russet red colour.

This Jackal is typically 14-19 inches (32–42 cms) high at the shoulder, 45-90 centimetres (18-36 
inches) long and 15–30 lbs (7–13.5 kilograms in weight.  Specimens in the southern part of the 
continent tend to be larger than their  more northern cousins.   The Black-Backed Jackal  is 
noticeably  more slender  than other  species of  jackals,  with large,  erect,  pointed ears.  The 
muzzle is long and pointed. The dental formula is 3/3-1/1-4/4-2/3=42.  Scent glands are present 
on the face and the anus and genital regions. The Black-backed Jackal has 6-8 teats. 

The Black-Backed Jackal usually lives together in pairs that last for life,  but often hunts in 
packs to catch larger prey such as the Impala and other antelopes.   It is very territorial; each 
pair  dominates  a  permanent  territory.  It  is  mainly  nocturnal,  but  it  comes  out  in  the  day 
occasionally.  Its predators include the Leopard and humans.  Jackals are sometimes killed for 
their furs, or because they are considered predators of livestock.

Fossil records indicate  the Black-Backed Jackal is the oldest member of the Caninae family. 
Are  these  the  same  as  those  original  North  American  Canids  that  ventured  into  Siberia? 
Watching this little fellow in its daily behaviour should transport any Canidophile back five 
million years to a time when Eucyon roamed the plains of Miocene North America. Compare the 
photo above to that of Eucyon at the very beginning of this article.  Is it not beyond the realm of 
possibility that this fellow’s ancestors travelled from the plains of North America to find their 
perfect niche in the plains of Africa, and remained basically unchanged for 800,000 years?
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Bush Dog Speothos venaticus
The Bush Dog is a Canid found in Central and 
South  America.  In  spite  of  its  extensive 
range,  it  is  very  rare;  it  was  originally 
discovered as fossils in Brazilian caves, and 
was  thought  to  be  extinct.  It  is  the  only 
species of its genus.

In  Brazil  it  is  called  cachorro-vinagre 
("Vinegar Dog") or  cachorro-do-mato ("Bush 
Dog").  In  Spanish-speaking  countries  it  is 
called  perro vinagre,  zorro vinagre ("Vinegar 
Fox"),  perro de agua ("Water Dog"), or  perro 
de monte ("Mountain Dog").

The Bush Dog has soft long brownish-tan fur, 
with a lighter reddish tinge on the head, neck 
and back and a bushy tail. The underside is 
dark, sometimes with a lighter throat patch.

Adults typically have 55–75 cm of head and body, plus 13 cm of tail, and weigh 5–7 kg. Legs 
and snout are short relative to body length: the typical 
height is only 25–30 cm.

It is a carnivore, and hunts during the day, preferably in 
wet savannahs and tropical and equatorial forests. Its 
typical prey is the Paca (Agouti paca), a large rodent.

Although the Bush Dog can hunt alone on occasion, it 
is  usually found in packs of up to 10–12 individuals, 
which can bring down much larger prey.  It is a good 
swimmer (thanks to its webbed feet).

It  uses  hollow  logs  and  cavities  (e.g.  Armadillo 
burrows) for shelter. Pack-mates keep in contact with 
frequent whines, perhaps because visibility is poor in 
the undergrowth where the animals typically hunt.

The gestation period is 63 days, and a litter can have up 
to six dark grey pups. Lactation lasts approximately 8 
weeks. The Bush Dog is sexually mature at 1 year and 
lives for about 10 years.

This unique Canid may be the only living descendent 
(or relative) of the Dire Wolf.
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African Hunting Dog  Lycaon pictus
The African Wild Dog or African Hunting Dog, 
is a carnivorous mammal of the Canid family, 
found  only  in  Africa;  especially  in  scrub 
Savannah and other lightly wooded areas.  It 
is  also  called  Cape  Hunting  Dog,  Spotted 
Dog, or Painted Wolf in English, Wildehond 
in Afrikaans, and Mbwa Mwitu in Swahili.  It is 
the  only  species  in  the  monotypic  genus, 
Lycaon.  The  wild  dog  has  fur  with  an 
irregular pattern of black, yellow, and white, 
distinctive for each individual. Lycaon pictus 
means "painted wolf" in Greek. It is the only 
canid  species  to  lack  dewclaws  on  the 
forelimbs.  Adults  typically  weigh  17-36 
kilograms (37-79 pounds).  A tall, lean animal, 
they  stand  about  30  inches  (75  cm)  at  the 
shoulder,  with  a  head  and  body  length 

averaging about 40 inches (100cm) and a tail of 12 to 18 inches (30-45cm). Animals in southern 
Africa are generally larger than those in Eastern or Western Africa.

There is little sexual  dimorphism, though judging 
by  skeletal  dimensions,  males  are  usually  3-7% 
larger. They have a dental formula of a total of 42 
teeth. The premolars are relatively large compared 
to other canids, allowing them to consume a large 
quantity of bone, much like hyenas.  The heel of the 
lower carnassial M1 is crested with a single cusp, 
which enhances the shearing capacity of teeth and 
thus the  speed at  which prey can be  consumed. 
This feature is called trenchant heel and is shared 
with  two  other  canids:  the  Asian  Dhole  and  the 
South  American  Bush  Dog.  A  study  established 
that the African Hunting Dog has a bite force of 142, 
the highest of any similar carnivorous mammal.

Wild dogs reproduce at any time of year and peak between March and June during the second 
half of the rainy season. 
2-19  pups  can  be  born 
per litter,  though 10 are 
the most  usual  number. 
Gestation  is 
approximately ten weeks 
and  pups  are  usually 
born between March and 
July.  The  time  between 
births  is  usually  12-14 
months,  though  it  can 
also  be  as  short  as  6 

months if all of the previous young die.  Pups are usually born in an abandoned den dug by 
other animals. Weaning takes place at about 10 weeks. After 3 months, the den is abandoned 
and the pups begin to run with the pack. At the age of 8-11 months, they can kill small prey but 
they are not proficient until about 12-14 months, at which time they can fend for themselves. 
Pups reach sexual maturity at the age of 12-18 months.   
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African Hunting Dog  Lycaon pictus
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Asiatic Wild Dog Cuon alpinus

Though bearing physical similarities to the African Wild Dog and the Bush Dog, most notably 
in the redundancy of the post carnassial molars, the Dhole is more closely related to the Arctic 
Fox and foxes of the genus Lycalopex.

The Dhole typically weighs 12-20 kilograms (26-44 lbs, and measures 90 cms (35 in.0 in body 
length, and 50 centimetres (20 inches) shoulder height. The tail measures 40-45 centimetres 
(16-18 inches) in length. There is little sexual dimorphism.

The Dhole has a broad, domed skull and a 
short,  broad  muzzle.  The  bones  of  the 
forehead  and  upper  jaw  are  "swollen", 
producing a dish-faced profile. The hooded 
eyes have amber or light brown irises, and 
the ears are large and rounded

Evolution:  Remarkably,  the Dhole is an ice 
age  survivor  like  the  Grey  Wolf.  The 
Sardinian  Dhole  was  a  descendant  of  the 
European Dhole, both of which are extinct. 
The  Dhole  once  ranged all  of  Eurasia  and 
North America during the late Ice ages.
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Range & Habitat:  The Dhole ranges in Eastern Asia from India to China, and as far south as 
Java. They do not occur father than 54' N in Russia historically; they ranged throughout the 
Indian peninsula, north into Korea, China and Eastern Russia, and southeast through Malaysia 
and Indonesia, as far south as Java. Although data on their current range and population is 

lacking, their current range seems to be greatly reduced, 
with populations being fragmented.

The greatest populations are found in Central, Western and 
Northern  Pakistan  and  Southern  India  (especially  in  the 
Highlands.   Dholes  prefer  forested  areas  of  their  range. 
They occur in dense montane and alpine forests in Russia 
and  Thailand,  and  scrub  jungles  in  India.  Open  forests 
adjacent  to  grassy meadows that  support  their  prey are 
prime territory for the Dhole.

Habitat:  The  Dhole  exploits  a  large  variety  of  habitats, 
reflecting  its  adaptability.  It  normally  inhabits  dry  and 
moist  deciduous  forests  and  thick  jungles,  as  well  as 
tropical  rain  forests,  which  all  provide  better  cover  for 
hunting.

It  inhabits  areas  of  primary,  secondary,  degraded, 
evergreen,  and semi-evergreen  forms of  vegetation,  and 
dry thorn forests, as well as scrub-forest mosaics. It can 
also survive in dense Alpine forests, meadows and on the 
open steppes of Kashmir and Manchuria.

As the second part  of its Latin name,  alpinus,  suggests, 
the Dhole is often found in hilly or mountainous regions.  It prefers open spaces, and during 
the day they can often be found on jungle roads and paths, riverbeds, and in jungle clearings. 
The Dhole inhabits the widest range of climates in the Canid family – from freezing cold to 
tropical heat, but is not recorded in deserts.

Factors that influence habitat include water, the presence of other large predators, sufficient 
prey  (plentiful  medium to  large  ungulates),  local  human population,  and  suitable  breeding 
sites.

Subspecies

• Cuon alpinus alpinus (Pallas, 1811) -- Eastern Russia 
• Cuon alpinus adustus (Pocock, 1941) -- Northern Myanmar & Indo-China. 
• Cuon alpinus dukhunensis -- India, south of the Ganges river 
• Cuon alpinus fumosus (Pocock, 1936) -- Western Szechuan, China & Mongolia. 
• Cuon alpinus hesperius (Afanasjev and Zolotarev, 1935) - Eastern Russia & China 
• Cuon alpinus infuscus -- Southern Myanmar, Malaysia, Thailand & Vietnam. 
• Cuon alpinus javanocus -- Java 
• Cuon alpinus laniger (Pocock, 1936) -- Kashmir & Southern Tibet 
• Cuon alpinus lepturus (Heude, 1892) -- China, south of the Yangzhe river 
• Cuon alpinus primaevus -- Himalayan regions of Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. 
• Cuon alpinus sumatrensis (Hardwicke, 1821) – Sumatra
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The Stuff Of Legends
The Grey Wolf has inspired men to fear, love, denigrate, admire, and despise. This magnificent 
animal has populated the earth in an area second only to man. Myths have risen from the 
earliest times of the 'Noble Wolf', the creature that competes with man for game, the creature 
that, when running in a pack, bows to no other animal.

'Werewolves', 'man-eating wolves', 'Red-riding hood's nemesis, nothing stirs the blood in man 
more than the thought of being ravaged by a pack of wolves. Yet, cases where a wild wolf has 
set upon a human are extremely rare. Misunderstood, trapped, poisoned, persecuted, and shot 
from helicopters, their territory swept barren by man, this animal still manages to survive by its 
own devices.

It was from the ranks of wild Grey Wolves that man first domesticated animals. The progeny of 
the wolf has become man's best friend, the dog. Perhaps, it was more from the jealousy of an 
efficient competitor that man turned against the wolf, than from the fear of being the hunted. 
Regardless, man the hunter has often become man the exterminator in his selfish quest for 
supremacy among all living creatures.  Perhaps the greatest fallacy that man has ever created 
is the idea that all animals were put on earth for his use.
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Chief Seattle, of the Suquamish First Nations Tribe once said:

"What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, 
men would die from a great loneliness of spirit.

For what ever happens to the beasts, soon happens to man,
All things are connected."
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Nikko went to a home to which, one of my female Siberian Huskies had been sold.  As you can see, he is 
very happy there.

A special thanks to all those wonderful people who have contributed to this chapter.

If only one person is touched by this story, and appreciates wolves, it was worth 
writing.

Hal MacGregor
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Urban Coyotes

They lurk among us - in wrecking yards, parks, ravines and dilapidated garages - but they 
are so cunning, you will probably never know they are there.  In recent decades, Coyotes have 
moved from their traditional wilderness territories into suburban and even downtown locations 
in cities across North America, from LA to New York, from Vancouver to St. Johns.

They  have  been  spotted  in  and  around  New  York,  Los  Angeles,  Chicago,  Phoenix, 
Washington D.C., Calgary, Toronto, Hamilton, Vancouver and Ottawa, but the most remarkable 
development  is  that  their  lifestyle  remains  unchanged.  Coyotes  are  renowned  as  one  of 
nature's most adaptable creatures.  They are extremely intelligent and learn quickly.  Where 
once red foxes roamed, coyotes now swagger. 

They are built like Collies, but with light grey or tan coats and black tips on their bushy tails, 
and their  average weight is 9 to 15 kgs (20 to 33 lbs).  Coyotes are not exactly discernible  
diners,  with  a  typical  menu  including  sheep,  poultry,  deer,  rodents,  rabbit,  snake,  foxes, 
carrion, birds, frogs, grass and grasshoppers. Recent additions include small dogs, cats, (their 
kibble),  doughnuts,  sandwiches, fruits and vegetables.   Coyotes are also not snobby about 
their mate choices. They have been known to breed with wolves and domestic dogs (the bigger 
the better), producing from 6 to 10 pups, when under stress,  twice a year.  Aside from recent 
incursions into urban areas, their natural territory is open grassland, but with a top speed of 
almost 65 km/h and the ability to scale fences 2.4 metres (7.9 ft) high, they are hardly confined 
to a limited area.
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In the Cook County Coyote Project, around Chicago, 250 
Coyotes  were ear-tagged,  and 180  were fitted  with radio 
collars.   To  their  astonishment,  researchers found urban 
Coyotes roamed over home territories of 80 to 95 square 
kilometres  in  the  course  of  a  few  days,  and  they  were 
extremely stealthy about  it.  There  were no places  in  the 
Chicago area where there were no Coyotes.

 You  wouldn't  know  they  were  there  unless  you  had 
radio collars on them scientists observed.  It was estimated 
there  are  actually  thousands  in  Chicago.  In  the  Ottawa 
area, the NCC has confirmed there is a permanent Coyote 
population in Gatineau Park,  north of the city and in the 
Green  belt,  which  surrounds  the  city  in  a  southern  arc. 
The  many ravines  in  Toronto  are  now  home to  resident 
Coyotes.   The  widespread  debut  of  Coyotes  in  North 
American cities can be traced back to1990. They appeared 
in  disparate  urban areas almost  simultaneously.  The  big 

question is why coyotes turned into city dwellers in the first place.

One theory holds that  when hunting and trapping of  Coyotes  dropped off  in the 1990s, 
their populations exploded and they were forced to expand into metropolitan areas.  Others 
speculate  that  as  cities  grew  and  amalgamated  vast  rural  areas,  tendrils  of  urbanization 
stretched out, and this provided corridors connecting the city to traditional coyote territory. In 
Eastern rural  Canada where the Brush Wolf  populations are predominant,  the smaller pure 
Coyote is killed off (much like the Red Fox) or forced into urban areas where they are safe from 
predation.  Because the Fox and the pure Coyote can live off smaller prey and garbage, they 
are able to thrive alongside humans whereas the larger Brush Wolves cannot.

It  was  found  that  urban 
Coyotes actually live longer than 
their country cousins, as there is 
no trapping, hunting, nor Bears, 
Cougars or Wolves in the cities. 
In  a  perfect  word  where  there 
would  be  no  fatalities,  a  lone 
female could spark a population 
explosion of about 1000 coyotes 
within three years of entry into a 
new  territory.   This  estimate  is 
based  on  a  Coyote  fecundancy 
where  females  breed  as 
yearlings and will whelp twice in 
a year with as many as 9 or 10 
pups  per  litter.  Also,  unlike 
Wolves, an alpha female Coyote 
will  tolerate  another  lactating 
female  in  the  pack.  A  prime 
example  of  this  fecundancy  is 
the  remarkable  rise  in  numbers 
of Newfoundland Brush Wolves. 
Within 20 years of a few coming 
ashore from the Winter pack ice, 
they  now  number  well  over 
10.000.                                      
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 A lactating female Coyote in the centre of Hamilton, Ontario



Note:  The  logo  for  Nobolis  Publications  is  an  actual  Friesian  Horse,  Victor,  who  has  never  been 
defeated in the show ring.  He is owned by Gordon and Diana Shore.

Eight other books by the Author
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A New Wolf Has Appeared in Eastern Canada
No animal on this planet has evoked more fear and 

respect  from man than the wolf. Our ancestors 

knew its howl.   Once again its howl is heard

 throughout Eastern North America.  It has 

 returned smarter and more resourceful

 than before.  This time it is staying.

Discover it
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	Eocene epoch:  The Canidae family evolved from miacids about 40 million years ago in the late Eocene to early Oligocene.  The Canidae family is subdivided into three subfamilies, each of which diverged during the Eocene:  Hesperocyoninae (~39.74-15 mya), Borophaginae (~36-2 Mya), and the Caninae lineage that led to present-day canids, including wolves, foxes, coyotes, jackals, and domestic dogs.
	Oligocene epoch: The earliest branch of the Canidae was the Hesperocyoninae lineage, which included the coyote-sized Mesocyon of the Oligocene (38-24 mya).  These early canids probably evolved for fast pursuit of prey in a grassland habitat, and resembled modern civets in appearance. Hesperocyonine dogs became extinct except for the Nothocyon and Leptocyon branches. These branches lead to the borophagine and canine radiations.
	Miocene epoch: Around 9-10 mya during the Late Miocene, Canis, Eucyon, and Vulpes genera expand from Southwestern North America.  This is the point where canine radiation begins.  The success of these canines is the development of lower teeth structure that are capable of both mastication and shearing.  Around 8 mya, Berengia offered the canids a way to enter Eurasia, opening up vast new territories to colonize, mingle, and improve.
	Early Pliocene: During the Pliocene around (4-5 mya), Canis lepophagus appeared in North America.  This dog was small with some being Coyote-like.  Others were Wolf-like in characteristics.  It is theorized that Canis latrans (coyote) descended from Canis lepophagus.  Around 1.5 to 1.8 mya, a variety of wolves were in Europe.  Also, the North American Wolf line appeared with Canis edwardii as clearly identifiable as a Wolf.  Canis rufus, the Red Wolf canine appeared (possibly a direct descendent of Canis edwardii).
	Middle Pliocene:  Around 0.8 mya, Canis ambrusteri emerged in North America.   A large wolf, it was found all over the continent.  It is thought that this species spread to South America where it became the ancestor of Canis dirus or the Dire Wolf.
	Dire Wolf Canis dirus  (extinct)
	SPECIAL UPDATE


	Mexican Wolf Canis lupus baileyi
	Diet: Staples Ungulates (large hoofed mammals) like White-Tailed deer, Mule deer and Elk.  Also known to eat smaller mammals like rabbits, ground squirrels and mice.
	Population:  Once extirpated from the South-western United States, 34 wolves returned to South-eastern Arizona following a reintroduction program begun in March 1998. There are only about 200 Mexican Wolves in captivity. The goal of the reintroduction program is to restore at least 100 wolves to the wild by 2008.
	Range: Mexican wolves once ranged from Central Mexico to South-western Texas, Southern New Mexico and South-eastern Arizona. Today, the Mexican Wolf has been reintroduced to the Apache National Forest in South-eastern Arizona and may move into the adjacent Gila National Forest in Western New Mexico as the population expands. 
	Behaviour:  Mexican Wolves prefer to live in mountain forests, grasslands and shrublands, and are very social animals. They live in packs, which are complex social structures that include the breeding adult pair (the alpha male and female) and their offspring. A hierarchy of dominant and subordinate animals within each pack helps it to work as a unit. 

	
	Behaviour and reproduction:  Due to a scarcity of large prey,wolf packs in Italy tend to be smaller than average. Packs are usually composed of a reproducing alpha pair and juveniles, which remain with their birth family until they're old enough to disperse and produce cubs.  However, in areas where large herbivores such as deer have been reintroduced, such as the Abruzz o National Park, packs consisting of 6-7 individuals can be found.
	History: Until the end of the 19th century, wolf populations were widespread across Italy's mountainous regions. By the dawn of the 20th century, the persecutions began, and in a short time, the wolf was wiped out in the Alps, Sicily and drastically reduced in the Apennine regions. 
	After the Second World War, the situation worsened and the wolf populations reached a historic minimum in the 1970's.
	Italian population: Starting from the 1970s, political debates began favouring the increase in wolf populations. A new investigation began in the early 1980s, in which it was estimated that there were now approximately 220-240 animals and growing.
	New estimates in the 1990s revealed that the wolf populations had doubled, with some specimens taking residence in the Alps, a region not inhabited by wolves for nearly a century. Current estimates indicate there are 500-600 Italian Wolves living in the wild.  Their population is said to be growing at a rate of 7% annually.
	French population: Wolves migrated from Italy to France as recently as 1992.  The French Wolf population is still no more than 40-50, but the animals have been blamed for the deaths of nearly 2,200 sheep in 2003, up from fewer than 200 in 1994.  Controversy also arose when in 2001; a Shepherd living on the edge of the Mercantour National Park survived a mauling by three wolves.
	Under the Berne Convention, wolves are listed as an endangered species, and killing them is illegal.  Official culls are permitted to protect farm animals so long as there is no threat to the species.
	Grey Wolf/German Shepherd Hybrid


	Evolution: Remarkably, the Dhole is an ice age survivor like the Grey Wolf. The Sardinian Dhole was a descendant of the European Dhole, both of which are extinct. The Dhole once ranged all of Eurasia and North America during the late Ice ages.


